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1
Introduction

1.1 Wonders and mystery

The universe is truly a place of wonder. The observable objects and structures leave
ample scope for the imagination because we know that they are there, but much is
still unknown about their origin. Starting at the largest scales we observe galaxies
such as our Milky Way, that contain molecular clouds with sizes of tens of parsec,
consisting of predominantly hydrogen molecules and masses stretching over millions
of Solar masses. It is in the gravitational collapse of these vast structures where we
believe that stellar clusters are born of all sorts and sizes, inhabiting up to thousands
of stars. Within these clusters of stars and at somewhat ‘smaller’ scales, we observe
the newly born stars with frequently a young disk of gas and dust in orbit. In the
case of our Solar System this disk has been long gone and the traces of it reside in a
vast planetary system with planets, comets and asteroids. An illustration of the vast
size ladder from the smallest scales to the largest scales is shown in Figure 1.1.

In fact, more and more of these planetary systems are discovered with a plethora of
different types of planet types inhabiting the system, called exoplanets (exo, outside of
our solar system). Interestingly most extra-solar systems have very little resemblance
with our Solar System in architecture. It is therefore a challenging recent topic of
study to explain what the cause is of this difference.

It is a privilege to live in an era with increasingly modern technology and improving
telescopes and where we learn so much about our universe every day. While we do
seem to be bringing the puzzle together piece by piece of who we are and where we
come from, much remains unclear. One aspect for example that is easier said than
done is how planets and planetary bodies form. If we consider a grain of sand and
we would like to turn it into something the size of Jupiter, we would have to increase
its mass by a factor of 1032! It turns out that the typical tools and the environment

1
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Typical size ladder of observable objects and structures around us in the universe. The
ladder starts with a dust aggregate on a micrometer (µm) scale and ends with galaxies and molecular
clouds with length scales stretching over many light-years (ly). Image credits: ESO

in the planet formation scenario provide huge challenges to realize this growth in the
appropriate time span.

A consistent theory of planet formation that matches observations should certainly
be able to explain observed properties seen in planetary bodies. These properties
are for example their spin periods, location around the star, chemical compositions,
magnetic fields, eccentricity and so on. The question of how planets and planetary
bodies form is the one that is addressed in this work, with the main focus on their
growth timescale, radial core structure and acquired spin periods. Before we address
this however, we dive into some background. Our journey starts with the birth of a
star and the protoplanetary disk that forms around it in the collapse process. It is in
the protoplanetary disk we believe that planet formation finds its roots.

1.2 The birth of a star

We start at the largest length scale on the size ladder: the molecular cloud. The
molecular cloud is composed mainly out of hydrogen and helium molecules and typi-
cally stretches over tens of parsec prior to their collapse phase. These vast collections
of primordial molecules are considered to be the birth environment of all the smaller
scale structures on the size ladder. But how does this top-down formation process
work exactly?

There are two main competing forces present in a molecular cloud, if we neglect
other, more complicated forces such as magnetic fields: the inward directed gravita-
tional force and the outward directed pressure. If there is balance between them we
have what is called hydrostatic equilibrium and not much exciting will happen. If
the cloud is cold and gravity manages to become more dominant than the outward
pressure, the cloud will start contracting toward its center-of-mass. It might be the
case then that, after some time, pressure prevents further contraction and we are back
at hydrostatic equilibrium. If the cloud is massive enough however, the contraction
goes on further and leads to collapse leading to the formation of many stars or even

2
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1.2 The birth of a star

Figure 1.2: Artist overview of the star formation process from a molecular cloud to a planetary
system. Credit: Bill Saxton/NRAO/AUI/NSF

entire clusters of stars1. The critical mass for the collapse to overcome pressure is
called the Jeans mass. If we assume a spherical cloud this is roughly equal to (Jeans
1902):

MJ ≈
(
5kBT

Gm̄

)√
3

4πρg
, (1.1)

with kb the Boltzmann constant, G the universal constant of gravity, m̄ the mean
molecular weight and T and ρg the temperature and density of the molecular cloud,
respectively. Filaments with M > MJ then collapse on a free-fall timescale defined
by:

tff =

√
3π

32Gρg
. (1.2)

As the collapse proceeds, more and more heat is generated. If a star forms the
molecules get more closely together and pressure counteracts gravity again. If the
angular momentum in the collapse is non-zero, material also lands in the environment
outside of the formed star. By conservation of angular momentum this excess material
then flattens to a rotating disk of primarily gas: the protoplanetary disk. An overview
of the collapse process is shown with an illustration in Figure 1.2.

Besides the mixture of helium and hydrogen, the protoplanetary disk also contains
a fraction of dust. This dust fraction is expected to be inherited from the interstellar

1A molecular cloud does not have a uniform constant density everywhere. During its collapse
over dense filaments form which locally collapse to one or more stars.

3
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1 Introduction

medium, the background in which the molecular cloud resides during the collapse.
The relative amount of solid dust and gas that ends up in the protoplanetary disk is
then expressed as the solid-to-gas density ratio ϵ, typically of the order:

ρs
ρg

≡ ϵ ∼ 0.01, (1.3)

meaning that every patch of the disk you pick, is a hundred times more denser in gas
(ρg), than in solids (ρs). How do planetary bodies form in the protoplanetary disk?
To understand this process we first need to know the structure of a protoplanetary
disk and the physical processes that govern its evolution.

1.3 Structure and evolution of the protoplanetary
disk

The protoplanetary disk is subject to many complex processes such as turbulence,
gravitational/magnetic instabilities, processes of radiation transport from the star
(among others), magnetic fields, dust-gas interactions and so on. A detailed descrip-
tion of protoplanetary disk evolution and dynamics has been pioneered already in the
seventies with an extensive description of the nebular theory (Safronov 1972), and
still forms the basis of our understanding on this topic. In this section we focus on a
rather simple but insightful model of the protoplanetary disk structure and evolution
to gain a basic understanding of the planet formation environment. A reasonable but
probably not very accurate description of the protoplanetary disk is the minimum
mass solar nebula (MMSN) (Weidenschilling 1977b). In this model the dust mass
available in the disk is equal to that contained in the cores of the eight solar system
planets today (and the main asteroid belt). Assuming that the solid-to-gas ratio of
the disk is ϵ = 0.01, this yields a total disk mass of roughly ten Jupiter masses and
we indeed obtain the minimum mass needed to form the planetary cores we observe
in our Solar System today.

The gas mass surface density can then be fitted from the Solar System mass dis-
tribution as a decreasing function of radius r from the central star, with a power law
given by (Weidenschilling 1977b; Hayashi 1981):

Σg(r) = 1700 g cm−2
( r

1 au

)−3/2

. (1.4)

The radial temperature structure of the gas then follows from Stefan Boltzmann’s
law with the assumption that any radiation received by a gas parcel from the star is
released again:

T (r) = 300 K
( r

1 au

)− 1
2

. (1.5)

4
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1.3 Structure and evolution of the protoplanetary disk

Figure 1.3: Left: scattered light image of the star and protoplanetary disk referred to as MY lup,
obtained by the SPHERE survey DARTTS-S. Right: a schematic of structure of the protoplanetary
disk according to models showing the different processes that are at work. Figure from Testi et al.
(2014).

If a protoplanetary disk has a finite height z, as seen in many observations, it must
be in hydrostatic equilibrium vertically. We therefore start building the vertical disk
structure with the z-component of stellar gravity on the gas, balancing the opposing
pressure P :

Fg = − 1

ρg

dP

dz
. (1.6)

Ideally we want to obtain a solution for the gas density and pressure over the vertical
extent z. An additional assumption we make is that vertically the disk is isothermal,
T (r, z) = T (r). Because the radial direction is much larger with respect to the
corresponding vertical direction at a disk location e.a., r ≫ z, the vertical component
of the stellar gravity can be justifiably approximated to be:

Fg ≈ −Ω2z, (1.7)

with Ω is the Kepler frequency and z the vertical axis. Applying the isothermal
equation of state for the gas pressure:

P = c2sρg, (1.8)

with the isothermal sound speed given by:

cs =

√
kbT

m̄
, (1.9)

with kb the Boltzmann constant, m̄ the mean molecular weight and T the temperature.
This gives the differential equation:

−Ω2z =
c2s
ρ

dρ

dz
, (1.10)

5
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1 Introduction

with the solution being a Gaussian density profile:

ρg(r, z) = ρ0(r)e
− 1

2

(
z

Hg

)2

, (1.11)

with Hg = cs
Ω the scale height of the gas. The disk aspect ratio H/r ∝ r1/4 in this

particular disk model, meaning the aspect ratio increases with radial distance from
the central star. Such disks are called flared disks and are indeed frequently observed.

The prefactor in the Gaussian expression, ρ0 is the mid-plane gas density and can
be obtained by integrating the total surface density over the z−direction:

Σg(r) = ρ0(r)

∫ ∞

−∞
e
− 1

2

(
z

Hg

)2

dz. (1.12)

We then obtain that:

ρ0 =
Σg(r)

Hg

√
2π

. (1.13)

This brings us to the complete solution for the gas density profile:

ρg(r, z) =
Σg(r)

Hg

√
2π

e
− 1

2

(
z

Hg

)2

. (1.14)

The gas density is then highest in the mid plane (z = 0) of the disk and becomes lower
rapidly with increasing height. It must be emphasized that the MMSN disk model is
oversimplified and disks are subject to many time dependent chaotic processes that
alter their structure significantly, both on a local and global scale.

1.3.1 Gas and solid dynamics in the disk

Solids in the protoplanetary disk are subject to gas drag, just like the winds produced
in the Earth’s atmosphere can, for example, lift and transport grains of sand (or entire
trees for that matter). The strength of gas drag that solids experience is dependent
on a number of parameters that we will discuss here. The first important factor is the
speed of the gas wind in the disk. If the gas would stand still entirely, a solid particle
moving through would still have to punch away the molecules on its path.

However, in a protoplanetary disk with rotational support both solids and gas are
rotating and they do so at different rates. In a protoplanetary disk governed by Keple-
rian rotation, solids move on orbits with a Kepler speed which follows from balancing
the outward centrifugal force and the inward stellar gravity. For gas this force bal-
ance has an extra pressure component and solving for the gas speed from this balance
generally leads to a gas parcel moving slightly less than Keplerian (Weidenschilling
1977a). As a consequence the typical difference in solid and gas speed in the disk
is of the order of 30 m/s. This ‘gas headwind’ as we shall call it, has significant

6
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1.3 Structure and evolution of the protoplanetary disk

consequences for the dynamical evolution of solids embedded in the disk as we shall
see.

The drag force of the gas on solids in the disk is typically written as the timescale
needed to slow the solids down with a factor e: the stopping time. In the case the
solids are just about smaller than the distance gas molecules can travel before a mutual
collision, the stopping time is based on the ‘particle-in-a-box’ approach. The solids
just bump into individual molecules as a drunk person in a busy mall bumps into
other people. If the solids are however larger than this mean free path of molecules
the gas starts to behave as a flow pattern that deforms collectively because of the
solid. These two drag regimes are respectively referred to as the Epstein and Stokes
regime and are defined as follows (Epstein 1924; Whipple 1972):

ts =


ρ•s

ρgvth
Epstein regime: s < 9

4 lmfp

2ρ•s
2

9ηd
Stokes regime: s ≥ 9

4 lmfp

, (1.15)

with ρ• the internal density of the grain, vth the thermal speed of the gas and ηd the
kinematic viscosity. A convenient dimensionless parameter that relates how fast the
solids are brought to a halt compared to the orbital time of their Kepler orbit, is the
Stokes number:

τs = tsΩ. (1.16)

Due to the strong drag induced by the gas headwind, solids are slowed down as they
loose their orbital angular momentum to the gas. As a result they spiral inward
toward the star on a timescale td = r/vr. Here vr is the drift velocity of solids given
by (Weidenschilling 1977a):

vr = − 2τs
1 + τ2s

ηvK , (1.17)

where η is the pressure support factor given by (Nakagawa et al. 1986):

η =
c2s
2vk

∂ logP

∂ log r
∼
(
cs
vk

)2

, (1.18)

the approximation is valid because η ≪ 1 ≈ 10−3, meaning that gravity in the disk
is dominant over the pressure support.

It turns out that solids with a Stokes number of unity have the fastest drift and
already are lost to the star in several hundreds of orbital times. These solids are then
not able to contribute to further planet growth anymore, which is obviously not great
business. At least, not if we want to explain an increase of 40 orders of magnitude
in mass between a dust grain and a gas giant. This process is therefore commonly
described as the meter-sized drift barrier to form planets.
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1.3.2 Barriers in solid growth through collisions

From observations of protoplanetary disks typical sizes of solids range from microme-
ter to centimeter. Larger solids could also be present but are more difficult to observe
and/or might have drifted away to the star. If we now think of ways to grow larger
than a freckle of dust without help of gravity, we are left with the process of coagu-
lation through mutual collisions. This would be similar to sitting in your room and
waiting for the dust in the corner to form a boulder. The main difference is that
the protoplanetary disk is an extreme environment. Solids might have very different
relative velocities and while collisions may be more frequent, the outcomes are mainly
stagnating further growth.

In general there are three outcomes possible from mutual collisions among dust
particles: fragmentation (or destruction), bouncing (billiard ball collision) or sticking
(a ball against the wall). These outcomes depend very much on the relative velocity
of the colliders and their material. If velocities are too high, the outcome will be
destructive most of the time, shattering hope for further growth. In the case the
relative velocities are smaller but the colliders are very elastic in material, they will
just bounce off and we are no further than where we were before.

In the perfect case however that we have sticky solids that collide with gentle relative
velocities, they are allowed to grow to a Stokes number of unity to then depart toward
the star through rapid radial drift. All and all the consecutive growth scenario from
dust to larger solid sizes is very hard to achieve due to the main barriers discussed
above: the drift barrier (Weidenschilling 1977a), the fragmentation barrier (Blum &
Münch 1993) and the bouncing barrier (Zsom et al. 2010).

1.3.3 Turbulence

Protoplanetary disks are likely turbulent both in the vertical and radial disk direction,
although the precise degree of turbulence is still not known. In the case turbulence is
present it affects the motion of solids greatly for solids with small Stokes number and
decreasingly so for increasing Stokes number. Consequently, turbulence in the vertical
direction can kick solids up from the midplane of the disk to an equilibrium height
that increases with decreasing Stokes number. The vertical distribution of solids in a
turbulent disk is therefore size sorted from largest grains in the midplane, to smallest
grains at the vertical disk edge. Assuming this "turbulent mixing" is indeed present
in the disk, it provides a probe for the degree of settling and grain growth. In several
well-studied disks it has been observed that the MIR flux in the outer vertical disk
layers decreases over time, indicative of solids actively settling to the midplane by
means of growing larger by coagulation (Williams & Cieza 2011).

Turbulence is a complex phenomenon and much is still unknown about the extend
and impact of it during protoplanetary disk evolution. In general it is therefore used
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as a parameter α in calculations that follows from the disk viscosity that transports
angular momentum of the gas in the disk outward (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973):

νT = αcsHg, (1.19)

α then indicates the strength of turbulence in disks. α typically varies between 10−5

(weak to no turbulence) and 1 (very strong turbulence). Sources of turbulence in
disks are proposed to be disk instabilities, magneto-rotational instabilities, massive
embedded planets and, more locally, the larger solids embedded in the gas disk. An
overview of the protoplanetary disk and the discussed processes that are active in
there is shown in Figure 1.3, right panel.

1.3.4 Disk observations and lifetime

Protoplanetary disks are not a figment of imagination. In fact many of these fasci-
nating gaseous structures have been observed with advanced telescopes in the last
decades, from smooth flat ones, to asymmetric complex morphologies that remain a
mystery until this day. A scattered light image from the SPHERE survey is shown in
Figure 1.3, left panel. These actual observations of protoplanetary disks are perhaps
the most valuable resource in determining their structure and evolution. As telescopes
are becoming more advanced many new protoplanetary disks are being discovered and
analyzed from the observation data. It is nearly impossible to give a complete review
of the recent state of the art on this topic but we will briefly discuss the key findings.
It is after all crucial to consider the observational constraints of protoplanetary disk
structure to construct a consistent theory of planet formation in the first place.

Young stars, their disks and envelope are categorized in four different classes (Lada
& Wilking 1984); class 0, class I, class II and class III according to their spectral
energy distribution (SED). During the collapse phase the disk forms rapidly (after
∼ 104 years) from the in-falling envelope of material. The SED in this class 0 phase is
dominated by the black body spectrum of the full envelope falling inward. Afterward,
during the class I phase the disk is in the last stage of formation and the SED starts to
separate into an active disk spectrum and a black body component of the protostar.
Interestingly, the disk mass does not change over time during transition from class
0 to class I, suggesting that the mass falling in from envelope to the disk is rapidly
transported to the central star. This could be achieved by early disk instabilities that
lead to non-steady accretion outbursts onto the star (Bodenheimer 1996). Indeed
these outbursts have been observed for numerous disks with the first being FU Orionis.

After the rapid class I phase (0.4 Myr) the star formation process is effectively
over and the disk has fully flattened around the central star. At this stage the star is
actively accreting and the SED clearly separates in a flux of the active disk component
and a stellar component. It is this stage (class II) in which disks are best observed
due to the continuum emission of reprocessed stellar light by solids in the disk. After
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Figure 1.4: Classes of stars with their disk and envelope according to the Lada classification. The
spectral energy distribution shown per class (SED) reveals the protoplanetary disk from class 0 to
class II and leaves roughly the blackbody spectrum of the star in the class III phase in which a debris
disk is left.

2-10 Myr accretion comes to a halt and gas is effectively removed from the disk. In
many cases what is left is a debris disk which is, similar to the main asteroid belt, a
collionally processed belt of solid debris. In this class III stage the SED is characterized
by the absence of accretion activity and the star dominates the spectrum again with
a tail of flux from the debris that mark the last traces of the protoplanetary disk’s
vibrant lifetime. The classes are illustrated in Figure 1.4.

A protoplanetary disk in general consists of 99 percent gas (mostly H and He) and
1 percent solids (silicates, carbon, olivene and peroxine) likely to be inherited from
the interstellar medium (ISM). In order for a telescope to receive useful radiation
and observe a protoplanetary disk light has to be emitted at a particular wavelength.
Among others, two important sources of radiation from a disk are scattered light from
its central star or some other dominant nearby source, and thermal radiation of stellar
light that is absorbed and re-emitted by particles in the disk. The gas in the disk
might be the dominant component in mass but it is difficult to observe it because gas
molecules only emit at very specific wavelengths. This therefore leads to the need of
telescopes with very high resolution to resolve the emission or absorption lines of gas
in an obtained spectrum of light emerging from the disk.
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For the solids this is a different story because they emit thermal (infrared) radiation.
Thermal radiation is emitted in a range of sub-millimeter to millimeter wavelengths
and is therefore also referred to as continuum emission (not one wavelength but a
range of). This makes solids by far the most dominant source of radiation we can
detect with our telescopes leading to information on the solid properties in the disk
such as size and morphology. To extract these properties two quantities are of great
importance: the cross-section of a solid and the optical depth of a disk layer. The
opacity of a solid tells us the ability of a solid to re-emit light that it has absorbed
from, for example, stellar radiation. If there is a whole layer of solids with given
opacity and we want to know how much light travelling through it stays behind and
does not reach us, we use the optical depth: it tells us how much light such a solid
layer steals from a beam entering it from the far side.

The optical depth therefore tells us that it is difficult in general to receive much
light from deeper disk layers, simply because of the path of travel to the disk surface
and to our telescopes. The opacity is in general complex to establish for solids in the
disk because it is dependent on parameters such as the solid size, temperature and
the source of process (scattering, reflection, absorption etc.).

1.3.5 Age

How long will the gas then be present in the disk? An important question that we
need to answer to put a constrain on the time available for planets, especially the gas
giants2 to form. The evolution of a protoplanetary disk depends on many dynamic
variables but in general there are four mechanisms responsible for depletion of gas
from the disk:

1. accretion onto the star

2. photo-evaporation

3. accretion onto planets

4. disk winds

In case 1, gas is accreted onto the star until only debris is left. For the second
case, the gas is heated up significantly (thousands of Kelvin) because of exposure to
UV-radiation from the star and is transferred away from the disk. Any gas that is
not removed by these processes has likely been accreted as atmospheres and/or mixed
into the cores of planetary bodies that have formed in the disk.

2The gas planets have gained their H and He atmosphere from the protoplanetary disk. If this
gas has been depleted from the disk, it is not available to contribute to the dominant gas giant
atmospheres. The timescale needed to clear gas from the protoplanetary disk gives an upper limit
on the formation time for gas giants.
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Typically the lifetime of a protoplanetary disk is of the order ∼ 4 to 10 Myr

(Williams & Cieza 2011). At this point most of the gas has been removed in some
way from the disk.

1.4 The solar system: observational constraints

Over the past decades many exoplanetary systems have been discovered with advanced
detection techniques. It turns out that many of them have very different architecture
than our own Solar System, making the search for a consistent theory of planet
formation even more of a challenge. For now, we turn to our own Solar System as
it provides enough food for thought regarding the main question addressed in this
thesis: how do planetary bodies form? By far the most and also most accurate data
we have collected is from observations of our own Solar System. To start answering
how planetary bodies came about I highlight the main observations of properties in
solar system bodies for which a consistent theory of planet formation should account.
I do note however that it might be impossible to account for them all and there
are many more aspects not covered in this brief overview. One thing is for certain;
many complicated processes were and still are active that might have wiped out many
signatures of the early structure of the Solar System.

1.4.1 Solar System objects: general overview, constraints and
trends

The solar system contains eight main planets located between distances of r = 0.4 to
r = 30 au from the central Sun. The inner terrestrial planets, Mercury (r =0.4 au),
Venus (0.7 au), Earth (1 au) and Mars (1.5 au) are rocky. The term ‘rocky’ indicates
that planets have rocky composition. Their cores often also have been element sorted
through differentiation (a melting phase sinking in the heavier elements first, followed
by the less heavy ones). This leads to the inner cores being primarily built out of
heavier metals such as iron and nickel, surrounded by a less dense outer core made
out of silicate rocks and possibly volatile (gaseous components, such as helium and
hydrogen) elements further outward. In the case of Venus and Earth a well-defined
atmosphere is present containing numerous gaseous elements. This atmosphere is
lacking on Mercury and it is very thin but not insignificant, on Mars.

In between the orbit of Mars and Jupiter we find the asteroid belt. Having around
half the mass of the Moon in total, it is quite a tenuous ring of collisional left-overs
from the Solar System evolution. Further out we find the gas giants Jupiter (5 au)
and Saturn (10 au) with large atmospheres consisting of predominantly Hydrogen (H)
and Helium (He). The planets that are furthest out from the sun are the ice giants,
deserving of their name as they contain icy volatiles in their atmospheres next to the
Helium-Hydrogen mixture also seen in the gas giants. Beyond the orbit of Neptune
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we encounter the Kuiper belt. The Kuiper Belt is twenty times as wide as the asteroid
belt! It is an icy reservoir of comets and minor bodies that are frequently in close
binary orbits.

The majority of the mass of the Solar System (∼99.9 %) can be found in the
Sun, while the mass in planetary bodies is overwhelmingly dominated by Jupiter,
as it constitutes more than two times the mass of the other planets and the main
asteroid belt combined. The angular momentum distribution is the other way around:
most angular momentum (more than 98 %) can be found in the planetary orbits but
predominantly in the orbital motion of Jupiter. This is referred to as the angular
momentum problem, first realized by Mestel (1965a,b): how can one percent of the
mass contain 99 % of the angular momentum in our solar system?

The spin-axis orientation and magnitude of planetary bodies are dominantly pro-
grade: they spin in the same direction as their orbital motion with periods around
their own axis that are clustered between 4 to ∼25 hours. Retrograde and fast rota-
tors (period < 4 hours) and more randomly distributed spin orientations are mainly
found in smaller collisional fragments and unusual capture configurations but much
more rare among gravitationally round bodies (Pravec & Harris 2000; Pravec et al.
2002; Visser et al. 2020). The spin axis of the planets and large asteroids from the
main asteroid belt is illustrated in Figure 1.5.

The internal density of the eight main planets shows a trend of decreasing with
heliocentric distance from the sun, from highly dense iron-rich Mercury (5.5 g cm−3)
to the low density of icy Neptune (1.64 g cm−3), also shown in Figure 1.5. Notably,
this trend is also observed for Jupiter and its major moons (de Pater & Lissauer 2015)
hinting toward a possible similarity in formation mechanism.

With the exception of Mercury and Venus all main planets have at least one moon
and the giant planets have many moons and satellites. A theory of planet formation
should account for these observations at least in explaining their formation process.

All giant planets have rings of centimeter to meter sized dust surrounding them,
orbiting the planets in prograde orientation. These rings are most prominent around
Saturn and ejection of material by major moons might be a significant source of ring
material. The ring systems are however only seen dominantly around the gas giants
and some Kuiper Belt bodies and are remarkably systematically structured. While
much is revealed about dynamics of ring particles, their formation and origin remains
uncertain and a planet formation theory should certainly account for the latter two
at a bare minimum.

Magnetic fields are present in all main planets except for Venus. Mars is known to
possess more localized magnetic field activity from a globally generated field induced
by Solar winds (Mittelholz et al. 2020) and ancient magnetized rocks (Johnson et al.
2020; Hamil et al. 2022) and does not generate its own magnetic field. Jupiter has the
largest magnetic field of all planets extending beyond Saturn, while that of Uranus is
most asymmetric (Cao & Paty 2017) with field strengths varying over the poles from
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a third (Southern hemisphere) to 4-5 times (Northern hemisphere) Earth’s magnetic
field. The only moon known to have its own magnetic field is Ganymede, also the
most massive moon in the solar system (de Pater & Lissauer 2015).

1.4.2 Properties of Solar System Bodies

I will now briefly highlight the main properties of individual bodies and structures in
the solar system. This overview is not complete by any means but gives a general idea
of the processes and features we observe to be present in the current solar system.

Terrestrial planets

The terrestrical planets are the inner planets Mercury, Venus, Earth, with specific
densites ranging from 3.93 g cm−3 for Mars to 3.93 g cm−3 for Mercury, indicating
some differences in compositon, but basically confirming that they are dominated by
iron cores surrounded by silicate mantles in different mass ratios and compression.
These planets have atmospheres that are only a small fraction of their total mass,
so that the formation of these bodies really formed from solids in the protoplanetary
disk, moving around and somehow being collected to form these larger bodies.

The spin of these planets, and the orientations of their spin axes can be seen in
figure 1.5. Most planets spin prograde where Earth and Mars have inclined axes with
rotation periods of around 24 hours, and Mercury’s 59 day rotation is governed by
the spin-orbit resonance due to tidal interaction with the Sun. Venus is spinning
retrograde at a period of 243 days.

The asteroid belt

The majority of the mass of the asteroid belt is deposited in its largest gravitationally
rounded bodies: Ceres (∼470 km), Vesta (∼270 km), Pallas (∼ 200 km) and Hygea
(∼150 km). As expected from a collisionally processed reservoir, the morphology be-
comes increasingly irregular with decreasing mass whereas Ceres likely has smoothed
out crater history through its high surface gravity. Many asteroids are fluffy piles of
rocky, silicate rich material with the largest asteroids likely having an iron (Fe) rich
inner core, inferred from their high internal densities. Asteroid densities vary from as
low as 0.5 g cm−3 to even 8 g cm−3. Vesta, the second largest body in the main belt,
is a large contributor to meteorite deposition on Earth. Many collisional fragments
that end up on the Earth in meteorites are thought to be from the larger parent
bodies in the main asteroid belt and provide a good probe of their surface and to
some extent, intermediate depth structure. The asteroid belt contains a high fraction
of binary pairs (15 percent, so far observed) but have very much unequal masses,
making them more of a primary with a moon than a binary system (Montaigut et al.
2019). This is different from the Kuiper belt, which consists of ample close to equal
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Figure 1.5: Spin axis orientation and periods, and the average internal density ρ of the eight
main planets and the largest main belt asteroids Ceres, Vesta and Pallas. The arrows upward and
red indicate a prograde orientation with respect to the orbit. The arrow pointing down and blue
indicate a retrograde orientation. The corresponding period is therefore positive (+) or negative (-),
respectively. Figure of Solar System planets from ESO and modified with spins and densities.

mass binary configurations (Noll et al. 2008b).

The gas and ice giants

The gas and ice giants are defined mainly by their huge and far stretching atmosphere
of primarily H and He. The ice giants additionally show very significant molecular
abundances of water, ammonia and methane ices in their atmosphere which is at-
tributed to the much colder environment (typically T∼30-50 K) and the accretion of
large amount of ices.

It is clear that for Jupiter and Saturn, the active accretion of gas during the pro-
toplanetary disk phase is a dominant mechanism, and therefore lies outside the scope
of this thesis. However, most likely also these planets started out as rocky/icy cores,
for which the processes discussed in this thesis are very relevant. Today, the inner
structure of these planets is still debated. Rather than a sharply defined core, there is
increasing evidence that the inner regions show strong compositional gradients (Guil-
lot et al. 2022).
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The Kuiper Belt

Behind the orbit of Neptune we find the Kuiper Belt, a reservoir of icy bodies with-
out notable atmospheres and temperatures on the order of 30 Kelvin. The larger
gravitationally round bodies in the Kuiper Belt are assumed to be barely touched by
collisional evolution (Bottke et al. 2005a). Many of these so-called ’cold classicals’
are identified as binaries in - close to - or even contact orbits. A well-known example
of such a binary is the Pluto (R ∼1100 km)-Charon(R∼600 km) configuration with
internal densities as expected for icy bodies being ∼1.5 g cm−3. While classified as
equal mass binary, Pluto is generally considered as the primary and Charon as the
secondary or Pluto’s moon, being roughly one-tenth of Pluto in mass. How these bi-
nary planetary bodies form and why they are especially situated in the Kuiper Belt is
still an open question. Looking at the Pluto-Charon system in particular, a consistent
mechanism of formation should account for the high angular momentum contained
in the system. Another feature of this system is the unusual tilt of their orbital path
around the common center-of-mass, with respect to the ecliptic plane. Interestingly
the system, Pluto and its five satellites, orbits coplanar in this orientation (similar to
the Uranus system).

Another class of bodies that is thought to originate from, among others, the Kuiper
Belt, is the comet. Comets are icy bodies with very eccentric (elliptic) orbits around
the sun (e = 0.999). A good example of such a comet is 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko,
a somewhat oddly shaped layered body resembling a rubber duck. This shape might
have been the consequence of a gentle merge of a close-contact binary or material
might have been stripped by the sun during close encounters. In any case, assuming
that this body was barely processed by collisional evolution, its internal structure
might reveal important aspects of our origin. In 2014 high resolution images were
taken by the Rosetta spacecraft of 67p’s surface, showing an intriguing layered dust
pile structure visible in Figure 1.1 image four from the left. These comets are ex-
cited/kicked into eccentric orbital paths around the sun making them very mobile.
They experience the lowest temperatures, as well as close to the highest temperatures
observed in our Solar System during their journey. As they approach the sun, the
trapped ices melt and form a tail of ejected material. Comets are thought to be a way
of transporting volatiles and possibly even organic molecules throughout the Solar
System, making them extremely interesting study material. A live example of this
has been captured amazingly in 1994 when comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 made an impact
on Jupiter. It certainly deposited new elements on Jupiter and triggered chemical
reactions through the heat of impact. An overview of the planetary bodies and their
moons is shown in Figure 1.6 to illustrate the scale and diversity of these planetary
bodies.
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Figure 1.6: Overview of the planets with their largest moons and Pluto with Charon. The diversity
in surface and composition of the moons is clearly visible. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech

1.4.3 Age and other constraints

The age of the Solar System is estimated to be ∼4.567 billion years based on isotopic
dating of primitive meteorites, the oldest building blocks of our Solar System known
to date (Pfalzner et al. 2015). Isotope dating from rocks originating from the Earth
and meteorites from the Moon show that they are much younger: 4 Gyr and 3-4 Gyr
old, respectively (Pfalzner et al. 2015). The method of isotopic dating is considered
very accurate as long as there is enough decay product present in the meteorites of
the original radioactive isotope.

The gas giants are most likely to have collected their atmospheres from the gaseous
disk before it was depleted. The gas giants have a helium-hydrogen ratio that is
strikingly similar to that of the early protoplanetary disk (∼25 % helium, ∼75%
hydrogen) strengthening this argument. This puts a fairly reliable constraint on the
formation time of gas giants being the gas disk lifetime at maximum (∼ 5 to 10 million
years). I will briefly go over the fascinating but complex subject of composition and
differentiation as additional formation constraints.

All of the eight planets are thought to have differentiated cores. They have a
sorted core structure of iron in the inner core, followed by elements that become
lighter further out. This is achieved through a stage of melting by an extreme heating
event, when all these elements were present in a mixture. A simplified explanation is
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that iron sinks to the core first, silicates and rocks later, followed by ices and volatiles.
If the core then solidifies, the elements are sorted in layers from heavy inner core, to
lighter outer crust/atmosphere. The process is however much more complicated due
to the chemistry involved.

Primitive meteorites do not show this differentiation (although there is processing),
meaning that they probably are among the first building blocks of the Solar System.
It might also be the case that these meteorites do not originate from the inner core,
but closer to the surface of the parent body (Pfalzner et al. 2015). Primitive me-
teorites are referred to as chondrites (Figure 1.1, third image from the left) and are
made up of a matrix of fine grained material with trapped, marble-like, micrometer to
centimeter sized droplets referred to as chondrules (Figure 1.1, second image from the
left). The structure of these solidified droplets indicates that they were heated to high
temperatures and rapidly cooled off, trapping silicates and metals in. Another struc-
ture found in chondrites is referred to as CAI (Calcium and Aluminum inclusions). As
the name suggests, they are regions with high degrees of C and Al and are probably
the oldest part of a chondrite. Meteorites vary in density from 1 g cm−3 to 8 g cm−3.
The lower density meteorites found are called Carbonaceous chondrites (unsurpris-
ingly because of a significant Carbon presence) and they become more iron/nickel
dominated toward higher density. Meteorites that have undergone differentiation are
called achondrites. One ongoing subject of debate is the rapid heating and cooling
of the chondrules as indicated by their glassy, marble-like structure. It is likely that
these chondrules contributed significantly to the formation of the planetary bodies in
our solar system. This therefore makes them important both composition wise and
in their aerodynamical properties during the protoplanetary disk phase.

Exoplanets

Over the years many exoplanetary systems have been discovered. The majority of
exoplanets detected in these systems are referred to as mini-neptunes, Super-Earths
and Hot-Jupiters and many are more massive than the Earth. After analyzing exo-
planet orbital properties and features from the light received from these systems, it
became soon apparent that the architecture is in general very different from our Solar
System.

A relatively well studied example is the system now known as TRAPPIST-1, a
highly compact system located 12 parsec from our Sun (Gillon et al. 2016; Luger
et al. 2017). The system consists of seven planets that orbit a red dwarf star within
the orbital distance of Mercury to the Sun. While it has not been confirmed that any
of these planets have an atmosphere, it has been determined fairly accurately that at
least four of these planets are within the habitable zone of this system. Obviously it is
therefore an interesting topic of study in the search for water and extraterrestrial life.
It however also emphasizes the complexity of finding a consistent theory of planet
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Figure 1.7: Comparison of TRAPPIST-1 with the Jupiter and large moons system and the inner
solar system. The TRAPPIST-1 system is much closer to its star than Mercury as indicated with
the small blue rings in the lower panel. In the middle panel this is enlarged 25 times and an artist
impression of the seven TRAPPIST-1 planets is shown. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech

formation as these very different architectures are not uncommon in exoplanetary
systems. Figure 1.7 gives an idea of the scale of TRAPPIST-1 in comparison to
Jupiter with its moons and the inner solar system.

1.5 Theories of planet formation

The two main mechanisms on the market to explain how planets form are: (i) classi-
cal core accretion, streaming instability followed by pebble accretion, and (ii) gravita-
tional instability specifically valid for gas giants. While all have favorable aspects that
explain observations, they also have trouble in explaining others. A brief overview of
them will be given in this section.
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1.5.1 Core accretion: the classical view

The core accretion scenario starts with planetesimals which grow further by sweeping
up other planetesimals in their surroundings, leading to runaway growth. If they
become more massive, they start to scatter the surrounding planetesimals away grav-
itationally. This leads to the smaller ones growing faster, eventually leaving a limited
number of larger bodies to dominate the race toward a larger planet (Kokubo & Ida
1998). In growing more massive, the Hill sphere -the region for which the accreting
planet gravity is larger than that of the star on an object- becomes larger, which is
equal to:

RH = r

(
Mp

3M⋆

)1/3

, (1.20)

with Mp the mass of the accreting body, M⋆ the mass of the star, and r the distance
from the star of the accreting body. If these planet cores become large enough to start
accreting the gas in the nebula they attain an atmosphere. The planetary moons are
then formed through a later stage of giant impacts or capture of the moons in a
stable orbit around the planet, or possibly through a circumplanetary disk around
the planets. A good review on the topic of classical planet formation theories is given
by Raymond et al. (2020). There are some serious shortcomings in this formation
scenario which we will briefly discuss.

As we saw before, collisional growth between small solids is problematically in-
efficient. However, if we assume that this growth can continue without issues the
timescale to form bodies dominated by self-gravity is very long. A constraint to form
planets with a significant primary atmosphere (H and He from the disk) is the gas
disk lifetime, meaning that this process should happen before the gas is removed from
the disk. It turns out that the growth via consecutive accretion and planetesimal ac-
cretion, is of the same order or longer than the age of the gas disk in the outer disk,
rendering it difficult to form gas giants merely from planetesimal accretion in our
solar system (Pollack et al. 1996). If we assume that the necessary planetesimal seeds
managed to form anyway, we encounter another problem: the obtained spin periods
from this growth mechanism. We come back to this in the final subsection.

1.5.2 Streaming instability and pebble accretion

Recently there have been promising mechanisms proposed to form planets within
the lifetime of the gas disk. In the streaming instability (Youdin & Goodman 2005)
planetesimals form from spontaneous clumping and gravitational collapse of dust and
gas in the disk. The planetesimal sizes that form with this mechanism are between
radii of tens of kilometers to ∼ 1000 kilometer (Johansen et al. 2009; Schäfer et al.
2017). The condition for this mechanism to work is however not always achieved.
The solid-to-gas ratio discussed before has to be high enough (ϵ ∼ 1 or higher) in
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With gas Without gas

Figure 1.8: Pebble accretion (left) versus gas free accretion (right). The Hill radius of the accreting
body (black central dot) is indicated with the dotted circle. The pebble coming in from the top spirals
inward to the body because it loses its angular momentum to the gas with pebble accretion (green
trajectory). It escapes the Hill radius again in the gas free case (right) because of energy conservation
(red trajectory).

order for the clumping to be strong enough. While this locally might be achieved
through over dense dust and gas regions, this is not easily achieved for the whole
(global) disk. The reason for this condition to be achieved, is that solids have to be
tightly packed enough in clusters as they collectively move Keplerian around the star.
If this happens the gas is forced to move Keplerian the same way the gas forces small
individual solids to move sub-Keplerian. This mutual interaction between gas and
dust is referred to as a feedback process.

Pebble accretion (Ormel & Klahr 2010; Lambrechts & Johansen 2012) is a rela-
tively new theory that allows rapid growth of small planetesimals to larger planetary
bodies. It does require the accreting body to have enough self-gravity. The pebbles
are captured over cross-sections of the order of a Hill radius. This happens because
the gas drag removes the pebble’s angular momentum, slowing down their encounters
with the body. As a result they spiral inward (settle) towards the protoplanet sur-
face due to gravity. This would not happen without gas because energy then stays
conserved and the pebble escapes the Hill radius again, as illustrated in Figure 1.8.
Pebble accretion has been applied to many different problems already, both in our
solar system (Levison et al. 2015a,b; Johansen et al. 2015b) and outside of it to the
TRAPPIST system (Schoonenberg et al. 2019) and is promising to explain planetary
growth within the disk lifetime.
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1.5.3 Disk instability

The gas in a protoplanetary disk can become gravitationally unstable and collapse to
form planets directly. In order for this to happen there needs to be strong clumping
of the gas-solid mixture which requires a very massive disk. To keep these clumps
together the disk must cool efficiently after the collapse phase to reduce pressure
support from the gas molecules. These conditions are derived from balancing the
pressure and shear in the rotating disk to the gravitational force and is called the
Toomre parameter, equal to (Toomre 1964):

Q =
csΩ

πGΣg
. (1.21)

It essentially represents a hydrostatic balance again for a non-stationary (but rotat-
ing) gas. The scenario of gravitational instability therefore only works for massive
protoplanetary disks with efficient gas cooling throughout the disk evolution. Overall
in the outer disk the ices drop the gas temperature enough to trigger gravitational
instability (Kimura & Tsuribe 2012) and the high temperatures in the inner region,
close to the star prevent it. While this then could explain formation of further out
gas-giants, it does not account for formation of the other planetary bodies that are
less gas rich, closer to the star and often have much lower mass.

1.5.4 Theory vs observations

It would be nice to know how the constraints discussed from Solar System observations
connect to the planet formation theories. More specifically, how do theoretical models
of planet formation explain these constraints? I will cover a few ones such as planetary
atmospheres, and spin and rotation.

Planetary atmospheres

A planet can collect an atmosphere if its surface escape velocity becomes equal to or
larger than the sound speed of the surrounding nebular gas. The effective radius of
influence for which gas is pulled in is referred to as the Bondi radius and equals:

rb =
GMpµ

kbTg
, (1.22)

with Mp the planet mass, µ the mean molecular weight of the gas molecules, kb
Boltzmann’s constant and Tg the gas temperature. The Bondi radius becomes only
significantly large if planets have a mass equal to or larger than roughly the Earth’s
moon. Since planets that have collected a primary atmosphere composite of hydrogen
and helium, they must have done so before the disk gas was removed. This puts a
strong constraint on the time allowed to grow massive cores that can accrete the
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1.5 Theories of planet formation

atmosphere in the first place, in case of our solar system the gas and ice giants.
While there are certainly other ways to gather an atmosphere in a secondary way
by, for example giant impacts that vaporize layers of the target that could convert
to an atmospheric layer, they are not by far as effective as a continuous accretion of
gas within a significant Bondi radius. This would also likely lead to a more diverse
mixture of chemical elements as seen in the terrestrial planets and the moons with
atmospheres.

Planetary spin and rotation

How did planetary bodies obtain their spin rotation? This is one of the fundamental
open questions in planet formation today. As we saw before, there appears to be an
intriguing trend and clustering of planetary spin periods around their axis as shown in
Figure 1.5 (see also Chapter 3). Recent studies show that most planetary bodies have
spin periods clustered between 4 to 25 hours with a few outliers. The direction of their
spin period with respect to the orbital rotation is overwhelmingly prograde, in the
direction of their orbital motion (80 percent) with the remaining 20 percent spinning
opposite to their orbital motion, retrograde (Nesvorný et al. 2019; Visser et al. 2020).
This observation hints toward a common formation mechanism for planetary bodies
in which they obtained these systematically similar spin periods with a tail of outliers
for which the spin period might have been altered by collisions or other perturbing
events. The question is now, do the discussed planet formation theories naturally
account for the observed spin periods of planetary bodies? To answer this question
we first briefly discuss how rotation could be imparted on planetary bodies during
formation in the first place.

For the collapse mechanisms, the streaming instability and gravitational instability,
we have a scenario similar to the stellar collapse. Angular momentum is conserved and
just as a rotating ice skater withdrawing arms will start to rotate faster, any initial
angular momentum prior to collapse of the planetary body will lead to significant
spin rotation after collapse is finished. The spin rotation therefore depends very
much on the initial condition of the dust and gas subject to the collapse and how
large the contraction distance is before the core forms. In general spin rotations from
the observations could be reproduced in collapse simulations with the right initial
conditions, but the systematic bias in prograde and 4-25 hour rotation is still very
much a mystery. Chapter 5 (Visser & Brouwers 2022) of this thesis proposes a new
mechanism to explain spin rotation in a natural way from gravitational collapse.

In the core accretion scenario planetary bodies obtain their spin likely by the solids
that impact on the growing body. For giant impacts however, the process of gaining
spin by angular momentum imparted from a body smashing into the target leads to
an isotropic (equally probable) distribution of spin axis with the magnitude close to
break-up rotation for the target body (Lissauer & Safronov 1991). This is not what
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we observe, obviously.
For classical core accretion the net spin obtained by the accreting body from sweep-

ing up planetesimals is almost negligible and mostly retrograde (Ida & Nakazawa 1990;
Dones & Tremaine 1993a). For small collisional cross-sections the angular momen-
tum deposited by planetesimals on the side closer to the star of the accreting body,
is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to that of a planetesimal at the furthest
side from the star. These cancel and it results in zero spin. For larger cross-sections
(meaning more massive accreting planets), the planetesimals encountering the planet
undergo chaotic three-body encounters. Here also no significant spin is transferred by
the swept up planetesimals.

Pebble accretion (also categorized as a core accretion process) has booked more
promising progress in depositing spin on the growing body. As it turns out, the
pebbles that encounter the planet and accrete, leave ample spin on the planet. This
is attributed to the gas which essentially breaks the symmetry of the inner and outer
part of the cross-section of pebbles that are swept up. The spin periods obtained,
both in magnitude and direction, are actually surprisingly close to those observed
(Johansen & Lacerda 2010; Visser et al. 2020), see also Chapter 3. There are however
still exceptional situations such as the tilted spin-axis of Uranus and retrograde rotator
Venus that require more extreme processes to explain why they are spinning as they
do today, these are briefly discussed in the introduction of Chapter 3.

1.6 Planetary migration

Migration is an important aspect of planet formation. During the protoplanetary
disk evolution planetary bodies might migrate outward or inward toward the star,
just as smaller solids drift toward the star by gas drag, for example. The processes
responsible for planetary migration are however very different in general and not
trivial. Migration mechanisms will not be covered in this introduction and I refer the
interested reader to a good review about migration and challenges in planet formation
overall by Morbidelli & Raymond (2016).

1.7 This thesis

In this thesis I investigate two of the discussed planet formation theories: streaming
instability/gravitational collapse and pebble accretion. Both are implemented in nu-
merical models to obtain how well they agree with/can explain the main constraints
we observe in planetary bodies. In particular, I will focus on four main constraints
discussed in the introduction: their growth time, their spin and rotation, their radial
structure and binary planet formation and evolution.

In Chapter 2 the focus lies on the time needed for a small planetesimal to double
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its mass by means of pebble accretion and identify at what planet mass the process of
pebble accretion starts. The derived expressions are then used to answer the question
if and when a small planet-to-be will grow to a significant core within the disk lifetime.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the amount of spin angular momentum pebbles during this
accretion process can deposit on the growing body and more importantly, what the
resulting spin axis direction and period in hours typically becomes from accreting
pebbles. The spin values resulting from pebble accretion are close to the ones seen in
the larger solar system bodies.

Chapter 4 revolves around the streaming instability and formation timescales and
radial structure of the collapsing core if one assumes an initial distribution of grain
sizes in the gaseous collapse environment. In the process of the gravitational collapse,
the gas has a sorting effect on the pebbles. As a result generally the aerodynamically
largest pebbles form the inner core an d they become smaller toward the core surface.

In Chapter 5 the focus then lies on a new mechanism that provides the bodies
formed by gravitational collapse with significant rotation, even in the absence of
initial rotation. In some cases this spin build-up is so significant that the excess of
angular momentum leads to binary planet formation.

Finally in Chapter 6 binary planets formed after, for instance, the streaming in-
stability, are tracked in their growth and evolution by pebble accretion to determine
their final mass-ratios and growth time. In a binary planet system it turns out that
the low mass component can grow faster than the massive component. This could
give an explanation for the occurrence of binary planets in the Kuiper belt with mass
ratio’s close to unity.
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2
On the growth of pebble-accreting planetesimals

Rico G. Visser, Chris W. Ormel

Astronomy & Astrophysics 586, A66, 2016

Abstract

Pebble accretion is a newly discovered mechanism to quickly grow the cores of planets. In
pebble accretion, gravity and gas drag conspire to yield large collisional cross sections for
small particles in protoplanetary disks. However, before pebble accretion commences, aero-
dynamic deflection may act to prevent planetesimals from becoming large, because particles
tend to follow gas streamlines. We derive the planetesimal radius where pebble accretion is
initiated and determine the growth timescales of planetesimals by sweep-up of small particles.

The equation of motion for a pebble, including gas drag and gravitational interactions, was
integrated in three dimensions at distances of 1, 3, and 10 AU from the star. We obtained
the collision efficiency factor as the ratio of the numerically obtained collisional cross section
to the planetesimal surface area, from which we obtained the growth timescales. Integrations
were conducted in the potential flow limit (steady, inviscid) and in the Stokes flow regime
(steady, viscid).

Only particles of stopping time ts ≪ tX where tX ≈ 103 s experience aerodynamic deflec-
tion. Even in this case, the planetesimal’s gravity always ensures positive collision factors.
The planetesimal radius where growth proceeds slowest is ≈100 km (less for colder disks)
corresponding to interactions shifting from the geometric to the Safronov focusing regime.
For particles ts ≫ tX pebble accretion only commences after this phase and is characterized
by a steep drop in growth timescales. At 1 AU, growth timescales are shorter than the disk
lifetime for pebbles larger than 0.03 cm. The planetesimal radius RPA where pebble accre-
tion commences increases with disk orbital radius. At distances beyond ∼10 AU, sweep-up
growth times are always longer than 10 Myr, while in the inner disk (≲3 AU) the viability
of the sweep-up scenario is determined by the outcome of pebble-planetesimal collisions in
the geometric regime. We present analytical fits for the collision efficiency factors and the
minimum planetesimal radius RPA required for pebble accretion.
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2.1 Introduction

Pebble accretion (PA) is an accretion mechanism involving both gravitational and
dissipative (gas drag) forces. Thus, PA covers interactions between a large body
(planetesimal or planet) and small particles in the presence of gas. During their
accretion, pebbles settle in the gravitational field of the large body, just like the
buildup of sediments in seas or rivers.1 This is in contrast to gas-free encounters,
which rely on hitting the surface of the large body. As first demonstrated by Ormel
& Klahr (2010), PA rates can be much higher than the corresponding gas-free limit,
since cross sections can become as large as the Hill sphere (Lambrechts & Johansen
2012). If there is a massive pebble reservoir, this virtually eradicates the timescale
problem that (giant) planet formation faces in the classical scenario of planetesimal
accretion. PA is especially attractive because protoplanetary disks are inferred to
harbor large amounts of pebble-sized particles, as suggested by radio observations
(Andrews et al. 2009; Ricci et al. 2010; Testi et al. 2014). Furthermore, a strong
concentration of these particles will trigger the streaming instability, which leads to
gravitationally bound objects that can produce planetesimals (Youdin & Goodman
2005; Johansen et al. 2009) – the ‘seeds’ required for the PA mechanism.

Recent works have advanced the PA theory and applied the concept to planet forma-
tion in the solar system and exoplanetary systems (Bitsch et al. 2015b). Compared
to planetesimals, pebbles are quite mobile and drift toward the central star (Wei-
denschilling 1977a). Therefore, PA is not an isolated problem, but requires global
solutions for the pebble density in the disk as a function of time (Lambrechts & Jo-
hansen 2014; Birnstiel et al. 2012; Krijt et al. 2015). How PA proceeds also depends
on the size distribution of large bodies (planetesimal, protoplanets); and it is essen-
tial for reproducing the solar system architecture that only the largest bodies in the
distribution profit from PA (Kretke & Levison 2014; Levison et al. 2015a). PA ceases
when planets become massive enough to alter the gas structure of the protoplanetary
disk – the pebble isolation mass – which, applied to the solar system, is consistent
with the heavy element contents of the giant planets (Lambrechts et al. 2014). In the
inner solar system, PA has been invoked to explain the small size of Mars (Morbidelli
et al. 2015) and it has been applied to explain the asteroid size distribution (Johansen
et al. 2015b).

Under certain conditions, PA results in high accretion rates. But that does not
necessarily imply that PA is efficient, as particles may drift past the (proto)planet
before they can be accreted (Ormel & Kobayashi 2012; Chambers 2014; Guillot et al.
2014; Sato et al. 2015). In particular, Guillot et al. (2014) calculated the probability
of a collision for a particle traversing a planetesimal belt. This resulted in complex de-

1For this reason, Ormel & Klahr (2010) referred to these interactions as ‘settling’ and the cor-
responding parameter space where they occur as the ‘settling regime’. We use this phrasing as a
synonym with ‘pebble accretion’, coined by Lambrechts & Johansen (2012).
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2.1 Introduction

pendencies on the model parameters, but this filtering by planetesimals was generally
seen to be most efficient for large planetesimals (protoplanets, operating in the set-
tling regime) or for small planetesimals (which profit from a high ratio of surface area
to mass) and for weak turbulence levels (which confines particles to the midplane).
On the other hand, intermediate-sized planetesimals collect solids only inefficiently.
In addition, Guillot et al. (2014) highlighted the importance of hydrodynamic flow
effects, where small particles are so tightly coupled that they follow the streamlines of
the gas, avoiding accretion by planetesimals (Michael & Norey 1969; Whipple 1972;
Slinn 1976; Sekiya & Takeda 2003; Sellentin et al. 2013). Physically, aerodynamic
deflection occurs when the particle stopping time ts (which equals the particle mo-
mentum divided by the gas drag force) becomes shorter than the time it takes to cross
the large body; that is, when the Stokes number2

St =
tsvhw
R

(2.1)

becomes lower than unity, where R is the planetesimal radius and vhw the headwind
velocity of the gas that the planetesimal faces and with which the tightly coupled
particles approach it.

Guillot et al. (2014) conjectured that this aerodynamic deflection suppresses accre-
tion of small particles by planetesimals. However, planetesimals do exert a gravita-
tional force on the pebbles, which may mitigate the effect. By numerically integrating
the pebble equation of motion, it is the goal of this work to quantify how severe the
suppression becomes. To do this, we calculate the mass-doubling timescales for plan-
etesimals embedded in a sea of pebbles, identify the planetesimal size where growth
experiences its key bottleneck, and the size where PA commences (these two sizes do
not necessarily coincide).

We carry out integrations for both Stokes (high viscosity or zero Reynolds number)
flow and inviscid (potential) flow. A caveat is that only steady flow patterns are
considered, whereas planetesimals in the protoplanetary disk typically have Reynolds
number ≫1, implying that the flow structure is turbulent. However, by carrying out
integrations for both the Re = 0 and the inviscid limits, we anticipate to bracket the
uncertainty in the results to some extent.

We show that by virtue of gravitational settling, planetesimal accretion rates are
always higher than zero, even for the smallest grains (although in that case the col-
lisional cross section will be much smaller than the geometrical cross section). These
results agree with the Stokes flow integrations by Johansen et al. (2015b). Physically
motivated expressions are presented that fit our numerical results, which are valid
as long as Keplerian shear effects are unimportant (i.e., small planetesimals or small

2We note that the Stokes number defined here differs from what is usually adopted in the as-
trophysical literature, where it is instead identified with the τs = tsΩ where Ω is the local orbital
frequency.
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particles). In particular, we derive a critical stopping time of ≈ 103 s, above which
particles avoid aerodynamic deflection.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2.2 we discuss the model setup and
assumptions, including the adopted disk model and the dynamics of gas and pebbles,
followed by the numerical methods. In Section 2.3 we present the collisional efficiency
factors and growth timescales as a function of planetesimal size, pebble size, and
location in the disk. In Section 2.4 we present analytical fitting expressions to our
numerical data. In Section 2.5 we discuss some implications of our results, and we
list our key conclusions in Section 2.6.

2.2 Model setup and assumptions

2.2.1 Disk model

The temperature and density profiles for the protoplanetary disk follow from the
minimum mass solar nebula (MMSN; Weidenschilling 1977b; Hayashi et al. 1985),

T (r) = 300 K
( r

1 AU

)−1/2

, (2.2)

Σ(r) = 1 700 g cm−2
( r

1 AU

)−3/2

, (2.3)

with r the distance from the star. If we assume hydrostatic equilibrium and an isother-
mal temperature profile in the vertical direction, the density profile is a Gaussian:

ρ(r, z) =
Σ(r)

H
√
2π

exp

[
−1

2

( z

H

)2]
, (2.4)

with z the vertical distance and the scale height H = cs/Ω0, Ω0 the local Keplerian
frequency and cs =

√
kbT/m̄, the isothermal sound speed, kb Boltzmann’s constant,

and m̄ = 2.34 × 10−24 g the mean molecular weight. Since the gas in the disk is
partially pressure supported, it rotates at speeds slightly below the Kepler speed.
The planetesimal thus faces a headwind of magnitude (Nakagawa et al. 1986)

vhw =
c2s
2vk

∂ logP

∂ log r
= 5780 cm s−1, (2.5)

with P (r) the pressure of the gas. For power-law profiles of T and Σ the headwind
velocity is independent of disk orbital radius r. We note that the MMSN profile has
been adopted for convenience; more realistic disk models give rise to different profiles
than Equations (2.2) and (2.3). For example, the hydrodynamical simulations of
Bitsch et al. (2015b), which include radiative transport, result in a headwind velocity
that is lower than Equation (2.5). In Section 2.3.3 we briefly consider alternative disk
profiles. We note, however, that the dimensionless fit formulas that we present in
Section 2.4 cover every disk profile.
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Figure 2.1: Velocity vectors and gas streamlines around a sphere (planetesimal) for potential flow
(left half; Equation (2.7)) and Stokes flow (right half; Equation (2.8)) as seen in the frame of the
sphere.

2.2.2 The pebble equation of motion

To integrate pebble streamlines we chose a local frame comoving with the planetesi-
mal. The planetesimal was assumed to be massive and to move on a circular Keplerian
orbit. The equation of motion in three dimensions is given by (Ormel & Klahr 2010)

dv

dt
=

2Ω0vy + 3Ω2
0x

−2Ω0vx
0

− GM

r3

x

y

z

+ Fdrag, (2.6)

with M the mass of the planetesimal, r the distance from the local origin, and x, y, z

the coordinates of the pebble in the local frame. The first terms of Equation (2.6)
consist of the Coriolis acceleration and tidal accelerations, respectively, while the
second term describes the planetesimal gravity. We note that the stellar acceleration
term in the z-direction (−Ω2

0z) has been omitted because this would otherwise render
vertical impact parameters infinite for a laminar gas flow adopted here.

We used two steady prescriptions for the gas flow in the vicinity of the planetesimals
(see Fig. 2.1): inviscid potential flow and (highly viscid) Stokes flow. The velocity of
potential flow past a sphere reads, in spherical coordinates (Batchelor 1967)

vPot = vhw cos θ

(
1− R3

r3

)
er + vhw sin θ

(
1 +

R3

2r3

)
eθ, (2.7)

with θ the angle between the direction of the unperturbed flow (here: −ey) and a
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of the procedure we used to obtain the collisional cross section. In the comoving
frame, the planetesimal resides at the origin (y = 0) and pebbles start at a distance yS far enough
to be unperturbed by the gravity of the planetesimal. Integrations are first carried out in the x-
direction, and the impact parameter bcoll,x is determined from the first and last trajectory that
hits the planetesimal (xmin and xmax). Starting at the average of these two coordinates x0, the
integrations are extended to the z-direction to obtain the vertical impact parameter bcoll,z.

point x in the local frame. Similarly, the Stokes flow solution reads (Batchelor 1967)

vStk = vhw cos θ

(
1 +

R3

2r3
− 3R

2r

)
er + vhw sin θ

(
1− R3

4r3
− 3R

4r

)
eθ, (2.8)

see Fig. 2.1. Compared to Stokes flow, the potential solution does not contain ∝1/r

terms. Stokes flow therefore modifies the unperturbed flow even at large distances
from the planetesimal, which is a consequence of viscosity. In addition, in a Stokes
flow the gas velocity is identically 0 at R = 0, whereas in potential flow vr = 0, but
vθ ̸= 0 (see Fig. 2.1).

To these solutions, we added the shear-corrected gas velocity, rendering the com-
bined flow velocity of the gas to become

vg(x) = vflow − 3

2
Ω0xey, (2.9)

with vflow either the Stokes or the potential flow solution. Strictly, the addition in
Equation (2.9) is not self-consistent: it would, for example, violate the irrotational
assumption used in deriving Equation (2.7). However, as the scales on which Equa-
tions (2.7) and (2.8) and the Keplerian shear apply are very different (RΩ0 ≪ vhw),
we expect the error to be negligible and irrelevant to the results of this work.

The gas drag Fdrag felt by the particles reads

Fdrag = −vp − vg

ts
, (2.10)
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where vp is the velocity of the particle, vg the gas velocity, and ts the stopping time
for a spherical particle with radius s (Whipple 1972; Weidenschilling 1977a):

ts =


ρ•ss

ρgcs
Epstein regime: s < 9

4 lmfp

2ρ•ss
2

9η
Stokes regime: s ≥ 9

4 lmfp

, (2.11)

with lmfp the mean free path of the gas molecules, ρ•,s the internal particle density
taken to be 1 g cm−3 and η the dynamic viscosity. As our largest particle sizes are
30 cm, these are the relevant stopping time regimes.

2.2.3 Numerical integrations

We numerically integrated the particle streamlines with the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg
variable step method (RKF45). This integration method uses variable steps and
compares a fourth-order solution with a fifth-order solution to determine the next
step size (Fehlberg 1969; Eshagh 2005; Ormel & Klahr 2010). We used a relative
error tolerance of 10−8, small enough to ensure convergence. The goal of the inte-
grations is to determine the collisional cross-sections of pebbles of a radius s hitting
a planetesimal of radius R. This is achieved by integrating the pebble equation of
motion, Equation (2.6), starting at a position (xS , yS) from the planetesimal, see Fig.
2.2. At this point, the initial velocities read:

vx = vx,∞ = −2vhwτs
1 + τ2s

, (2.12)

vy(xS) = vy,∞ − 3

2
Ω0xs = − vhw

1 + τ2s
− 3

2
Ω0xS, (2.13)

with vx,∞, vy,∞ the (unperturbed) radial and azimuthal drift velocities of the pebble
(Weidenschilling 1977a), − 3

2Ω0xS the correction for Keplerian shear, and τs = Ω0ts
the dimensionless stopping time. The initial starting line y = yS was chosen to be far
enough from the planetesimal to ensure that the gravitational force at the starting
location is much smaller than the gas drag force. Specifically, we adopted

yS = max

(
50R, 103

√
GM

vhw/ts

)
. (2.14)

Starting in the midplane (z = 0), we first varied xS and determined whether the
integration results in a hit or a miss. Thus, we searched for the positions {xmin, xmax}
separating hits from misses. The condition for a hit is given by√

x2 + y2 + z2 −R ≤ 0. (2.15)
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Table 2.1: Overview of the parameter space and the corresponding numerical results at given orbital
distance r.

r Flow s τs fcoll,min tgr,max Rgr,max RPA comments
[cm] [yr] [km] [km]

1 AU pot 0.01 8.5× 10−6 0.001 1.8× 109 40 50
stk 0.01 8.5× 10−6 0.005 6.9× 107 10 20
pot 0.03 2.5× 10−5 0.03 1.4× 108 80 90
stk 0.03 2.5 × 10−5 0.03 2.4× 107 30 40
pot 0.1 8.5 × 10−5 0.3 1.7× 107 130 150
stk 0.1 8.5 × 10−5 0.2 7.7× 106 50 50
pot 0.3 2.5 × 10−4 0.8 5.3× 106 110 130
stk 0.3 2.5 × 10−4 0.5 3.3× 106 50 60
pot 1 8.5 × 10−4 1.0 2.9× 106 90 110
stk 1 8.5 × 10−4 0.8 2.7× 106 40 50
pot 3 2.5 × 10−3 1.0 2.4× 106 80 90
stk 3 2.5 × 10−3 1.0 2.4× 106 70 80
pot 10 2.5 × 10−2 1.0 2.2× 106 80 150
pot 30 2.3 × 10−1 1.0 2.2× 106 80 300

3 AU pot 0.01 4.4 × 10−5 0.75 1.2× 108 110 120
pot 0.03 1.3 × 10−4 1.0 6.5× 107 90 110
pot 0.1 4.4 × 10−4 1.0 5.0× 107 80 130
pot 0.3 1.3 × 10−3 1.0 4.6× 107 80 150
pot 1 4.4 × 10−3 1.0 4.5× 107 80 200
pot 3 1.3 × 10−2 1.0 4.4× 107 80 250
pot 10 4.4 × 10−2 1.0 4.4× 107 80 350
pot 30 5.7 × 10−2 1.0 4.4× 107 50 200 3ρg, see Fig. 2.5
pot 30 1.3 × 10−1 1.0 4.4× 107 80 450
pot 30 1.3 × 10−1 1.0 4.4× 107 30 150 T = 90 K, see Fig. 2.5

10 AU pot 0.01 2.7 × 10−4 1.0 1.3× 107 80 150
pot 0.03 8.1 × 10−4 1.0 1.3× 107 70 200
pot 0.1 2.7 × 10−3 1.0 1.2× 107 80 250
pot 0.3 8.1 × 10−3 1.0 1.2× 107 80 350
pot 1 2.7 × 10−2 1.0 1.2× 107 80 500
pot 3 8.1 × 10−2 1.0 1.2× 107 80 600
pot 10 2.7 × 10−1 1.0 1.2× 107 80 750

Columns denote the orbital disk radius r, the adopted flow solution (potential or Stokes), the particle radius s, the
dimensionless stopping time τs = tsΩ, the minimal collision factor fcoll,min obtained from the results shown in Figure
2.3, the maximum growth timescale tgr,max obtained from the results shown in Figure 2.4 (unless denoted otherwise in the
comment section), the corresponding planetesimal radius Rgr,max , and the planetesimal radius where pebble accretion
starts RPA.
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Figure 2.3: Collision factor fcoll as a function of planetesimal radius R for a constant internal
density ρ• = 1 g cm−3. Crosses indicate numerical data, while solid lines are fits. The color scale
ranges from dark to light blue for increasing particle radius. (a) Results obtained with the (inviscid)
potential solution (Equation (2.7)) at 1 AU orbital distance from the star. For a small planetesimal
size, the collision factor is approximately geometrical (fcoll ≈ 1). However, for small pebble sizes,
aerodynamic deflection results in a significant drop of fcoll (see Table 2.1 for the minimum collision
efficiency, fcoll,min). (b) Results with the (highly viscid) Stokes flow solution (Equation (2.8)).
Settling occurs at smaller sizes due to the increase in encounter time. (c) Results at 3 AU orbital
distance show a shallow barrier only for the lowest particle size. (d) At 10 AU a barrier is no longer
present because of the reduced gas density.

We then determined the impact parameter as bcoll,x = (xmax − xmin)/2. By focusing
our search around x = xmin, xmax we ensured that the error in bcoll,x is at most
1%. Next, we integrated in the z-direction starting at the midpoint (x0 = (xmax +

xmin)/2, yS , z = 0) to determine bcoll,z (see Fig. 2.2). We assumed that the impact
geometry is ellipsoidal and that the impact area (at y = yS) is A = πbcoll,xbcoll,z. The
corresponding pebble flux is F = An̂ · v = πbcoll,xbcoll,zvy(x0), with n̂ the unit vector
perpendicular to A. Multiplied by ρp, the spatial density of pebbles in the midplane,
this gives a total accretion rate Ṁ . As in the geometric limit the flux is πR2vhw, the
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(c) Potential 3 AU
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Figure 2.4: Growth timescale tgrowth as function of planetesimal radius R for a constant internal
density ρ• = 1 g cm−3. Crosses indicate numerical data, while the solid lines are fits. The color
scale extends from dark blue to light blue, transitioning from lowest particle radius to highest particle
radius. (a) tgrowth obtained with the potential flow solution at 1 AU orbital distance and a pebble
density of ρp = ρg/100, showing maxima at Rgr,max ∼ 100 km (b) tgrowth with the Stokes flow
solution at 1 AU orbital distance and a pebble density of ρp = ρg/100 , showing early settling and
flattening out of the curves. (c) tgrowth with the potential flow solution at 3 AU orbital distance
and a pebble density of ρp = ρg/100. (d) tgrowth with the potential flow solution at 10 AU orbital
distance and a pebble density of ρp = ρg/100 (top, blue) and a pebble density of ρp = ρg (bottom,
red).

collisional efficiency is therefore

fcoll =
πbcoll,xbcoll,zvy(x0)

πR2vhw
. (2.16)

In terms of fcoll , the accretion rate is

Ṁ = πR2vhwρpfcoll. (2.17)
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2.3 Results

Results for fcoll are obtained as function of particle radius s, planetesimal radius R,
disk orbital radius (1, 3, and 10 AU) and flow pattern (Stokes or potential). We
adopted internal densities of ρ• = 1 g cm−3 for both planetesimals and pebbles.
Results of the integrations are given in Table 2.1 and in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4.

2.3.1 Collision efficiencies

For small planetesimals, the collisional cross section equals the geometric cross sec-
tion, fcoll ≈ 1. However, the Stokes number (Equation (2.1)) decreases for increasing
planetesimal sizes. When it reaches unity, aerodynamic deflection can become impor-
tant as the particle will adjust to the flow on a timescale (ts) that is shorter than the
crossing time R/∆v. Furthermore, for small particles, (below 0.1 cm) the two-body
gravitational force is weak. Consequently, the collision factor becomes (much) smaller
than unity. This is consistent with the non-gravitational hydrodynamical simulations
by Sekiya & Takeda (2003); under these conditions, particles hardly hit the planetes-
imal. For our smallest size of 10−2 cm, collisional deflection factors reach a minimum
of 10−3 for the potential case and slightly higher for the Stokes case. In addition,
the minimum in Stokes flow occurs at smaller planetesimals. On the other hand, Fig.
2.3(a) and (b) show that fcoll never reaches zero. The minimum value for the collision
factor, fcoll,min, is listed in Table 2.1.

This difference between the two flow patterns can be explained as follows. In both
cases the radial velocity is zero at the surface of the planetesimal. However, when the
angular component is zero in the viscous case (zero slip boundary), it is of the order
of the headwind velocity for potential flow. For the potential case, this explains the
deep barrier that is seen in Fig. 2.3a: particles feel a centrifugal force (of the order of
∼v2hw/R) that competes with the gravitational attraction. On the other hand, for the
Stokes case the almost vanishing azimuthal velocities means that the crossing times
become significantly longer than R/vhw, which has two consequences: (i) aerodynamic
deflection becomes effective at higher Stokes number (smaller planetesimal size for
fixed ts); and (ii) gravity has more time to act, promoting accretion by settling. As a
result, the minimum of the collisional efficiencies for Stokes flow occurs at a smaller
planetesimal radius.

In Table 2.1 two modes can be identified. (i) For pebbles smaller than 0.1 cm

hydro effects operate to slow down particles within the time pebbles encounter the
planetesimal. The collision factor steadily decreases, with fcoll,min possibly ≪1 due
to aerodynamic deflection, before settling interactions reverse the decline. (ii) Larger
pebbles (s > 0.1 cm at 0.1 AU) never experience aerodynamic deflection. Instead,
we see a gradual increase of fcoll, characteristic of the smooth transition to Safronov
gravitational focusing. Collision factors then increase with planetesimal size. Even-
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tually, gravity becomes strong enough to trap pebbles in the Hill sphere, initiating
the onset of pebble accretion, which expresses itself as a steep upturn in fcoll.

As was explained above, the onset of pebble accretion also depends on disk ra-
dius.The integrations at 3 AU and 10 AU with the potential flow solution are shown
in Fig. 2.3c and Fig. 2.3d. In Fig. 2.3c only the smallest particle shows a barrier (see
Table 2.1). For larger particle radii, the collision efficiency factors start in the geo-
metric regime, smoothly make the transition to the Safronov regime, and then enter
the settling regime. Since stopping times increase with disk radius and with particle
radius, the onset of pebble accretion occurs at larger planetesimal radius, explaining
the prolonged duration of ballistic encounters.

2.3.2 Growth timescale for sweep-up

Equation (2.17) defines the timescale for the planetesimal to e-fold its mass:

tgrowth =
M

Ṁ
=

4ρ•R

3vhwρpfcoll
. (2.18)

The growth timescales for the same parameter space as our results for fcoll are
shown in Fig. 2.4 and listed in Table 2.1. The density of pebbles is taken to equal
ρp = ρg/100, the typical solid-to-gas ratio of the gas. In Fig. 2.4(d), however, we
also consider the case of equal pebble and gas density. Fig. 2.4(a) and Fig. 2.4(b)
show growth timescales using the potential and Stokes flow solutions at 1 AU orbital
distance. The time needed for the planetesimal to increase its mass by a factor e

increases for small planetesimal size R up to a maximum Rgr,max. In the potential
case, this maximum is centered around Rgr,max ∼ 100 km (see Table 2.1). For the
simulations with the Stokes flow pattern, the maximum shifts to smaller pebble sizes.

The features presented in Fig. 2.4 reflect those of Fig. 2.3. In the geometrical regime,
growth timescales increase since the dependency of planetesimal mass on radius is cu-
bic and the dependency on the impact parameter is quadratic. For pebble sizes ≲0.1

cm, the increase in growth time is especially dramatic due to the aerodynamic de-
flection discussed in Section 2.3.1. Pebbles ≳10 cm never experience aerodynamic
deflection, but instead enter the Safronov regime (as was discussed in Section 2.3.1).
Although Safronov focusing causes a decrease in growth timescale with planetesimal
radius (runaway growth), growth timescales remain long. Nevertheless, growth in-
evitably transitions to the pebble accretion regime, which commences with a steep
drop in tgrowth.

At 3 and 10 AU orbital distances aerodynamic deflection is absent, except for peb-
bles smaller than 0.01 cm at 3 AU. For larger pebbles, the growth time initially
decreases slowly (Safronov), but is followed by a sharp transition to pebble accretion
(Fig. 2.4(c) and Fig. 2.4(d)). Because gas densities decrease with disk radius (Equa-
tion (2.4)), tgrowth increases for most pebble radii. We see that in many cases peak
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growth timescales are much longer than the expected lifetimes of 6-10 Myr of gas-
rich protoplanetary disks around low-to-intermediate-mass stars (Yasui et al. 2014;
Pfalzner et al. 2014; Ribas et al. 2015). Planet formation by pebble sweep-up starting
from small planetesimals would therefore be too slow. However, particle settling to
the mid-plane of the disk (Youdin & Lithwick 2007; Andrews et al. 2009) will increase
pebble densities. In Fig. 2.4(d) we included the case that ρg = ρp, which reduces
the timescales a hundred fold. Nevertheless, at 10 AU, the resulting peak growth
timescales of 107 yr are still rather long.

2.3.3 Varying the disk model

Until now we have adopted the disk profile as given by Equations (2.2) and (2.3). In
reality, however, there is no clear physical reason why a protoplanetary disk should
be characterized by these MMSN-like profiles. We therefore considered the effect of
changing the temperature and density. In Fig. 2.5 we show the growth timescale
of a 30 cm particle at 3 AU for a disk with a temperature of 90 K (green solid
curve), which is half that of the standard model (black dashed curve). Such colder
disk conditions may follow from more efficient cooling (Bitsch et al. 2015b). The
key consequence of the temperature drop is that it reduces the headwind of the
disk (Equation (2.5)) by a factor 2. The reduced headwind increases the interaction
timescale, providing more time for gravity to act. Thus, settling interactions now
occur at a small planetesimal size (200 km instead of 450 km) and the peak growth
times also shift to smaller planetesimal sizes (≃50 km) because Safronov focusing
also profits from a lower vhw. On the other hand, geometric encounters, which scale
∝vhw, are less effective, explaining the increase of the growth timescale at small R.
Consequently, the peak growth timescale hardly changes; the growth time bottleneck
remains but shift to smaller sizes.

The green line in Fig. 2.5 corresponds to the case of a more massive disk than in the
default model. Here, we adopted a −0.5 exponent in the surface density expression
of Equation (2.3), which results in an increase of the gas density by a factor 3. The
pebble density ρp was kept the same as in the default model, however. Because of the
shallower density profile, the headwind velocity drops slightly (to 40 m s−1), but the
main effect of the enhanced gas density is that the 30 cm size particles have become
aerodynamically smaller (lower ts). Increasing the pebble density by a factor of three,
such that ρg/ρp is back at 100 (not shown), causes the growth timescale to drop by
a factor of three.
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Figure 2.5: Growth timescale tgrowth for a pebble of radius s = 30 cm as function of planetesimal
radius R at 3 AU. The black dashed curve shows the default model (as in Fig. 2.4). The other
curves consecutively give the effects of a colder disk resulting in a headwind of vhw = 28 cm s−1

(blue dashed line) and a threefold increase in gas density (green curve) with a −0.5 power-law index
for the surface density (Equation (2.3)). The crosses represent numerical results and the solid (and
dashed) lines represent fits.

2.4 Analysis: the onset of pebble accretion

2.4.1 Fitting expressions for ballistic and settling interactions

Pebble accretion occurs when particles settle to the planetesimal at terminal velocities
vsettl = fgts. The equation that determines the impact parameter bset of these settling
encounters is the cubic

b2
(
vhw +

3

2
Ωb

)
= 4GMts (2.19)

(Ormel & Klahr 2010). This equation follows from equating the settling timescale
b/vsettl with the encounter timescale, b/∆v where ∆v, the approach velocity, is the
term in braces in Equation (2.19). The numerical factor 4 follows from the strongly
coupled limit (ts → 0), which allows closed-form analytical solutions (Ormel & Klahr
2010). Since we consider only the onset of pebble accretion, the shear term, 3

2Ωb, can
be ignored; then, bset =

√
4GMts/vhw.

At long stopping times interactions are too fast for settling because the interaction
timescale ∼b/∆v becomes shorter than the stopping time and particles never reach
terminal velocities during the encounter. Consequently, Equation (2.19) becomes
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Figure 2.6: Contour plot of fcoll (Equation (2.21)) for potential flow as a function of Safronov
number (x-axis) and dimensionless stopping time τX = ts/tX (y-axis). The former is a proxy for
the planetesimal size, whereas τX is a measure of the particle aerodynamical size. The dashed curve
gives the transition between ballistic and settling interactions. The dotted lines Θ = 1 and St = 1

separate the geometric regime (where fcoll ≈ 1) from the Safronov (where Θ > 1) and aerodynamic
deflection (A.D., where St < 1) regimes. At small Stokes number, aerodynamic deflection suppresses
accretion because these particles couple too well to the gas for ballistic interactions to be effective.
Particles of τX ≲ 1 experience aerodynamic deflection before entering the settling regime, while
τX ≳ 1 particles experience Safronov focusing before entering the pebble accretion regime. (⋆: the
conversion of τX ,Θ to physical parameters has been conducted for the default parameters at 1 AU.)

invalid and pebble accretion inefficient for stopping times beyond a critical stopping
time:

t∗ =
4GM

v3hw
, (2.20)

implying that pebble accretion cross sections are largest for particles of stopping time
ts ∼ t∗ (Lambrechts & Johansen 2012).

For stopping times longer than t∗ particles experience the well-known (Safronov)
gravitational focusing bSaf = R

√
1 + Θ, where Θ = (vesc/vhw)

2 is the Safronov number
(Safronov 1972) with vesc =

√
2GM/R the surface escape velocity of the body. We

refer to these encounters as ‘ballistic’ 3 because the encounter that grazes the object
determines the impact parameter. This is in contrast to the settling mode, where bset

3Since the parameter space is enormous, gas drag-mediated accretion can be (sub-)categorized
into several regimes. Originally, Ormel & Klahr (2010) identified ‘settling’, ‘hyperbolic’ (=ballistic),
and three-body (more massive particles that experience little gas drag) encounters. Lambrechts &
Johansen (2012) divided the settling regime into Hill accretion (for massive bodies) and a Bondi
regime (used here). Guillot et al. (2014) subdivided the ballistic regime into ‘geometric’ (where
fcoll ≈ 1), ‘Safronov’ (fcoll > 1), and ‘hydro’, where fcoll ≪ 1 due to aerodynamic deflection.
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Flow fcoll,0 St∗ a b

Settling interactions
Stokes 2ΘSt 2Θ + 4 + 4/Θ 2.26 0.61

Potential 2ΘSt 2Θ 2.26 0.61

Ballistic interactions
Stokes 1 + Θ 1 3.24 −0.86

Potential 1 + Θ 1 0.78 −0.89

Table 2.2: Parameters for the collision factor for the settling and the ballistic regimes, see Equation
(2.21). Here, fcoll,0 and St∗ are given by physical considerations and a and b are fit parameters.

is independent of the physical size R – the defining characteristic of pebble accretion.
When encounters become too long, gas drag acts to diminish the efficacy of ballistic
interactions: projectiles follow gas streamlines. Specifically, gas drag prevents small
particles from colliding with the target when the stopping time is much shorter than
R/vhw, or St ≪ 1. Such particles never ballistically collide with a planetesimal.

In conclusion, hydrodynamical effects suppress ballistic encounters below St ∼ 1,
whereas for larger Stokes numbers (stopping times) settling encounters vanish. We
can describe both behaviors with a fitting function of the form

fcoll = fcoll,0 exp

[
a

(
St

St∗

)b
]
, (2.21)

where fcoll,0 is the uncorrected collision efficiency, and a and b are fit parameters that
depend on the adopted flow pattern. The critical Stokes number St∗ is fixed at 1
for ballistic encounters and 2Θ (corresponding to t∗ in Equation (2.20)) for settling
interactions in potential flow. For Stokes flow we adopted a different prescription for
St∗. The parameters are listed in Table 2.2.

These fits were kept relatively simple and do not cover all situations. For example,
in the zero-gravity limit (Θ = 0) fcoll does not become identically 0 below a critical
Stokes number (Slinn 1976). Generally, fcoll in the ballistic regime depends on the
Reynolds number of the flow. For turbulent flows, furthermore, the suppression of
fflow at low St is much diminished (Homann et al. 2016, see Section 2.5.2). In the
settling regime, fcoll is consistent with earlier results (Ormel & Klahr 2010; Ormel &
Kobayashi 2012) barring three-body effects.4

Contours of fcoll for potential flow are plotted in Fig. 2.6 as function of Safronov
number Θ and

τX ≡ Θ1/2St =
ts
tX

=
ts

1337 s

(
ρ•

1 g cm−3

)1/2

, (2.22)

4Three-body effects become important for stopping times longer than the orbital period (ts ≳
Ω−1) and for large planetesimals (protoplanets) for which t∗ ≳ Ω−1. In these cases Equation (2.21)
and Table 2.2 are not applicable.
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where tX =
√
3/8πGρ• depends only on the planetesimal internal density. When

ρ• is constant, τX can therefore be identified solely with the pebble aerodynamical
properties (in contrast to St, which is a mix of planetesimal and pebble properties),
allowing us to convert the dimensionless axes of Fig. 2.6 to physical parameters. At
high Stokes number (large τX) and small Θ, ballistic encounters operate in the ge-
ometric regime (top left). With decreasing τX (smaller particle sizes) interactions
suffer aerodynamic deflection as the Stokes number decreases. Collision efficiency
factors then rapidly decrease, until the point where fcoll becomes determined by set-
tling encounters (dashed curve). Nevertheless, for τX ≲ 1 settling accretion rates are
always modest even for Θ ≫ 1 (bottom right corner). On the other hand, for τX ≳ 1

particles, the journey to pebble accretion involves the Safronov regime. This already
ensures that fcoll increases above unity, but fcoll is especially boosted after the dashed
curve has been crossed (top right).

These fits of Table 2.2 provide a good match to the data, see Fig. 2.3. We note that
St∗ in the Stokes flow fit in the settling regime becomes ≫1 for small planetesimals
(Θ ≪ 1). This extends the power-law solution of the settling regime and results
in ‘flat’ growth timescales (see Fig. 2.4b). The physical reason behind this change
is that for low-impact parameters (b ≪ R) encounter times are much longer than
the bset,0/vhw that is assumed in the derivation of t∗ (Equation (2.20)) because the
transverse velocity (vθ) approaches zero (see Fig. 2.1). In fact, in Stokes flow the
interaction time increases with decreasing cross section: tenc ∼ R/δv ∼ R2/bvhw,
where δv is the transverse velocity at a distance δr from the sphere and δr ∼ b (cf.
Johansen et al. 2015b). Continuing this order-of-magnitude analysis, the collision
factor is still given by b2set,0 , but the critical Stokes number (where ts = tenc) is now
St∗ ∼ Θ−1. This explains the expression for St∗ adopted in Table 2.2.

In the potential case a similar analysis results in St∗ ≃ 1+2Θ, but we found that the
offset made little difference. More importantly, the fit expressions for potential flow
fail at very small impact parameters (see Fig. 2.3a). The reason is that centrifugal
forces due to the flow curvature overwhelm gravitational forces, that is, particles are
propelled away from the planetesimals, unless they collide head-on. This results in
another reduction of the collision efficiency compared to the fit in Fig. 2.3a. However,
we note that this is a rather academic result as for such small impact parameters
these high velocities associated with potential flow are in any case inappropriate (see
Section 2.5.2).

2.4.2 Critical stopping time for accretion

From Fig. 2.6 it is clear that the value of τX is a key factor in the growth of planetes-
imals. In Fig. 2.6, particles of the same stopping time move from left to right in Fig.
2.6 as the planetesimal size increases. Starting from this point (Θ ≪ 1 and fcoll = 1)
and increasing the planetesimal size (Θ), two growth modes can be identified:
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1. τX ≪ 1 particles become affected by aerodynamic deflection (St ≲ 1) be-
fore gravitational focusing starts (Θ > 1). With increasing planetesimal size
(decreasing Stokes number), collision factors become significantly suppressed,
fcoll ≪ 1, stalling the growth of the planetesimal. At some point, settling in-
teractions will take over from ballistic encounters, after which fcoll increases
with Θ in the settling regime. The settling regime accretion rates for τX ≪ 1

particles are nevertheless modest: fcoll ∝ M ( neutral growth).

2. τX ≫ 1 particles experience gravitational focusing (Θ > 1) first and are never
affected by aerodynamic deflection. Initially, fcoll increases due to (classical)
Safronov gravitational focusing, fcoll ≃ Θ, but when ts ∼ t∗ at a Safronov
number of Θ ∼ τ

2/3
X , collision efficiencies exponentially increase as interactions

transition to the (peak!) of the settling regime. Collisional focusing factors
jump from ∼τ

2/3
X to ∼τ

4/3
X over a relatively short range in Θ. 5 For longer

stopping times, the jump in fcoll associated with entering the pebble accretion
regime is therefore more dramatic – but occurs at a higher planetesimal mass.

2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Viability of the incremental growth of small planetesi-
mals

In our calculations of the growth timescale we assumed perfect sticking of pebbles
with planetesimals. However, dust collisional experiments often give a plethora of
collisional outcomes, ranging from sticking, bouncing, erosion and catastrophic de-
struction (Blum & Wurm 2008; Güttler et al. 2010). This raises the question whether
the reported growth timescales are realistic. Windmark et al. (2012) concluded that
the (positive) mass transfer at small projectile sizes transitions to (negative) erosion
if the projectile size becomes larger than ∼0.1 mm, and Krijt et al. (2015) argued
that erosion of large, fluffy planetesimals replenishes disks with a fresh reservoir in
small grains.

To assess the dependence of the collisional physics on the growth rates, we con-
sidered a simulation where particles bounce off the surface of the planetesimal. We
adopted the same parameters as in Fig. 2.3(a) (1 AU, potential flow) and, following
Johansen et al. (2015b), adopted a coefficient of restitution of 50% for a single bounce.
Particles were considered accreted after they had bounced ten times with the plan-
etesimal. Clearly, the accretion cross section including bouncing will not exceed the
previously determined collisional cross section. Let this ratio be called fstick. Hence,

5The scalings follow by evaluating fcoll in the ballistic and settling regime for St = St∗, which
occurs at Θ = (τX/2)2/3. In reality, particles enter the settling regime at even lower Θ as a result
of the exponential tail, and the jump is even larger (see Equation (2.24)).
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Figure 2.7: Scatter plot of planetesimal radius R vs. particle radius s for potential flow at 1 AU
from the star. The scatter plot shows the result of streamline integrations of the same parameter
space as in Fig. 2.3(a), assuming particles bounce off the surface. After 10 bounces, particles are
considered accreted. The red crosses represent a sticking fraction of fstick < 0.1, the gray dots of
0.1 < fstick ≤ 0.9 and the green crosses fstick > 0.9.

fstick = 0 implies that all particles bounce off (to become re-entrained in the gas
flow), whereas fstick = 1 means that all colliding particles return to the planetesimal
(because of its gravity). The results of these bouncing simulations are presented in
Fig. 2.7, where symbols indicate the value of fstick. The parameter space where the
sticking fraction is low (red crosses: fstick ≤ 0.1) approximately correspond to the
geometrical regime. On the other hand, in the Safronov regime (Θ > 1), correspond-
ing to a planetesimal size of 100 km, accretion becomes more effective, while in the
settling regime fstick = 1 is certain. In that case, gas drag and bouncing cause a
sufficient amount of energy dissipation to gravitationally bind the pebbles. At small
particle radii (s = 0.01 cm and s = 0.03 cm), the sticking fraction again increases
because the few particles that accrete in this aerodynamic deflection regime do so by
virtue of settling. All these findings are (qualitatively) consistent with Johansen et al.
(2015b), who considered a Stokes flow.

These results therefore show that planetesimals below 100 km cannot grow merely
by gravitational effects. However, the laboratory collision experiments that most re-
semble our case – small projectiles that are being fired onto a solid wall – present a
more positive view. Teiser & Wurm (2009) studied collisions between centimeter dust
projectiles and a steel plate with velocities ranging from 30 to 47 m s−1. This ex-
periment shows that the accretion efficiency is positive (30%). Furthermore, Meisner
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et al. (2013) studied the continuous impact of submillimeter (0.1–1 mm) dust particles
onto larger objects. The results are consistent with the findings of Teiser & Wurm
(2009) and show that planetesimals indeed gain net mass with an accretion efficiency
of 30% on average. Therefore, collision physics is not necessarily an impediment for
the sweep-up growth scenario in the ballistic regime.

But are these loosely bound pebbles not simply blown off the surface of the plan-
etesimals as the latter moves through the nebular gas? On Earth, lift forces arise
because of variations in flow velocities and pressure near the ground. On Earth, as
well on Mars, lifting of small grains is the first step toward saltation – a process that
shapes desert landscapes and causes dust storms. Modeling these effects, Shao & Lu
(2000) presented an empirical, but physically motivated expression for the velocity
required to initiate saltation (also known as the fluid threshold; Bagnold 1936):

v∗ ≃ 0.1

√
2ρ•,sfgs

ρg
+

γ

2ρgs
, (2.23)

where v∗ is the threshold velocity for lifting (which must be compared to the headwind
velocity vhw), fg is the gravitational acceleration and γ ∼ 0.1 g s−2 an empirical
constant that represents the strength of the interparticle forces. The same forces
operate on a rubble pile planetesimal moving through the nebular gas at velocities
vhw. Therefore, when the magnitude of the lift force exceeds that of the gravity and
interparticle forces, pebbles may be lifted from the planetesimal. Equation (2.23)
suggests that small particles as well as large pebbles will remain bound because of
sticking and high inertia, respectively. Nevertheless, for the relatively high densities
in the inner disk v∗ may become lower than the planetesimal headwind velocity for
small planetesimals.6

2.5.2 Importance of the flow near the planetesimal

In this work we have demonstrated that sweep-up growth timescales increase for
particles below a critical stopping time of tX ≈ 103 s. In this case, St ≪ 1 before
Safronov focusing becomes important (Fig. 2.6). Under these conditions, we showed
that there is some difference in collision efficiency factors between the potential and
Stokes flow solutions. Which of the two adopted solutions is more realistic?

Without access to hydrodynamical simulations, we can only be descriptive. How-
ever, as the planetesimal Reynolds number is ≫1, it may be argued that the potential
flow solution – as unphysical as it is – is perhaps more applicable than the Stokes
flow solution, which unrealistically alters the flow pattern at distances beyond several

6Great care must be taken to extrapolate Equation (2.23), which has been tailored for terrestrial
conditions, towards the much rarefied nebular gas. Equation (2.23) must at least be modified in
two points. First, it assumes a quadratic dependence on velocity of the gas drag law (as on Earth).
Second, we can expect that small particles in the Epstein regime experience much reduced lift forces.
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planetesimal radii (see our Fig. 2.1 and Beard & Grover 1974). On the other hand, at
very small impact parameters (fcoll ≪ 1) velocities close to the planetesimal surface
must vanish, which renders the Stokes solution more appropriate. Continuing this
reasoning, we may define a distance δr from the surface of the planetesimal where
the molecular diffusion timescale (δr)2/ν equals the inertial transport time vhw/R.
We then obtain δr ∼ R/

√
Re (essentially the width of the boundary layer) to be

the distance from the planetesimal beyond which the gas flow is better described by
potential flow.

Another situation arises when the medium itself is turbulent. The gas in the pro-
toplanetary disk, for one, is believed to be mildly turbulent due to hydrodynamic or
magneto-hydrodynamical instabilities (Balbus & Hawley 1991). Recently, Homann
et al. (2016) numerically determined the collision efficiencies as a function of Stokes
number and turbulent intensity, finding a much shallower exponential decline (i.e.,
a fit parameter a (see Table 2.2) much closer to zero). This means, effectively, that
the ballistic regime in Fig. 2.6 becomes more important: the dashed line shifts to the
right, ’eating’ into the parameter space where formerly settling encounters dominated.

We reiterate that the above discussion only applies to the smallest particles (ts <

tX); at ∼3 AU these are µm-size grains rather than mm/cm-size pebbles. Since
these particles are accreted at fcoll ≪ 1 efficiencies, meteorites can only accrete trace
amounts of them. While this is sufficient to explain the few presolar grains that are
found in meteorites (Clayton & Nittler 2004), it is clear that accretion of micron-size
grains will not significantly contribute to the total mass. Therefore, the bulk of the
matrix material found in chondrites must have been brought in through larger, aero-
dynamically more weakly coupled particles – for example, as dust-rimmed chondrules
or aggregates of dust-rimmed chondrules (Cuzzi 2004; Ormel et al. 2008; Johansen
et al. 2015a)

Finally, while we proposed a framework applicable to calculate accretion rates on
planetesimals, it would be highly desirable to further refine our results by hydro-
dynamical simulations, which includes inertial particles that feel the gravity of the
planetesimal.7

2.5.3 Onset of pebble accretion

In the discussion above we saw that especially in the outer disk, peak growth timescales
can easily become longer than the disk lifetime. This means that the fast pebble accre-
tion regime is not accessible by incremental growth processes – a situation exacerbated
when pebbles are drifting very quickly inward and may be lost from the disk before
the disk itself disappears. Therefore, a more attractive scenario for the growth of
planets is to start from a planetesimal seed massive enough for interactions to fall in

7Gravitational effects on the gas are of minor concern as long as the gas thermal motions are
larger than the surface escape velocity.
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the pebble accretion regime. Such large planetesimals may be produced by gravita-
tional instabilities involving pebble-size particles (for instance streaming instabilities
Johansen et al. 2007, 2009, 2012), be scattered from the inner disk, or be the colli-
sional product of a population of small planetesimals. However, this threshold for the
onset of pebble accretion RPA shifts to progressively larger sizes for increasing disk
orbital radii and increasing particle stopping times (Table 2.2).

We can obtain RPA by equating fcoll in the Safronov and settling regime. However,
this is a transcendental equation in R. To still obtain an (approximate) closed-form
expression, we assume that the transition occurs near the point where t∗ ≈ ts, yielding
R ≈ vhwtX(ts/2tX)1/3. Modifying this expression slightly to be in line with our
numerical results, we obtain that the onset of pebble accretion occurs at a planetesimal
radius

RPA ≈ 0.67vhwtX

(
ts
tX

)0.28

(ts ≫ tX) (2.24)

≈ 520 km
( vhw
50 m s−1

)( ρ•
g cm−3

)−0.36 ( r

AU

)0.42
τ0.28s (2.25)

where the latter expression is valid for particles of τs = tsΩ < 1. Equation (2.24)
agrees well with our numerical results.

2.6 Conclusions

We identified the onset of pebble accretion by finding the collision factor for 1–103 km

planetesimals at 1, 3, and 10 AU orbital distance for pebble sizes in the range of
0.01–30 cm. To investigate the influence of the flow pattern in the vicinity of the
planetesimal, we conducted numerical integrations for both potential and Stokes flow.
From our numerical integrations and analytical fits, we calculated a growth timescale
on which the planetesimal mass e-folds by sweep-up of pebbles, investigating thereby
the conditions under which small planetesimals can grow large enough for pebble
accretion to become important. We conclude the following from our study:

1. Gravitational interactions between pebbles and planetesimals ensure that the
collisional efficiency factors never become zero, even for the smallest particles.

2. Peak growth timescales for planetesimal sweep-up of pebble-sized particles occur
at ∼100 km, corresponding roughly to the point where the headwind velocity
equals the surface escape velocity of the planetesimal. This transition size there-
fore decreases when the disk headwind is lower, for instance, for a colder disk.
For very small particles (very small stopping times) peak growth timescales are
longer because of aerodynamic deflection.
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3. For Stokes flow, where the gas velocities vanish at the planetesimal surface,
encounter times increase for smaller pebbles, increasing the likelihood to be
captured by gravitational settling. In contrast, pebbles are centrifugally ejected
in potential flow, strengthening the aerodynamic barrier.

4. A critical particle stopping time of tX ≈ 103 s (see Equation (2.22)) distin-
guishes between the slow pebble accretion regime, where particles suffer from
aerodynamic deflection, and the fast pebble accretion regime, where growth
proceeds by ballistic encounters (Safronov focusing), before transitioning to the
settling regime (pebble accretion).

5. The onset of pebble accretion occurs when the planetesimal radius equals RPA

(Equation (2.24)). This is followed by an abrupt increase in the collision rate.
Pebble accretion starts at larger planetesimal sizes, at increasing distance from
the star.

6. At ∼1 AU orbital distances, growth timescales are shorter than the disk life-
time of 10 Myr for any planetesimal size, provided pebble sizes are >0.1 cm. For
small planetesimals (below 100 km) growth primarily depends on the collisional
outcome (sticking, bouncing, or fragmentation) of the pebble-planetesimal col-
lision.

7. In the outer disk the maximum growth timescale exceed 10 Myr. Therefore,
planetary seeds must have formed from planetesimals large enough to gravita-
tionally attract pebble-sized particles: R ≫ 100 km (Safronov focusing) or the
even faster pebble accretion, whence R > RPA.
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3
Spinning up planetary bodies by pebble accretion

R.G. Visser, C.W. Ormel, C. Dominik, S. Ida

Icarus 335, 113380 (2020)

Abstract

Most major planetary bodies in the solar system rotate in the same direction as their
orbital motion: their spin is prograde. Theoretical studies to explain the direction as
well as the magnitude of the spin vector have had mixed success. When the accreting
building blocks are ∼ km-size planetesimals – as predicted by the classical model – the
accretion process is so symmetric that it cancels out prograde with retrograde spin
contributions, rendering the net spin minute. For this reason, the currently-favored
model for the origin of planetary rotation is the giant impact model, in which a single
collision suffices to deliver a spin, which magnitude is close to the breakup rotation
rate. However, the giant impact model does not naturally explain the preference for
prograde spin. Similarly, an increasing number of spin-vector measurement of aster-
oids also shows that the spin vector of large (primordial) asteroids is not isotropic.
Here, we re-assess the viability of smaller particles to bestow planetary bodies with a
net spin, focusing on the pebble accretion model in which gas drag and gravity join
forces to accrete small particles at a large cross section. Similar to the classical calcu-
lation for planetesimals, we integrate the pebble equation of motion and measure the
angular momentum transfer at impact. We consider a variety of disk conditions and
pebble properties and conduct our calculations in the limits of 2D (planar) and 3D
(homogeneous) pebble distributions. We find that in certain regions of the parameter
space the angular momentum transfer is significant, much larger than with planetesi-
mals and on par with or exceeding the current spin of planetary bodies. We link this
large net spin delivery to the appearance of asymmetries during the accretion process
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of pebbles. For example, prograde contribution may dominate (in certain regions of
the parameter space) because they originate from trajectories that are preferentially
captured. For simplicity, our calculations have ignored certain important effects (e.g.,
collisions, the back-reaction on the gas, and formation of atmospheres) and do not
address how the eventual distribution of spin vectors is obtained for which collisions
and post-formation processes must have played a role to explain the scatter. Irrespec-
tive of these issues, pebble accretion is a viable mechanism to not only grow planetary
bodies, but also to impart them with a significant spin.

3.1 Introduction

With the exception of Venus, all other planets in the solar system have their spin
and orbital angular momentum vectors aligned (prograde rotation). The giant plan-
ets were likely spun-up by accretion through a circumplanetary disks(Machida et al.
2008). For planets dominated by solids – the terrestrial planets as well as Uranus
and Neptune – the situation is more complex. The classical model of planet forma-
tion asserts that planetary cores grew by accretion of km-sized planetesimals (Pollack
et al. 1994). However, planetesimals do not provide planetary embryos with a sig-
nificant amount of angular momentum(Ida & Nakazawa 1990; Lissauer & Safronov
1991; Dones & Tremaine 1993a). On average, the planar components do not bestow
angular momentum by symmetry, ⟨lx⟩ = ⟨ly⟩ = 0 where ⟨li⟩ is the average momen-
tum per unit mass transferred by the impactor in the direction i. To obtain the
vertical spin component ⟨lz⟩ numerical integration of accreting planetesimal trajec-
tories are conducted, averaging over impact parameter and phase angles. But these
too display near-cancellation behavior; essentially, the point where planetesimals hit
the surface of a planet is random, meaning that they are about as likely to impart
positive angular momentum as negative angular momentum. In fact, the largest net
contribution occurs for a dynamically cold planetesimal disk, for which the spin will
be retrograde(Ida & Nakazawa 1990) (see Figure 3.1); the maximum prograde contri-
bution (also indicated in Figure 3.1) occurs when the planetesimals are dynamically
moderately excited, such that their scaleheight extends over a scale larger than the
Hill radius of the body(Dones & Tremaine 1993a). This is more realistic, but it fails
to reach the observed spins by many magnitudes. The only way for planetesimals to
bestow a significant (prograde) spin is to invoke a non-uniform disk(Ohtsuki & Ida
1998), which may materialize when the planetary embryos grow in isolation, but not
in a more general setting where multiple embryos scatter planetesimals around. Be-
cause of the failure to deliver a systematic spin by accreting planetesimals, the current
paradigm holds that the primordial spin of planetary bodies was instead stochasti-
cally determined by late large impacts(Dones & Tremaine 1993b). The spin would
be stochastic when it is dominated by accretion of a single body that constituted
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Figure 3.1: Spin rate and orientation of planets (Earth, Mars, Uranus, and Neptune indicated
with E, M, U, N, respectively) and asteroids of diameter D larger than 150 km (circles). The
spin frequency in terms of the critical breakup frequency ωcrit =

√
GMp/R3 is plotted against the

orientation of the spin vector to the ecliptic, where β measures ecliptic latitude. For asteroids, the
symbol size scales with the diameter. The giant impact scenario predicts a spin magnitude close to
breakup and an isotropic orientation of spin vectors(Kokubo & Ida 2007) (sinβ, which is proportional
to the x-axis scaling, would then be uniformly distributed). The lower horizontal lines indicate the
maximum retrograde and prograde spin rates obtained from systematic planetesimal accretion(Dones
& Tremaine 1993a). Planetary spins are too large for planetesimal accretion and appear too much
skewed towards β = 90◦ for the giant impact scenario. See Appendix A for the asteroid properties.

a significant fraction of the target bodies’ mass, as for example in the hypothesized
formation of the Earth-Moon system. Indeed, the current paradigm for the forma-
tion of the terrestrial planets asserts the existence of a giant impact phase, where
many Mars-size embryos were perturbed onto crossing orbits after the dispersal of the
gaseous disks(Wetherill 1985). These equal-mass embryos collide at velocities similar
to the surface escape velocity, conveying an angular momentum close to the breakup
frequency ωcrit =

√
GMp/R3 (Kokubo & Ida 2007; Miguel & Brunini 2010). Impor-

tantly, the giant impact scenario also predicts that the distribution of the spin vector
must be isotropic, such that the spin axis is oriented towards low ecliptic latitude, as
is the case with Uranus but not with the terrestrial planets. However, this result is
not considered a problem for the giant impact hypothesis, as the number of planets
is limited and the spin of the terrestrial planets is known to be significantly affected
by post-formation processes (Dobrovolskis 1980). For example, the spin obliquity for
Mars is known to be unstable (chaotic) on timescales short as ∼10 Myr (Laskar &
Robutel 1993). The asteroid belt provides us with an opportunity to inform us on the
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Star

Figure 3.2: A sketch of the shearing sheet domain co-rotating with a protoplanet (center). Pebbles
enter from the top at the right side from (x0, y0) due to a negative shear velocity and the downwards
pointing headwind. The flux of pebbles increases to the right due to the increasing shear velocity.
The highlighted pebble (red dotted) supplies its angular momentum to the protoplanet at impact.

primordial spin state of solar system bodies, as the spin vector of a growing number
of bodies is measured(Warner et al. 2009). Small asteroids are believed to be colli-
sional products, which have erased any memory of the primordial spin. In addition,
the spin of small asteroids is affected by post-formation processes like YORP (Rubin-
cam 2000). On the other hand, the spins of asteroids with diameter D > 120 km are
thought to have been hardly affected by collisions or post-formation dynamics (Bottke
et al. 2005a),SteinbergSari2015. In Figure 3.1 we plot the spin vector (in terms of its
rotation frequency and ecliptic latitude β) for asteroids of D > 150 km. Although it
is obvious that asteroids evolved in a highly collisional environment, Figure 3.1 clearly
displays a preference for a prograde spin compared to what one would expect from an
isotropic distribution. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicates that the null-hypothesis
of a uniform distribution in sinβ can be rejected with a probability of > 99% . This
result hints that asteroids assembled through a mechanism that provided them with
a systematic (vertical) spin. Similarly to the asteroid belt, recent observations of the
mutual orbit spin orientations of trans-neptunian binaries also show a preference for
prograde motion (Grundy et al. 2019) suggesting that prograde spin is the natural
starting state of (solar system) planetary bodies.

Pebble accretion(Ormel & Klahr 2010; Lambrechts & Johansen 2012) is an alter-
native theory to explain the assembly of planetary bodies. In pebble accretion bodies
accrete aerodynamically small particles (“pebbles”) which drift inwards through the
disk by virtue of the sub-Keplerian motion of the gas (Weidenschilling 1977a). The
pebbles are then captured by the combined effects of gravity and gas drag to spiral
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Table 3.1: Relation between the dimensionfull (Dim.full) and dimensionless (Dim.less) quantities

Quantity Dim.full Dim.less Dim.full range Dim.less range
Hill radius RH 1
Keplerian frequency Ω0 1
Gas headwind velocity vhw ζw = vhw/RHΩ0 30 ms−1 50–0.5
Protoplanet radius R αp = R/RH 10 km − 7000 km 2, 3, 7.5(×10−3)

Stopping time ts τs = tsΩ0 0.01–0.5
Specific mean frequency ωz ωz/ωcrit

inwards (settle) towards the protoplanet surface. Pebble accretion has been invoked
to help explain the architecture of the solar system: its terrestrial planets (Levison
et al. 2015b), its giant planets (Levison et al. 2015a) and its asteroids(Johansen et al.
2015b). The accumulation of planetary spin by pebble accretion has not been deeply
studied. Johansen & Lacerda (2010) were the first to investigate the link between
accreting small particles and the spin of the accreting body in a gaseous environment.
The authors performed local hydrodynamical simulations (a shearing sheet with peri-
odic boundary conditions), involving high pebble densities resulting in instantaneous
and very rapid accretion. Because of the high densities particle feedback effects are
important, resulting in a prograde spinning circumplanetary disk. While these pio-
neering simulations are insightful in highlighting the ability of small particles to spin
up bodies, they rely on rather specific conditions.
In this paper we explore the implications pebble accretion has for the spin of accreting
bodies in a more general fashion. We calculate the angular momentum that is being
transfered to the accreting body by integrating the equation of motion of individual
pebbles. Summing over the range of impact trajectories we find, in this way, the net
AM that is being transfered to the accreting body. Although neglecting feedback
effects, our more "basic" approach has the advantage that we can easily scan a wide
parameter space and in this way identify specific trends in the simulated data. Our
approach is by-and-large similar to the classical calculations for planetesimals (Ida
& Nakazawa 1990; Lissauer & Safronov 1991; Dones & Tremaine 1993a) but then
tailored towards pebbles. Specifically, we will show in this paper that spin transfer is
connected to the appearance and disappearance of asymmetries in the pebble accre-
tion process. We show that these asymmetries lead to mean spin outcomes which are
on a par with what is observed in the asteroid belt and planets.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 3.2 we discuss our numerical model,
in Section 3.3 we present the obtained results, the discussion of the results is given
in Section 3.4 and we relate our results to the solar system in Section 3.5. The key
conclusions are presented in Section 3.6.

3.2 Numerical model

To determine the amount of rotation pebbles supply to the accreting protoplanet at
impact, pebble trajectories are numerically integrated with a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg
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Figure 3.3: Spin rotation rates obtained from pebble accretion for the planar case (top)
and 3D case (bottom). For each combination of stopping time τs and headwind-to-shear
parameter ζw the average vertical angular momentum per unit mass ⟨lz⟩ transfered by peb-
bles to the protoplanet is calculated. This is converted into a normalized spin through the
relation ω/ωcrit = ⟨lz⟩/n

√
GMR where an inertia factor of n = 0.4 has been used. Valid for

αp = 0.002. The transformation from ζw to R assumes a disk headwind of vhw = 30 m/s.

variable step scheme (RKF45) (Fehlberg 1969), (used by Visser & Ormel (2016)). We
use a reference frame co-moving with a protoplanet with mass Mp at distance r0 from
the star (Figure 3.2). The three dimensional equation of motion (EOM) for a test
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particle with velocity v = (vx, vy, vz) and position r = (x, y, z) in the local frame is
given by (Ida & Nakazawa 1990; Ormel & Klahr 2010):

dv

dt
=

2Ω0vy + 3Ω2
0x

−2Ω0vx
0

− GMp

r3

x

y

z

+ Fd, (3.1)

with G the universal gravity constant, (2Ω0vy,−2Ω0vx, 0) the Coriolis acceleration,
3Ω2

0x the tidal force and Ω0 the Keplerian frequency around the star. The second
and last term contain the protoplanet gravity and gas drag, respectively. The stellar
gravity component in the z dimension has been omitted, an approximation that is
further motivated in Section 3.3.3. The gas drag force is given by:

Fd = −v − vg

ts
, (3.2)

with ts the stopping time, the time after which solids are slowed down by the gas.
For pebbles of radius s and internal density ρ•s (Whipple 1972):

ts =


ρ•ss

ρgvth
Epstein regime: s < 9

4 lmfp

2ρ•ss
2

9ηd
Stokes regime: s ≥ 9

4 lmfp

, (3.3)

where the Stokes regime is valid for low Reynolds number, Re ≪ 1, with ηd the
dynamic viscosity, lmfp the molecular mean free path, vth the thermal speed and ρg
the gas density. The gas flow is approximated as the Keplerian shear motion around
the planet:

vg = (−vhw − 3

2
Ω0x)ŷ, (3.4)

with vhw the gas headwind which arises because the gas orbits the star with a speed
slightly lower than the Keplerian speed vk due to pressure support pointing radially
outwards (Weidenschilling 1977a). A large body in an unperturbed Keplerian orbit,
in a co-moving reference frame, hence faces a headwind of magnitude:

vhw = ηvk, (3.5)

where η measures the deviation from the Kepler velocity (Nakagawa et al. 1986):

η =
c2s
2vk

∂ logP

∂ log r0
∼
(
cs
vk

)2

, (3.6)

and P is the gas pressure in the midplane.
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The Hill radius of the accreting body is given by:

RH = r0

(
Mp

3M⋆

)1/3

, (3.7)

with M⋆ the mass of the central star. Normalizing the velocities to the Hill velocity
RHΩ0, distances to the Hill radius RH and units of time to the inverse orbital frequency
of the protoplanet Ω−1

0 in line with Ormel & Klahr (2010), the 3D pebble EOM in
Hill units is given by:

d

dt

vx
vy
vz

 =

2vy + 3x− 3x/r3

−2vx − 3y/r3

−3z/r3

− 1

τs

 vx
vy + ζw + 3x/2

vz

 , (3.8)

velocities and positions are now represented as dimensionless quantities, with GMp =

3 in Hill units. The dimensionless headwind parameter ζw is given by (Ormel & Klahr
2010):

ζw ≡ vhw
Ω0RH

, (3.9)

which is therefore an indicator of the mass (gravity) of the protoplanet. The physical
protoplanet radius is normalized by the Hill radius:

αp ≡ R

RH
. (3.10)

and the Stokes number is given by:

τs = tsΩ0. (3.11)

In these units, the input parameters for our integrations are reduced to ζw, αp and
pebble Stokes number τs. A direct relation between the main physical and dimen-
sionless quantities is summarized in Table 3.1.

In general specific values of disk parameters are not known and vary greatly since
protoplanetary disks are subject to complex time evolution during their lifetime
(e.g.(Bitsch et al. 2015a)). Nevertheless, we will occasionally transform our results
into physical quantities adopting power-law profiles for both the gas temperature
and gas surface density profile following from the the Minimum Mass Solar Nebula
(MMSN)(Weidenschilling 1977b; Hayashi et al. 1985; Nakagawa et al. 1986):

T (r) = 170 K
( r0
1 au

)−1/2

, (3.12)

Σ(r) = 1300 g cm−2
( r0
1 au

)−3/2

. (3.13)
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3.2 Numerical model

The disk gas scaleheight is given by:

Hg =
cs
Ω0

. (3.14)

Assuming an isothermal column, the gas distribution in the vertical dimension z is
equal to:

ρg =
Σ

Hg

√
2π

exp

[
−1

2

(
z

Hg

)2
]
. (3.15)

The main input parameters ζw, αp and pebble Stokes number τs can now be expressed
in terms of the disk parameters as:

vhw = 30 ms−1
( µ

2.34

)−1
(
M⋆

M⊙

)−1/2

, (3.16)

ζw = 12.5

(
ρ•

2.5 g cm−3

)−1/3 ( vhw
30 m s−1

)( R

100 km

)−1 ( r0
au

)1/2
, (3.17)

αp = 5.7× 10−3

(
M⋆

M⊙

)1/3(
ρ•

2.5 g cm−3

)−1/3 ( r0
au

)−1

, (3.18)

τs = 0.1
( s

1 cm

)( ρ•s
2.5 g cm−3

)(
M⋆

M⊙

)1/2 ( r0
au

)−3/2

, (3.19)

with µ the mean molecular weight in atomic mass units and where we applied the
ideal gas law.

3.2.1 Pebble-to-planet spin supply

The spin supply of pebbles to the protoplanet is calculated by tracing individual
specific angular momentum (SAM) contributions from pebbles at impact on the pro-
toplanet. An individual pebble heading for the protoplanet bestows a SAM of:

l = r× v. (3.20)

The z-component is the one of interest:

lz = (xvy − yvx) + Ω0

(
x2 + y2

)
, (3.21)

where the latter term is to correct for the rotation of the co-moving coordinate frame
(Dones & Tremaine 1993a). The mean SAM transferred to the protoplanet is found
by averaging the SAM contributions over the accretion cross-section. For example, in
2D:

⟨lz⟩ =
∫
accret

F (x0)lz(x0)dx0∫
accret

F (x0)dx0
, (3.22)
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with F (x0) = vy,∞Σ the flux of pebbles entering our domain and Σ the pebble surface
density. It is useful to normalize the specific mean spin angular momentum ⟨lz⟩ with
lz,esc =

√
2GMR for the analysis of the results. Converting this to a fraction of the

break-up (critical) frequency gives:

ωz

ωcrit
≈ 3.5

⟨lz⟩
lz,esc

, (3.23)

with ωcrit =
√
GM/R3.

Initial conditions

Integration of pebble trajectories start at a position x = (x0, y0, z0) (see Figure 3.2).
We take y0 far from the protoplanet with radius R, to ensure that the planet gravity
is initially insignificant. Pebbles are initiated with the unperturbed azimuthal and
radial drift velocities (Weidenschilling 1977a):

vx,∞ = −2vhwτs
1 + τ2s

, (3.24)

vy,∞ = − vhw
1 + τ2s

− 3

2
Ω0x0. (3.25)

The vertical release velocity vz,∞ = 0. To ensure that the pebbles are initially not
influenced by the protoplanet gravity we demand that the gas drag force is larger than
the two-body gravitational force of the protoplanet by a safety factor C. Specifically,
we fix y0 = C

√
GMts/vhw, with C = 100 (Ormel & Klahr 2010). We then scan

along the y = y0 line to determine for which range in x0 pebbles are accreted. The
condition for accretion of a pebble onto the protoplanet is given by:

r −R ≤ 0. (3.26)

In this way we find x1 and x2, the interior, respectively, exterior edge of the proto-
planet impact range.

In the 3D case the collision range is symmetric around z = 0 and we release pebbles
over an interval z0 ∈ [−bz, bz] while ensuring that misses are included on both sides
of the impact range.

3.3 Results

The main result of this study are highlighted in Section 3.3.1, which summarizes the
result of our numerical integrations (Figure 3.3). In Section 3.3.2 (2D) and Section
3.3.3 (3D) we provide an in-depth trajectory analysis, which allows us to understand
the trends that we observe in the simulated data. We present test cases with earlier
work in Section 3.3.4.
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(a) R = 250 km
w = 7.8

vy = vhw
3
2 x

interior trajectory
exterior trajectory

xco

(b) R = 1000 km
w = 1.9

vy = vhw
3
2 x

interior trajectory
exterior trajectory

Figure 3.4: Preference of spin asymmetry explained by geometry of pebble accretion. Pebble
accreting trajectories (for τs = 0.1 and αp = 3 × 10−3 are plotted in the frame of the circularly-
moving planet (center). In this frame pebbles approach the planet at an angle, due to their radially
drift motion. The distance between two adjacent dots on the trajectory indicate the same amount
of time. (a) Due to the slanted approach pebbles encountering the planet (black dot) on an exterior
orbit (red) will be scattered at a steeper angle with respect to the headwind than those pebbles
that approach on the interior side (blue). Consequently, these pebbles face a stronger aerodynamic
deceleration and the prolonged encounter duration allows their gravitational capture, whereas the
more horizontally-deflected pebbles (blue) escape. In (b) the situation for an accretion range of the
order of the planet Hill radius RH (dashed circle) is illustrated, where the red and blue curves indicate
the extreme trajectories that lead to capture. As the shear (arrows) is significant for larger planets,
pebbles on interior (blue) trajectories approach at a lower velocity, resulting in longer encounters
and a higher total capture rate by the planet. In both cases the asymmetry results in a significant
net prograde contribution.

3.3.1 Spin contributions

In Figure 3.3 the imparted spin as function of pebble stopping time τs and headwind-
to-shear parameter ζw is plotted for αp = 2× 10−3, which corresponds to a distance
of about 2.5 au from a solar-mass star and a planet density of 2.5 g cm−3. The top
panel of Figure 3.3 provides ωz/ωcrit for a planar configuration (pebbles having settled
to a midplane), whereas the bottom panel gives ωz/ωcrit in the 3D limit, applicable
when the pebble scaleheight exceeds the impact radius for pebble accretion. The 3D
configuration is therefore more applicable for small pebbles that experience strong
turbulence and for small planets. These results show that large prograde spin can
be obtained even beyond the levels seen in the solar system’s bodies. For example,
the spin of Ceres and other asteroids (ω/ωcrit ∼ 0.3; thick contour) is well matched
by accretion of τs ≈ 0.05 pebbles either in the 2D or 3D mode. The spin of smaller
asteroids (R ∼ 100 km) can also be attributed to pebble accretion, provided that the
headwind velocity is less than 30m s−1. Retrograde spins are also possible, albeit in
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Figure 3.5: Spin results obtained in dimensionfull and dimensionless units. A: The specific period
for τs = 0.1 for planetesimal/protoplanet sizes R ∈ [10 km, 7000 km] and a protoplanet density
of 1 g cm−3. The dashed vertical line shows the protoplanet radius where pebble accretion starts
(Equation 3.27). B: the same data in terms of dimensionless quantities ζw vs the fraction of the
break-up frequency.

small regions of the parameter space. Figure 3.3b shows 3D accretion of larger pebbles
may spin up planets up to their breakup rate. Values ωz > ωcrit are however artificial;
in reality the pebble will bounce off to be decelerated by gas drag until it is re-accreted
at the critical spin frequency, resulting in these bodies to rotate at breakup speeds.
In any case, it is more likely that in those cases the interaction geometry follows the
2D limit.

Pebble accretion is in fact quite efficient to deliver a systematic spin. The degree
of asymmetry between prograde and retrograde spin contributions, δ = ⟨lz⟩/

√
⟨l2z⟩

exceeds δ = 0.1 over a large part of the parameter space (see Figure 3.8), whereas for
planetesimal accretion δ ∼ αp ∼ 10−3(Dones & Tremaine 1993a), see Section 3.3.4. A
qualitative understanding of this result follows from considering asymmetries in the
interaction timescale of pebbles that encounter the planet on an interior vs exterior
trajectory, see Figure 3.4. Pebble accretion first starts to operate on the exterior
trajectories, which are flung back in a direction ≈45◦ against the disk headwind due
to the drift angle. Hence these encounters last long, resulting in their capture, while
the interior trajectories momentarily avoid accretion. This explains the prograde band
at R = RPA, the radius where pebble accretion commences (Visser & Ormel 2016).
For larger planets, on the other hand, encounters last long for the pebbles entering
the Hill sphere on interior orbits due to the importance of the shear motion (Figure
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3.4b). This again results in a prograde net contribution, which is even stronger in the
3D (see Figure 3.4b and Section 3.3.3)

3.3.2 Trajectory analysis for τs = 0.1 pebbles

In the co-moving frame we classify pebbles that cross the x-axis initially from x ≲ −R

as interior trajectories and pebbles that cross the x-axis initially from x ≳ R as
exterior trajectories. There are three directions in which spin can be imparted to the
protoplanet by a pebble:

1. pebbles fall in counter-clockwise to the protoplanet imparting spin aligned with
the orbital rotation Ω0 (prograde)

2. pebbles fall in perpendicular to the protoplanet surface, imparting no net spin

3. pebbles fall in clockwise to the protoplanet imparting spin opposite to the orbital
rotation Ω0 (retrograde)

In the case of symmetry the sum of individual pebble spin contributions over the
collision cross-section is zero. However, as it turns out several asymmetries produce
non-zero mean spin outcomes.

We use the example model for fixed τs = 0.1 and αp = 0.003 (Fig.3.5, blue curve)
to analyze pebble trajectories. We select five protoplanet radii from this curve corre-
sponding to the most extreme transition between prograde and retrograde outcomes
throughout the curve. For each protoplanet radius we then select several pebble tra-
jectories ranging from an interior miss, a range of impacts and an exterior miss (Fig.
3.6a to e, left panel). The right panel of Figure 3.6a to e shows the specific angular
momentum an individual pebble imparts at impact on the protoplanet (every red
dot), with respect to the release distance x0 within the collision cross-section. The
impacting trajectories in the left panel correspond to the highlighted dots with equal
color in the right panel, going from dark (most interior trajectory) to light (most
exterior trajectory). The highlighted dots in the right panel are uniquely labelled for
reference in the text.

As protoplanet radii in our simulations range from R= 10 km to R=3000 km
there are a range of different accretion regimes which we will use to structure the
analysis. These regimes are also shown in Figure 3.8 where we show the degree
of asymmetry between prograde and retrogade contributions for the 2D case (blue
curve). Specifically, for our parameter space the following regimes are relevant:

1. geometrical and ballistic accretion(Safronov 1972), R ≲ 200 km(Fig. 3.6a)

2. onset pebble accretion (Visser & Ormel 2016), 200 km ≲ R ≲ 400 km(Fig. 3.6b)

3. pebble accretion(Ormel & Klahr 2010; Lambrechts & Johansen 2012), 400 km ≲
R ≲ 1000 km(Fig. 3.6c)
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X[R]
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(d)  R = 1000 km
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(e)  R = 3000 km
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Figure 3.6: Pebble trajectories (left) and corresponding spin curves (right). They are se-
lected from the αp = 3 × 10−3 integrations and τs = 0.1 for indicated protoplanet radii.
The spin curves show individual SAM contributions to the protoplanet versus initial release
distance x0. x0 ranges from the interior side (x0 = x1) to the exterior side (x0 = x2) of
the collision cross-section. The resulting mean spin ⟨lz⟩ is indicated with the dashed blue
line. The extent of the y-axis ranges from ± lz,esc. Shown pebble trajectories consist of two
misses (gray trajectories) and a range of impacts. The impacting trajectories correspond
from black (interior) to blue (exterior) with the indicated dots in the corresponding spin
curve to clarify individual spin supply behavior. Additionally these selected trajectories are
uniquely labeled for reference in the main text. For D, and E, the Hill sphere is indicated
by the dashed circle and the co-rotation line with the red vertical line.
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4. transition to shear dominated pebble accretion, R ∼ 1000 km(Fig. 3.6d)

5. shear dominated pebble accretion (Ormel & Klahr 2010; Lambrechts & Johansen
2012) R ≳ 1400 km(Fig. 3.6e)

Regime (a): Geometrical accretion and ballistic accretion

For both geometrical and ballistic impacts, prograde pebble spin imparted by impacts
from the interior band (Fig. 3.6a, trajectories between a0 and a1) is canceled by the
exterior band ((Fig. 3.6a, trajectories between a1 and a2), which deliver retrograde
spin. The sum of all the spin contributions sum to zero and symmetry prevails.

Regime (b): Onset pebble accretion

Pebble accretion commmences at protoplanet radius (Visser & Ormel 2016):

RPA ≈ 160 km
( vhw
30 m s−1

)( ρ•
2.5 g cm−3

)−0.36 ( r0
au

)0.42 ( τs
0.1

)0.28
, (3.27)

which is valid for τs < 1. From RPA, pebbles at interior trajectories ((Fig. 3.6b, tra-
jectories between b0 and b1) start to differ from pebbles at exterior trajectories((Fig.
3.6b, trajectories between b1 and b3). In particular trajectory b0 is still accreting in
a ballistic fashion equivalent to trajectory a0. The exterior trajectories on the other
hand (b2 and b3) are captured last moment already entering the settling regime, en-
hancing the exterior accretion band. That (axial) symmetry is broken can also be
seen from two trajectories that both reach the same minimum distance rmin upon
first approach to the protoplanet. The interior blue trajectory escapes, while the
red exterior trajectory hits the protoplanet with a prograde contribution (Fig. 3.4).
This asymmetry between interior and exterior encounters can be understood from the
angle at which the drifting pebbles approach the protoplanet. For this reason the es-
caping interior trajectory is deflected more downwards and trajectory b2 is deflected
more upwards. Consequently, encounter (crossing) times are longer for trajectory b2,
resulting in its capture.

Naively it would be expected that the exterior trajectories b2 and b3 accrete clock-
wise (retrograde) by chasing spirals. Instead they fly across the protoplanet again,
reverse orbit and wrap around the planet from below to impart a significant amount
of counter-clockwise (prograde) spin. Effectively it can be conluded that the exterior
band already experiences a transition from ballistic encounters (too fast to be cap-
tured) to settling encounters in which the protoplanet gravity is able to capture the
pebble. Because this is the transition to settling, pebbles are captured at the verge
of escape, leading to the last moment orbit reversal back to the protoplanet surface,
to impart prograde spin. The onset of pebble accretion stated in Equation 3.27 is
therefore essentially only valid for the exterior band. At somewhat larger protoplanet
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radius (gravity) R ≳ 300 km, the interior band catches up by also accreting pebbles
through the settling mechanism, equivalent to the exterior band between b2 and b3.
The interior band imparts spin in a retrograde fashion, restoring the symmetry and
bringing mean spin ⟨lz⟩ close to zero again (Fig. 3.6b-right panel).

Regime (c): Pebble accretion

For R = 400 km pebble trajectories mean spin is dominated by retrogade contributions
due to an asymmetry associated with the in-spiralling process. Trajectories c1 and
c3 are captured and spiral inwards due to settling. However, before even finishing
half a spiral these pebbles already collide with the protoplanet surface. (Fig. 3.6c-left
and right panel). Again the interior trajectory c1 is deflected more downwards than
the exterior trajectory c3. Consequently, trajectory c1 is prevented from delivering a
large amount of prograde rotation since it is guided toward a perpendicular impact to
the protoplanet surface. Trajectory c3 on the other hand is able to wrap around the
protoplanet, finally "grazing" the protoplanet surface at impact to impart significant
retrograde spin. With increasing gravity the symmetry is again restored for R ∼ 500

km as pebbles completely spiral in (settle) (like the c0 and c4 trajectories) for both
the interior and exterior bands.

Regime (d): Transition to shear dominated pebble accretion

For protoplanet radius R ∼ 1000 km the background Keplerian shear velocity (vsh =

−1.5Ω0x) becomes comparable to the gas headwind velocity vhw since collision cross-
sections reach a significant fraction (∼ 0.5RH) of the protoplanet Hill sphere. The
x−coordinate for which the gas headwind velocity equals the upwards Keplerian shear
layer is given by:

xco =
2

3
Ω−1vhw, (3.28)

which is referred to as the co-rotation line. As pebbles drift closer to this line, their y-
velocity becomes decreasingly negative to eventually follow horseshoes upwards (gray
missing trajectories in Fig. 3.6d-left panel). Interior pebbles experience longer
encounter times as they approach the co-rotation line while drifting inwards. As long
as xco < −RH this enhances the interior accretion (the band between trajectory d0
and d2 in Fig. 3.6d) since gravity has a long time to capture these pebbles. These
pebbles accrete prograde because they fall in with counter-clockwise spirals. Exterior
pebbles on the other hand have a more reduced encounter time; they approach in
shear layers with a higher downwards velocity (the band between trajectory d2 and
d4 in Fig. 3.6d). As a consequence, the interior band (between d0 and d2) is visibly
broader than the exterior one (between d2 and d4) as shown in the right panel of
Fig. 3.6d. Since the interior pebbles spiral in counter-clockwise to the protoplanet,
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y

x

Figure 3.7: Clarifying illustration of a secondary Hill sphere encounter of a pebble. At first
approach the pebble escapes from the Hill sphere and drifts to the co-rotation line at which the shear
+ headwind (gray arrows) are zero. The headwind velocity is indicated by the black arrow. As the
pebble approaches the Hill sphere for a second time, the pebble is pulled inwards by the protoplanet
gravity. During the path from −RHill to the protoplanet surface, the pebble is simultaneously
accelerated downwards due to the negative shear velocity and headwind velocity. As a result the
pebble is forced to impact counterclockwise below the protoplanet delivering prograde spin rotation.
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Figure 3.8: The degree of asymmetry δ vs the planet radius for both 2D and 3D mean spin
outcomes. The relevant accretion regimes are subdivided by the vertical black lines.

the mean spin outcome is prograde. Thus, the transition to the shear-regime implies
another asymmetry, which favors prograde contribution.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the 2D results (gray curves) with 3D results (blue curves) for the
example model. A: The physical quantities protoplanet radius vs specific spin period. The blue
dashed vertical line indicates RPA. B: the same data in terms of dimensionless quantities ζw vs the
fraction of the break-up frequency.

Regime (e): Shear dominated pebble accretion

For R ∼ 3000 km the Hill radius extends beyond the co-rotation line (Fig. 3.6e, left
panel); collision cross sections are now entirely determined by the Keplerian shear.
Although a small part of the interior band (Fig. 3.6e, trajectories e0 to e1) still
accretes in a prograde fashion a significant part has been lost after crossing the co-
rotation line to follow upwards horseshoes (interior gray miss, Fig. 3.6e, left panel).
Consequently, the retrograde contribution from exterior trajectories dominate.

A subset of the exterior trajectories, however, now accrete from the back. After
having traveled through the Hill sphere once, they cross the co-rotation line due to
radial drift. The pebble then travels upwards from −y and enters the Hill sphere
a second time (trajectory e4, Fig. 3.6e, left panel). These back-accreting pebbles
will always supply prograde angular momentum, as we can see easily in the following
way: The protoplanet orbits with the Keplerian velocity while the pebble is pulled
from x ∼ xco to x = R, starting with vy ∼ 0 at the co-rotation line and then,
while approaching the planet, moving toward the downward headwind speed and the
downwards shear field combined. This forces the pebble to impact the protoplanet
in a counter-clock-wise fashion resulting in a maximum prograde contribution to the
angular momentum (see Figure 3.7 for clarification). Nonetheless, the total prograde
contributions do not outweigh the retrograde ones and the mean spin outcome is
dominantly retrograde.

For even higher protoplanet gravity the Hill sphere extends even further beyond
the co-rotation line making the secondary contributions such as trajectory e4 take
over the full accretion band. As a consequence mean spin outcomes are effectively
prograde again as shown in Figure 3.5 for R ≳ 4000 km.
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3.3.3 Analysis of the 3D simulations

Generally, pebbles are expected to reside in a sub-disk, in which the pebble sedi-
mention is balanced by turbulent diffusion (Dubrulle et al. 1995). The thickness of
the particle disk is therefore determined by the aerodynamical properties of the peb-
bles (τs) as well as the strength of the turbulence (usually characterized in terms of
a diffusivity D = αzcsH). Therefore the pebbles should be modelled according to a
Langevin equation (Ormel & Liu 2018) or with hydrodynamical simulations (Homann
et al. 2016). We opt to avoid these formal but complicated models by omitting the
vertical stellar gravity component. In the absence of the protoplanet gravity, peb-
bles would then preserve their height (z). In addition, in our 3D calculations we
assume an homogeneous distribution of pebbles in z, i.e., we assume that the pebble
scale height is significantly larger than the Hill radius of the protoplanet. In the 3D
case turbulent trajectories will be ballistic ("straight") over timescales less than the
turbulence correlation time. Since the latter is typically ∼ Ω−1 in most turbulence
models Cuzzi et al. (2001), longer than the settling timescale, 3D accretion onto small
planets/asteroids can be approximated as ballistic. Then, our 2D and 3D simulations
constitute the two limits of the general situation.

In Figure 3.9 3D simulations for αp = 3 × 10−3 and for τs = 0.1 show that
mean spins are dominantly more prograde in the 3D case with respect to the 2D
case. We provide a similar analysis as applied to the 2D results for the most notable
transitions in the 3D spin curves shown in Figure 3.5. We will show that most of
the features in the 2D case can be extended to the 3D case. Heat maps of individual
spin contributions lz,i at impact are shown in Figure 3.10 for initial release distance
z0 on the y-axis and initial release distance x0 on the x-axis. The physical processes
responsible for the behavior of the 2D spin curve in section 3.3.2 are equivalent in
3D. The trajectory types in the 2D case described in Figure 3.6 apply to a mid-plane
slice of these heat maps (z0 = 0). The trajectory types are however non-changing for
non-zero release distance z0, while keeping x0 fixed. This is indicated in Figure 3.10
with the vertical solid lines with the corresponding unique label shown in the 2D case
(Fig. 3.6).

The main difference in 3D, favouring the prograde spin, is the increase in the
encounter time discrepancy between interior and exterior pebbles due to shear. In
the shear important regime interior pebbles released at (x0, y0, z = 0) drift to the co-
rotation line (trajectory e0, for example), gaining small velocities and consequently
long encounters. This effect remains unchanged in 3D since the influence of Keplerian
shear and drift on a pebble are equivalent for release distance (x0, y0, z ̸= 0) (Fig.
3.10D, trajectory e0). The long lasting interior encounters for z0 ̸= 0 lead to timely
vertical settling to the mid-plane and a strong lz contribution. In particular the
following effects are observed in 3D:

1. Analogous to the 2D results, the mean spin is effectively zero for the geometrical
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Figure 3.10: Heat maps of initial vertical and x-release coordinates for the example model, τs =

0.1. The color bars indicate the sign and magnitude of SAM an individual pebble imparts to the
protoplanet. The vertical solid lines with unique labels indicate that the trajectory type is similar
to the corresponding 2D trajectory types in Fig. 3.6 for z0 ̸= 0 and fixed release distance x0. For
A, 200 km; the contributions are symmetric and sum up to ∼ 0. For B, 400 km; the retrogade mean
spin is slightly dampened with respect to the analogous 2D case. C, 1000 km; the Keplerian shear is
equally important in the vertical release distance z0, resulting in additional prograde contributions
interior to the collision cross-section and dampening in retrogade contributions exterior, explaining
the deformation of the elliptic shape to an egg-like shape. D, 1500 km; the co-rotation line interior
to the protoplanet Hill sphere causes long lasting encounters and pebbles can settle vertically to the
protoplanet in a timely fashion. Conversely, the exterior pebbles fail to be captured for increasing
z0 due to increasingly weaker protoplanet gravity, leading to the rocket-like shape.

and ballistic regime(Fig. 3.10 A).

2. A larger prograde contribution compared to the 2D case due to the transition
from a 1D to a 2D collision cross-section (larger surface ratio, Fig. 3.10 B),

3. Shear dominated regime; comparatively longer encounter times for interior peb-
bles (trajectory d0 to d2 and e0 to e1), which are accreted accross a larger z.
Vertical settling is made possible for interior pebbles since they drift closer to-
wards the co-rotation line, promoting long lasting encounters. This acts strongly
in favour of prograde spin supply, see Fig 3.10 C,D.

4. (Conversely) shorter encounter times for exterior pebbles (trajectory d2 to d4
and e1 to e3) ; and a smaller “accretion height” (lower z) due to the weakening
gravity of the protoplanet with increasing vertical release distance.
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Figure 3.11: Mean dimensionless spin normalized according to Dones & Tremaine (1993a) plotted
vs Stokes number. For the convergence a fixed αp = 0.003 and ζw = 1 are adopted, corresponding
to the zero dispersion (i = e = 0) and high gravity regime in the gas-free case (τs > 100) in Dones
& Tremaine (1993a).

3.3.4 Accreting larger pebbles and planetesimals

Next, we consider varying the size of the accreted particles (in terms of the dimen-
sionless stopping time τs) while fixing the size of the body (ζw). We consider a range
of τs ∈ [10−2, 104] in the case of zero inclination and eccentricity, i = e = 0. The high
τs limit effectively implies a vanishing gas-drag force and we expect therefore that
our results must converge to the i = 0, e = 0 limit that have been previously calcu-
lated (Ida & Nakazawa 1990; Dones & Tremaine 1993a). Our results are presented in
Figure 10, where, following Dones & Tremaine (1993a), we have normalized with the
product of the Hill velocity and the body radius R;

〈
l̃z

〉
= ⟨lz⟩ /RHΩ0R to compare

results.
For 0.01 ≲ τs ≲ 0.1 pebbles fall in symmetrically both from the interior and exterior

bands since drift is negligible. However, the spin outcome is retrograde due to higher
exterior flux because of shear. For τs ∼ 0.1 the co-rotation line eats away prograde
accretion as discussed in previous sections. Combined with the higher exterior flux
the spin outcome is even more retrograde. For 0.1 < τs < 1 back-accretion from
the exterior band delivers high amounts of prograde spin due to increasing drift and
higher exterior flux. For τs > 1 drift decreases and chaotic bands are formed, meaning
that the collision cross-section can be broken up by bands of missing trajectories (Ida
& Nakazawa 1990). Furthermore, the gas becomes less important and the co-rotation
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Figure 3.12: Global results vs local results. The shear-to-headwind parameter (x-axis) vs the
fraction of the break-up speed (y-axis) for αp = 3 × 10−3 and τs = 0.1. The grey curve indicate
results obtained from the local shearing sheet approximation, while the blue curve is obtained from
global simulations performed with the same setup as Liu & Ormel (2018).

line therefore shifts more to the x = 0 line which supresses prograde contributions
as pebbles follow parabolas from the interior band. The exterior pebbles are still
moderately focused towards the planet by gas, leading to a strong retrograde infall.
As both gas and radial drift effects diminish, the spin converges to the retrograde
value found in previous works (Ida & Nakazawa 1990; Lissauer & Safronov 1991;
Dones & Tremaine 1993a).

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Caveats

The results have been obtained in the approximation of a local shearing sheet patch
for which Hill’s approximations apply. This approach is perfectly valid for x0 and y0
≪ than the orbital distance to the central body r0 (Liu & Ormel 2018). The release
distance y0 increases for larger protoplanet radii due to the growing Hill radius to
ensure that pebble trajectories are governed by gas-drag initially. If y0 reaches a
significant fraction of the orbital radius r0, the curvature of the protoplanetary disk
cannot be neglected anymore.

To ensure the validity of our findings in the shearing sheet approximation, simula-
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tions are conducted in the global frame for the model αp = 3×10−3 and τs = 0.1, see
Figure 3.12. We applied the same procedure as Liu & Ormel (2018) who determined
pebble accretion efficiency’s in the global frame, referring to the global equations of
motion of a pebble in the stellar frame and initial release conditions of the pebbles.
The results in a global fashion are the same as our local simulations showing that
the local frame produces valid outcomes for the intermediate to lower range of Stokes
numbers. We do note that results might start to deviate for Stokes numbers higher
than τs = 1 due to the transition to gas-free accretion.

Collisions among pebbles within the Hill sphere have been ignored, which may
result in the formation of circumplanetary pebble disks (Schlichting & Sari 2007).
This would in particular be important for small pebbles and large pebble fluxes; if
bodies formed from τs = 0.1 particle over a protracted period, however, collisions
are unimportant. The timescale on which pebbles with mass mp = (4/3)πs3ρ•s and
radius s collide is given by:

tcoll = (nσ∆v)−1, (3.29)

with n = ρp/mp the number density of pebbles, σ = 4πs2 the mutual cross-section
of pebble colliders and ∆v the typical velocity dispersion of the pebbles. Comparing
this to the settling time of a pebble tsett = bcoll/vsett with bcoll the impact parameter,
gives:

N =
tsett
tcoll

=
3bcollρp
ρ•ss

∆v

vsett
, (3.30)

with N the number of collisions pebbles undergo before settling onto the protoplanet.
In terms of the disk parameters this can be written as:

N ∼ 0.05
( qp
10−9

)1/3 ( τs
0.1

)2/3( h

0.05

)(
ρp
ρg

)(
∆v

vsettl

)
, (3.31)

where qp = Mp/M⋆ and h = H/r0 is the disk aspect ratio. Furthermore we assume
that vth ∼ cs = HΩ0, pebbles are in the Epstein regime, and that the Hill limit
applies: bcoll ∼ RHτ

1/3 (Ormel & Klahr 2010). For asteroids N ∼ 0.05, unless τ

becomes very small. On the other hand, for larger bodies pebbles take increasingly
longer to spiral in to the accreting body increasing ρp/ρg. This renders it likely that
a disk will form around the body analogous to Johansen & Lacerda (2010). Thus,
depending on the parameters collisions could become important and the effect on
imparted spin should be considered in future work.

In this work pebble feedback on the gas has not been considered. Indeed, if the solid
to gas ratio is of the order ρp/ρg ≳ 1 this alters dynamics of pebbles and the gas as the
latter is forced to accrete with the solids in a prograde disk around the central body
(Johansen & Lacerda 2010). However, in the pebble accretion regime pebbles spiral
in rapidly to the protoplanet with the radial velocity vr ∼ 1/r2. This indicates that
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ρp should not drastically increase because of the high accretion flux. Furthermore,
our study is focused towards a more general description of spin delivery in the pebble
accretion framework by considering the net sum of individual spin contributions of
pebbles. We therefore have ignored collective effects for simplicity.

We assume no initial rotation of the protoplanet in determining mean spin out-
comes. However, bodies with radii R ≲ 100 km experience a growth barrier as they
are too inefficient to accrete pebbles (Visser & Ormel 2016). The angular momen-
tum imparted during planetesimal formation could change the total spin outcomes
obtained in the pebble accretion framework. Recent numerical results show however
that trans-neptunian binaries forming through the streaming instability also prefer-
entially orbit prograde around their mutual center of mass (Nesvorný et al. 2019).
Furthermore we can assess the importance of the imprint of planetesimal spin by
considering the total angular momentum supplied to a body of mass M . This quan-
tity is given by L =

∫
⟨lz⟩ dm. Rewriting this expression in logarithmic space gives

L =
∫
⟨lz⟩m d logm, showing that the integration of the mean angular momentum

in Figure 3.3 is weighted by mass. Assuming that most of the mass of asteroids and
protoplanets come from subsequent PA, rather than the initial planetesimal formation
process, the spin state of these bodies will be given by Figure 3.3.

When atmospheres form around the body, the gas flow becomes more complex
(Ormel et al. 2015a,b; Cimerman et al. 2017; Lambrechts & Lega 2017; Kurokawa
& Tanigawa 2018; Popovas et al. 2018). These complicated but more realistic sub-
structures of gas streamlines within the protoplanet Hill sphere are not considered
in this work. Atmospheric structures do become important if Rb/R ≳ 1, where
Rb = GM/c2s is the Bondi radius of the body. For Rb/R ≳ 3 we estimate that the
atmosphere has become dense enough to quantitatively alter the pebble trajectories
and hence the spin contributions. While these effects are important to consider in
future work for planets, the spin outcomes we obtain for asteroids are unaffected since
Rb/R ≲ 1.

3.5 Solar system bodies

For asteroids, we can use our general results presented in Figure 3.3 to constrain the
conditions that operated during pebble accretion. First, we require relatively large
pebbles τs ∼ 0.1; much smaller pebbles would not impart a significant net angular
momentum, since they barely drift and shear across the impact cross section is small.
Silicates particles, being less sticky, generally have a much lower τs. It is generally
assumed that icy particles stick more readily and at larger collision velocities than
silicate particles, so the need for relatively large pebbles could point us to icy pebbles.
However, a set of experiments by Musiolik & Wurm (2019) indicate that the improved
sticking only occurs in a relatively narrow temperature range at temperatures above
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∼ 170 K, so this enhancement might only be relevant near the snow line if these
results turn up to hold in general. Also, a reduction of the disk headwind lowers
relative velocities between grains possibly stimulating growth to larger (icy) pebbles.
This would be consistent with the finding that (large) asteroids were icy bodies with
a significant post-formation processing of the ice, making them dry (Schmidt et al.
2009). ALMA observations also provide indications of the presence of decimeter sized
pebbles in relatively young disks (Zhang et al. 2015). Nevertheless, the sticking prop-
erties of ice remain controversial and it is important to pursue further experimental
and numerical research on the topic in the near future. Second, for pebble accretion
to operate on bodies ∼100 km we infer that the disk headwind parameter vhw cannot
be too high. Our standard value of 30m s−1 already implies pebble accretion will
fail for bodies smaller than 200 km in radius (assuming τs = 0.1). However, the disk
headwind is rather uncertain and could have been much smaller, in which case pebble
accretion would operate on a much larger range of asteroids. This finding is again
consistent with a cold formation environment.

For asteroids, the post-formation sublimation of ice could alter the rotation state of
asteroids, although it is unlikely that this affects the rotation rate of large asteroids
(Jewitt 1997). For planets, our results are in good agreement with the observed spin
periods of both the terrestrial planets Earth and Mars, and the ice giants Uranus
and Neptune. Not only does this suggest that pebble accretion naturally provides
systematic spins to (exo)solar system bodies, it provides an additional validation for
pebble accretion as a planet formation mechanism. Undoubtedly, impacts, outgassing,
long-term chaotic evolution, and the formation of a planet atmosphere, which leads
to different pebble aerodynamics and eventually ablation of pebbles(Brouwers et al.
2018) have shaped the periods and orientation of the spin axes of the solar system’s
planetary bodies. Nonetheless, the evidence in the solar system renders it likely that
bodies started off with a systematic vertical spin provided by pebble accretion.

3.6 Conclusions

We have calculated the spin angular momentum per unit mass that pebbles supply
to a protoplanet during accretion, both in a 2D and 3D fashion. The net angular mo-
mentum gained by the protoplanet is obtained by summing individual pebble supply
to the body at impact. The main conclusions of the obtained results are as follows:

1. Pebble accretion can deliver significant systematic rotation to an accreting body
for a large part of the parameter space. In our results, spin values reach the
value of spin periods typically observed in the Solar System both in magnitude
and direction. The results are in good agreement with the observed spin rotation
of the larger asteroids such as for example Ceres, Pallas, Vesta, and Hygiea.

2. The cause of the asymmetry in spin accumulation by the accreting body, is a
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discrepancy in encounter times of pebbles that accrete interior and pebbles that
accrete exterior to the collision cross-section. The difference in encounter times
follows from the asymmetric infall angle of pebbles due to radial drift around
the onset of pebble accretion and the large discrepancy over the collision cross-
section due to keplerian shear. The asymmetry favors prograde spin rotation
by the accreting body and, in a smaller region of the parameter space, favors
retrogade spin rotation.

3. The degree of asymmetry between prograde and retrograde spin contributions,
δ = ⟨lz⟩/

√
⟨l2z⟩ reaches values of δ ∼ ±0.3. This is significantly higher than

δ = 10−3 that has been found in gas-free planetesimal accretion.

4. In 3D there is a propensity for prograde rotation, because the pebbles are ac-
creted preferentially from the (prograde) side characterized by long lasting en-
counters.

5. In generally, small pebbles (τs ≪ 0.1) bestow much smaller spin than larger
pebbles, due to the more symmetric impact geometry. Applying our results to
asteroids, we infer that they formed in a cold environment and accreted pebbles
with significant ice fractions. Much of the ice was subsequently lost by post-
formation processes.
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Appendix A

Asteroid Lightcurve Data

Diameter, latitude and period are obtained from the Asteroid Lightcurve Data Base
(LCDB) V2.0(Warner et al. 2009). The density is taken from Baer et al. (2012). If
unknown ρ = 2 g cm−3 is used.
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Asteroid (equivalent) density ecliptic latitude period ω/ωcrit

diameter [km] [g/cc] polar axis β [h]
Ceres 970 2.1 82 9.1 0.25

Pallas 510 2.6 −13 7.8 0.26

Juno 250 2.7 20 7.2 0.28

Vesta 470 3.4 42 5.3 0.33

Hebe 190 4.0 50 7.3 0.23

Iris 200 2.2 19 7.1 0.31

Metis 200 2.4 20 5.1 0.42

Hygiea 350 2.1 −35 28 0.082

Parthenope 160 3.3 16 14 0.13

Egeria 210 3.4 20 7.0 0.25

Irene 150 2.0 −14 15 0.15

Eunomia 260 2.8 −67 6.1 0.32

Psyche 220 7.3 −8.0 4.2 0.29

Fortuna 220 1.4 69 7.4 0.38

Themis 200 2.8 69 8.4 0.24

Amphitrite 210 3.0 −26 5.4 0.36

Euphrosyne 280 6.6 66 5.5 0.23

Laetitia 160 3.2 32 5.1 0.36

Daphne 190 2.4 −32 6.0 0.36

Eugenia 210 1.1 −36 5.7 0.55

Doris 220 2.1 57 12 0.19

Europa 290 1.6 36 5.6 0.47

Cybele 240 0.99 −3.0 6.1 0.55

Freia 160 12 10 0.19

Io 160 −68 6.9 0.28

Sylvia 260 1.2 67 5.2 0.58

Thisbe 200 3.1 68 6.0 0.31

Minerva 150 21 6.0 0.32

Aurora 170 3.0 7.2 0.26

Camilla 220 1.4 55 4.8 0.58
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Asteroid (equivalent) density ecliptic latitude period ω/ωcrit

diameter [km] [g/cc] polar axis β [h]
Lachesis 170 39 47 0.041

Hermione 210 1.4 13 5.6 0.51

Elektra 200 1.3 −88 5.2 0.55

Juewa 160 50 21 0.091

Nuwa 150 25 8.1 0.23

Hilda 170 29 6.0 0.32

Bertha 190 34 25 0.076

Loreley 170 31 7.2 0.26

Ino 150 −14 6.2 0.31

Eunike 160 4.0 22 0.087

Ismene 160 23 6.5 0.29

Dido 160 37 5.7 0.33

Germania 170 44 16 0.12

Bamberga 230 1.7 68 29 0.086

Chicago 160 −59 7.4 0.26

Eleonora 160 41 4.3 0.45

Palma 190 −5.0 8.6 0.22

Siegena 170 26 9.8 0.20

Aspasia 170 30 9.0 0.21

Diotima 180 4.0 4.8 0.40

Patientia 230 3.4 21 9.7 0.18

Davida 300 3.0 24 5.1 0.37

Herculina 220 5.8 11 9.4 0.15

Hektor 230 −32 6.9 0.28

Interamnia 320 2.3 66 8.7 0.25

Winchester 170 −60 9.4 0.20

Berbericia 150 25 7.7 0.25

Hispania 160 1.7 49 15 0.17

Pholus 170 30 10 0.19

Bienor 160 50 9.1 0.21
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4
The radial structure of planetary bodies formed by

the streaming instability
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Abstract

Comets and small planetesimals are believed to contain primordial building blocks in
the form of millimeter to centimeter sized pebbles. One of the viable growing mech-
anisms to form these small bodies is through the streaming instability (SI) in which
pebbles cluster and gravitationally collapse toward a planetesimal or comet in the
presence of gas drag. However, most SI simulations are global and lack the resolution
to follow the final collapse stage of a pebble cloud within its Hill radius. We aim to
track the collapse of a gravitationally bound pebble cloud subject to mutual collisions
and gas drag with the representative particle approach. We determine the radial peb-
ble size distribution of the collapsed core and the impact of mutual pebble collisions
on the pebble size distribution. We find that virial equilibrium is never reached dur-
ing the cloud evolution and that, in general, pebbles with a given Stokes number (St)
collapse toward an optically thick core in a sequence from aerodynamically largest (St
∼ 0.1) to aerodynamically smallest (St ∼ 2 × 10−3). We show that at the location
where the core becomes optically thick, the terminal velocity vt,∗ ∼ 60 m s−1St2 is
well below the fragmentation threshold velocity. While collisional processing is negli-
gible during cloud evolution, the collisions that do occur are sticking. These results
support the observations that comets and small planetary bodies are composed of
primordial pebbles in the millimeter to centimeter size range.
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4.1 Introduction

The formation mechanism of planetesimals and comets remains uncertain. While
micrometer grains can grow through coagulation to roughly centimeter sized pebbles
(Dominik & Tielens 1997; Birnstiel et al. 2012), growth stagnates due to the bouncing
barrier (Zsom et al. 2010) and the fragmentation barrier (Blum & Münch 1993).
However, if growth to meter sized boulders is obtained by coagulation, these objects
drift toward the star within several hundred orbital timescales due to the nebular gas
(Weidenschilling 1977a; Nakagawa et al. 1986). It was long thought that the increased
sticking properties of water ice could circumvent the bouncing barrier (Wada et al.
2009; Gundlach et al. 2011), though recent lab experiments have shown that this
advantage only holds in a rather narrow disk temperature range (Musiolik & Wurm
2019) and that relative velocities quickly result in fragmentation(Blum & Wurm 2008).

The currently favored growth model is the gravitational collapse of a pebble cloud
due to highly concentrated clumps of solids (Johansen et al. 2007, 2009) induced
by the streaming instability (SI) (Youdin & Goodman 2005). The high solid-to-gas
ratios needed to trigger SI are not straightforward to achieve in typical protoplanetary
disks. Studies do however show that so-called pressure bumps lead to over-densities
of solids (Whipple 1972; Brauer et al. 2008; Drążkowska et al. 2013). Furthermore
the re-condensation of icy pebbles just outside the snowline can lead to a pileup of
solids, enhancing pebble surface densities by a factor of five or more (Schoonenberg
& Ormel 2017; Drążkowska & Alibert 2017).

A limited spatial resolution in large-scale SI simulations creates difficulties in fol-
lowing the final collapse phase of these formed clumps. This phase is vital in under-
standing the final structure of the solid core and how this compares to observations
of planetary bodies. N-body simulations of a collapsing spherical cloud of pebbles
with significant rotation produce similar mass binaries, such as Pluto and Charon
(Nesvorny et al. 2010). Also, recent large-scale hydrodynamical simulations match
the 80 percent prograde binary rotation direction observed in KBOs (Nesvorný et al.
2019).

Detailed observational data from comets obtained by the ESA Rosetta probe pro-
vide comparison material for the pebble cloud collapse model as a potential comet
formation mechanism. Comets have a porosity of up to 80 percent, are several kilome-
ters in size, have a low bulk density of roughly 0.5 g cm-3 (Groussin et al. 2019), and
appear to have a layered pebble-pile structure throughout their nucleus ranging from
one to several tens of millimeter (Poulet et al. 2016). Several numerical studies have
been performed to explain these properties by postulating the formation of comets
through the collapse of a pebble cloud (Blum et al. 2017).

Pebbles dissipate kinetic energy through collisions and gas drag, which leads to
cloud contraction, as shown in pioneering work by Wahlberg Jansson & Johansen
(2014, 2017). Depending on the total cloud mass, the initial size distribution can be
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altered significantly during collapse due to collisions that alter pebble mass, as well
as varying terminal velocities for different pebble Stokes numbers. Even bouncing
collisions can affect the initial imposed size distribution through pebble compaction,
which aids the SI if the compaction timescale is faster than the radial drift timescale
toward the star (Lorek et al. 2016, 2018).

We take a more direct approach by solving the dynamical equation of motion of in-
dividual pebbles (swarms) that are subject to gas drag, mutual collisions, and gravity.
In particular, we are interested in the collapse timescale and the final radial pebble
size distribution over the collapsed core. We compare our findings with earlier work
and observational data to increase understanding of the formation and final structure
of comets and planetesimals.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 4.2, we present the general setup of
our cloud collapse model. In Section 4.3, we present the results of our simulations
followed by the discussion in Section 4.4 and a summary and conclusions in Section
4.5.

4.2 Model and setup

4.2.1 Dynamical cloud evolution

To perform the numerical models, we developed the code implode1. We follow the
collapse of a cloud of self-gravitating and colliding pebbles resulting from the SI
(Youdin & Goodman 2005). We consider a spherically symmetric cloud of pebbles2

with a distribution of masses, f(m). The total cloud mass in pebbles Mt corresponds
to the mass of a solid planetesimal core of radius Rc and density ρ• = 1 g cm−3. The
pebbles are distributed evenly over the cloud’s Hill sphere, which is defined as:

RH = r0

(
Mt

3M⋆

) 1
3

, (4.1)

where r0 is the orbital distance from the star with mass M⋆. The pebbles interact
through mutual gravity, gas drag and mutual collisions. We extended our model
to 3D to incorporate the effect of initial dispersion in the angular directions of the
spherical cloud. To focus on the analysis of the influence of collisions and gas drag,
we neglect shearing effects in our model. This will be incorporated in future studies
to investigate the effect of increasing complexity.

The spherical symmetry imposed on our cloud allows us to model the gravitational
interactions with the shell theorem: Pebbles only feel the gravitational pull of the mass

1The code is available at https://github.com/astrojoanna/implode. Version 1.0 of implode,
which was used in this paper can be obtained from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4395893.

2We continue to refer to the particles in our cloud as pebbles since the definition of a pebble
covers the range of particle sizes we consider in the simulations
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 CM

Figure 4.1: 2D sketch of the spherical cloud collapse model with the center of mass (CM) in the
origin. Pebble swarms (blue circles) are initiated over a Hill sphere with spherical velocities and
positions. During evolution pebble swarms feel both gravity fg and gas drag fd. The dashed shells
indicate the zones for collision evolution. As the pebbles settle, zones are being rebuilt such that the
number of swarms per zone never falls below a desired value Nz .

distribution situated below them as if this mass were concentrated at the spherical
center as a point source. Thus the gravitational acceleration of a pebble at radius
rp is calculated from the mass situated at r < rp with respect to the cloud center of
mass:

fg = −GMenc

r3p
rp , (4.2)

where Menc denotes all mass that is closer to the center of mass than the corresponding
pebble at position vector rp in the cloud. We took the effect of gas into account with
a simple drag prescription of the form:

fd = − 1

ts
vp , (4.3)

where vp is the velocity vector of the pebbles. For pebbles of radius s and internal
density ρ• the stopping time is given by (Whipple 1972):

ts =


ρ•s

ρgvth
Epstein regime: s < 9

4 lmfp

2ρ•s
2

9ηd
Stokes regime: s ≥ 9

4 lmfp

, (4.4)

where vth is the thermal speed, ρg the mid-plane gas density, lmfp the molecular
mean free path, and ηd the kinematic viscosity of the gas. The Epstein regime is
the relevant regime for our range of pebble sizes since for 10 au the molecular mean
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Initiate cloud with 
pebble positions and 
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the algorithm starting from cloud initialization at t=0.

free path is several meters. The Stokes number (St) relates the stopping time to one
orbital timescale:

St = tsΩ0, (4.5)

with Ω0 the Kepler orbital frequency. The equation of motion governing the dynamics
of these pebbles is given by:

dvp

dt
= −GMenc

r3p
rp −

vp

ts
. (4.6)

4.2.2 The representative particle approach

The number of physical pebbles in the collapsing cloud is on the order of 1017 in
our models. To be able to model them numerically, we model pebble collisions and
advection using the representative particle approach (Gillespie 1975; Zsom & Dulle-
mond 2008) with much lower number of N pebble swarms3, where N ≪ Nphys.
Every pebble swarm represents Ni physical pebbles with equal properties. The mass
Mswarm = Mt/N of each swarm is equal and remains constant at all times.

We use an adaptive grid developed by Drążkowska et al. (2013) to resolve the
collisions locally in the cloud. We assume the cloud to be spherically symmetric.
The natural way to subdivide local collision zones is through spherical shells over
the cloud domain. The number of pebble swarms per spherical shell is kept above
a desired value Nz by rebuilding the shells if needed, to ensure enough resolution
to perform collisions in every shell. In Figure 4.1, we provide a sketch of the cloud
collapse model. Collisions are then modeled with a Monte Carlo algorithm based on
the total "particle in a box" collision rate in a zone

R =
∑
i

∑
k

Rik, (4.7)

where Rik = nkσik∆vik is the collision rate between a representative pebble from
swarm i and a nonrepresentative pebble of swarm k.

3We will refer to the representative particles in our simulation as pebble swarms or pebbles
interchangeably.
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r0 [au] Rc [km] RH/Hg Mt/MCeres Rc/RH

1 1.5 × 10−5 2.65 × 10−9

10 10 1.5 × 10−4 2.65 × 10−6 7 × 10−4

100 1.5 × 10−3 2.65 × 10−3

1 10−5 2.65 × 10−9

39 10 10−4 2.65 × 10−6 2 × 10−4

100 10−3 2.65 × 10−3

Table 4.1: Overview of the simulation parameters: the disk radius r0 and the planetesimal radius
Rc, ratio of the radius of the initial pebble cloud (Hill radius, RH) and the disk scaleheight Hg , the
cloud mass Mt in the units of Ceres mass, and the ratio of the planetesimal radius to the Hill radius.

The collision time step is then chosen from the collision rate by drawing a random
number U ∈ [0, 1) as:

δtc = − 1

R
ln(U) . (4.8)

After performing the collisions over the time step, the matrix of collision rates is
updated accordingly. Since it is unlikely that representative pebble i collides with
any pebble from swarm k we follow, we only update the rate of representative pebble
i. In the case of mass change of pebble i during a collision the physical pebble number
represented by swarm i changes to Ni = Mswarm/mp where mp is the pebble mass
and lower in case of fragmentation, and higher in case of coagulation.

For a fragmentation threshold velocity below 10 m/s, or if bouncing collisions stop
growth a very low Stokes numbers, the SI will not be triggered (Drążkowska & Dulle-
mond 2014; Drążkowska et al. 2016). To meet the context of SI simulations, we limit
ourselves in the possible collisional outcome, as a function of collisions velocity to
sticking: ∆v ≤ 10 m/s and fragmenting: ∆v > 10 m/s (Brauer et al. 2008). After a
sticking collision the mass mi of the representative particle is updated to m′

i = mi+mk

and we use conservation of momentum to calculate its resulting velocity. In case of
fragmentation, we assume that the mass of the original representative particle is dis-
tributed according to the power-law n(m) ∝ m−11/6, consistent with the MRN size
distribution (Mathis et al. 1977). We choose the new mass of the representative
particle randomly from these fragments.

4.2.3 Initial conditions

We initiate a cloud of pebbles at a orbital distances of 10 and 39 au around a so-
lar mass star, respectively. The pebbles are given positions and velocities (3D)
(rp, ϕp, θp, vr, vϕ, vθ) where we have adopted a spherical coordinate system. In the
radial direction rp, pebbles are placed such that the volume density is constant over
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the cloud. In the angular directions ϕp, θp, the positions are uniformly randomized
over the angle domains ϕ ∈ [0, 2π] and θ ∈ [arccos (−1), arccos (1)], respectively.

The SI in general relies on pebbles between minimum and maximum Stokes number
Stmin ∼ 2 × 10−3,Stmax ∼ 10−1 (Bai & Stone 2010; Yang et al. 2017). We use an
initial MRN size distribution between these Stokes numbers (Mathis et al. 1977). For
the chosen size distribution most of the cloud mass is found in the largest pebble sizes,
while the lower sizes contain the most pebbles in number. Pebbles in these ranges of
Stokes numbers are influenced by the gas on a timescale that is short compared to
the cloud collapse timescale. We therefore initiate pebbles with their corresponding
terminal velocity in the radial direction (see Appendix 4.5 for details). For the angular
directions (vθ, vϕ), following Wahlberg Jansson & Johansen (2014), we initiate pebbles
with a Maxwellian velocity dispersion:

dP (∆v) =
1

2
√
π

∆v2

σ3
e−∆v2/4σ2

d(∆v), (4.9)

with the dispersion σ =
√

2K0/Mt. The random velocities are extracted from the
initial potential U0 and kinetic energy K0 of the cloud, assuming initially virial equi-
librium. A schematic overview of the cloud evolution is given in Figure 4.2. The gas

Parameter Description Values
Stmin Minimum Stokes number 2× 10−3

Stmax Maximum Stokes number 10−1

r0 [au] Orbital distance from star 10, 39
Rc [km] Core radius cloud 1, 10, 100, 500a

ρ• [kg m−3] Internal density core and pebbles 1000
N Number of representative pebbles 104

tol Error tolerance dynamical evolution 10−7

Nz Minimum number of representative pebbles per zone 200

Table 4.2: Simulation parameters for the main results. All runs are performed with N = 104

representative pebbles except stated otherwise. Cloud parameters for the fiducial model are bold
faced additionally. a 500 km core is only considered at 39 au distance.

in the disk is modeled according to the minimum mass solar nebula (Weidenschilling
1977b; Hayashi et al. 1985) with power law expressions for the gas temperature and
surface density, respectively:

T (r0) = 170 K
( r0
1 au

)−1/2

, (4.10)

Σ(r0) = 1700 g cm−2
( r0
1 au

)−3/2

. (4.11)
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Simulations of the SI show that the planetesimals formed have a typical radius on
the order of 50-100 km (Johansen et al. 2009; Schäfer et al. 2017). Kilometer-sized
comets are unlikely to form via the SI in turbulent environments as clumps are easily
broken up again. An increase in resolution of the SI simulations shows, however,
that the smallest clumps decrease in size (Johansen et al. 2011; Simon et al. 2016).
Another reason that km sized object could survive is the fragmentation of a single
clump into binary or satellite component (Nesvorny et al. 2010; Nesvorný et al. 2019).
We consider three different cloud masses spanning the lower uncertain constraint on
the core radius Rc = 1 km and the more certain upper constraints Rc = 10 km and
Rc = 100 km. We locate the clouds at orbital distance 39 au (Kuiper belt distance)
and 10 au (Saturn distance). We show the Hill radii compared to gas scaleheight Hg

and the core masses MCeres in Table 4.1

4.2.4 Relative collision speeds

Modeling collisions accurately in this system is nontrivial because the velocities in
the radial direction are systematic. As the cloud collapses under the forces of gravity,
pebbles are accelerated toward the center, with velocities moderated by the gas drag.
Whether pebbles are moving with terminal (due to friction) velocities or in free fall,
these velocities strongly depend on location.

In a representative particle approach, we bin the radial structure of the cloud and
consider collisions between pebbles in a radial bin. We consider collisions between
randomly selected pebbles in this bin, looking at relative velocities that may cause
collisions. Due to the systematic nature of the radial motions, and in particular the
radial gradient in velocities, the relative velocity of any two pebbles will be overes-
timated unless the pebbles are located at exactly the same distance from the center
of mass. Because of this effect, we can expect that the results would significantly
depend on the resolution in the model. To avoid this, we assume that the radial
velocity of each pebble, for the properties of the collision, is the one the pebble would
have when located exactly in the middle of each cell. In addition to that, we still
consider random velocities in the θ and ϕ direction. These velocities are initially set
from the initial conditions, are damped by the interaction with the gas, and are fed
by the outcome of collisions. In Appendix 4.5 we show that this approach leads to
robust convergence of the results as a function of resolution.

4.2.5 Accretion conditions

Another numerical challenge of this system is that the core forming in the center is
orders of magnitudes smaller than the starting size of the cloud. It is important to
test if pebbles approaching the center of mass will get stuck there due to collisions
right away, or if they will pass through the center and start a damped oscillation
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Figure 4.3: Simulation results for three different cloud masses corresponding to core radius Rc =

[1, 10, 100] km at 39 au from the central star. Top left panel: Average collisions per pebble N̄ ,
Top right panel: ratio of kinetic to potential energy E = K/|U|, bottom left panel: CMF in time.
bottom right panel: Mass weighted initial and final pebble Stokes number distribution. The initial
St distribution (red curve) is the same for all three cloud masses.

before finally settling toward the core. We test this by checking at what point the
center of the collapsing cloud becomes so dense that no pebbles will be able to pass
through without suffering collisions. Basically, this is the same as asking, when the
core will become optically thick. For our computation, we will assume that if the first
pebbles arriving in the core become optically thick, a core has formed. After that, any
pebbles arriving within a set distance of the center of mass will settle onto the core
in the sequence of arrival. The rapid formation of a massive core was also observed
by Wahlberg Jansson & Johansen (2017).

In all models, we are tracking the optical depth of one percent of the total cloud mass
Mt to ensure that this assumption is reasonable. In Appendix 4.5, we demonstrate
that this condition is matched for our fiducial model. If the innermost one percent
of optically thick pebble swarms has settled, the cloud radius at this distance is
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adjusted to be the accretion radius for the outer swarms as racc = rτ>1. Here rτ>1

is the position where the first one percent inner mass reached τin > 1. Pebbles are
therefore accreted if they meet the condition:

rp − racc < 0. (4.12)

with which we settle pebbles in the core with uniform density, leading to growth in
core radius according to rc = (3Nsettmp/4πρ•)

1/3, with Nsett the amount of pebbles
settled. We also keep track of the sequence with which pebbles settle in time to
preserve information about the final size distribution of pebbles over the radial extend
of the core layers.

4.2.6 Numerical scheme

We integrate the equation of motion of the pebble trajectories while we simultaneously
resolve the mutual pebble collisions using the representative particle approach. The
equation of motion is integrated in 3D with a Runge-Kutta Fehlberg variable step
scheme (Fehlberg 1969) with an error tolerance tol = 10−7. The time step following
from the RKF45 solver, δtEOM is compared with the longest time step we can afford to
include collisional evolution reasonably well, δtc, which is calculated as a minimum of
timesteps reported by each radial zone: the average timestep between two consecutive
collisions multiplied by the number of particles in the zone. We pick the minimum
time step from this to ensure we resolve both the dynamical and collision part of the
cloud evolution:

∆t = min[δtEOM, δtc] . (4.13)

If pebbles are within the accretion radius racc we place them in the core accordingly.
The Nsett pebbles are considered as settled do not participate in collisions and in the
further cloud evolution anymore.

4.3 Results

In Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, we present results for the cloud located at 39 au (with
Rc = 1 km the fiducial value) and 10 au orbital distance from the central star,
respectively. An overview of the parameter study is given in Table 4.2. The total
number of representative pebbles is N = 104. The core density and internal pebble
density are 1 g cm−3 and the initial size distribution for all three cases corresponds
to [Stmin = 2× 10−3,Stmax = 10−1].

Starting with the 39 au case, we show the average number of collisions per repre-
sentative pebble N̄ = Ncoll/N , with Ncoll in Figure 4.3, top left panel. For increasing
core radius Rc, N̄ increases due to the higher number density in smaller pebbles. An
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Figure 4.4: Same results as shown in Figure 4.3 but now for an orbital distance of 10 au for
N = 104 in all three cases. The most notable changes are a significantly shorter collapse time,
increasing number of collisions due to smaller Hill radii, and a gradually increasing CMF. Growth
can be significant as a result of sticking collisions for 100 km core radius.

estimate of the increase rate of N̄ for larger core radius is given in Appendix 4.5.
Starting from t = 0, the average collisions number N̄ increases and approaches a con-
stant value after some time. This is explained as follows. The most extreme difference
in radial velocities is found between the largest and the smallest pebbles. The local
collision rates in the radial direction are fed predominantly by this extreme case. We
typically observe that the most massive pebbles form the first core, leading to a large
drop in ∆vr for the smaller active pebbles. By the time when N̄ is constant, the
core has formed from the inner one percent of cloud mass with τin ∼ 1. This sets the
accretion radius for the active remaining pebbles in the cloud. Collisions that would
normally occur in the over-dense region within the accretion radius are now excluded.
While this could lead to some collisional processing in the collapsing shells, the high
optical depth guarantees that pebbles cannot change sequence within racc.

The top right panel of Figure 4.3 shows E = K/|U |, the ratio of the total kinetic
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energy to the total absolute value of the potential energy of the pebbles in the cloud.
We observe that the system never reaches anything close to the virial equilibrium,
which would correspond to E = 0.5, except for the rapid interval where freefall
restricts addition of further energy at the peak of E (top right panel of Figure 4.3,
global peak). Instead, the formation of a massive core happens before pebbles can
cross the central region of the cloud. This prevents pebbles from oscillating through
the center of the cloud and causes the kinetic energy of the system to drop to zero if
all pebbles have settled.

The evolution of E is explained as follows. Starting at t = 0, the kinetic energy
of the individual pebbles is fed by the virial assumption for initial dispersion given
in Equation (4.9). As time evolves, the most massive pebbles typically form the first
core characterized by the sharp global maximum in E. The fall times of the massive
pebbles are approximately equal in the narrow bigger size range (Fig. 4.7) and they
are only weakly coupled to the gas. The sharp global maximum in E is a combination
of the potential energy efficiently being converted to kinetic energy due to their high
terminal velocities and a collective, near instantaneous, arrival at the center of mass.
Shortly after the maximum, these massive pebbles have formed the core and no longer
contribute to the E evolution, explaining the steep drop in E. The difference in fall
times for smaller pebbles increases rapidly with decreasing size since dtf

dSt ∝ −1/St2.
This causes a much more gradual decrease in E. If pebbles have reached the accretion
radius, they are frozen in the core. The total energy therefore declines with respect to
the energy at t = 0 since we exclude them from the further energy evolution of active
pebbles. This explains the fluctuation in total energy during the decline to E=0,
every time a pebble is settled. In Appendix 4.5, we present a resolution study for
different representative pebbles. The most telling parameter is the average number
of collisions experienced by a pebble, and we can see that, for sufficient resolution, N̄
remains the same for increasing N . The core mass fraction (CMF; Figure 4.3, bottom
left panel) indicates the fraction of mass in pebbles that has settled with respect to
the total cloud mass (bottom-left panel). The steep vertical increase in the CMF can
be understood in the same way as the global peak in E. The massive pebbles all fall
to form the core together, leading to a sudden increase in the CMF. The more gradual
infall of the smaller pebbles leads to a smoother and more gradual increase in the last
few percent of the CMF referring to the same explanation as for the behaviour in E

after the global peak. For massive clouds that are optically thick in the inner region
already at t = 0, the CMF may be nonzero already from the start since we form the
core at t = 0 in this case. This is only observed for the 10 au case for Rc = 100

km (Figure 4.4, bottom left panel). The initial and final size distribution is shown
in Figure 4.3, the bottom right panel. For low mass clouds (Rc = 1 km) the average
collisions per pebble N̄ ∼ 10 shows that pebbles are hardly affected by collisions, even
more so since collisions are dominated by larger pebbles colliding with smaller ones.
This reflects back in the final size distribution being almost identical to the initial
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Figure 4.5: 2D slices in the XY plane of the final core formed from the collapse on 39 au normalized
in units of Rc. The z-dimension has been flattened to one percent of the core radius. Pebbles are
indicated with the circles and scale from smallest circle to largest circle with Stmin, Stmax resp. Top
left panel: Core structure for Rc = 1 km. The inner core is composed of primarily Stmax pebbles
gradually decreasing toward Stmin toward the core surface. Top right panel: Ditto for 10 km. Bottom
left panel: Increasingly more smaller pebbles mix in between the massive inner core for 100 km core
radius. Bottom right panel: For Rc = 500 km there is a more diverse mixture of pebble sizes in the
core.

one. As cloud mass increases, collisions become more important and the final size
distribution is shifted increasingly toward higher Stokes numbers. This shows that
the massive pebbles grow larger by sweeping up the smaller ones through coagulation
since the small pebbles from the initial distribution are depleted in the final one. It
is worth noting that we are not in the classical situation of coagulation happening
over orders of magnitude in size with a narrow size distribution, in which even a
low number of collisions can cause significant growth. Rather, we have large pebbles
collecting some smaller ones. So even in the case of collecting pebbles of the same
size as the original one, N̄ collisions only increase the mass by at most a factor of N̄ .
N̄ ∼ 10 means a maximum change of size, and the proportional Stokes number, by a
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Figure 4.6: Contributions to the total core mass for 1 km and 100 km at 39 au (upper left and
right respectively) and 1 km and 100 km at 10 au (bottom left and right respectively) for a high
resolution run of N = 105 pebble swarms. The y-axis indicates the size range of pebbles and the
x-axis the distance from the core center. All the pebbles in a certain pixel with width ∆r and height
∆s are counted and weighted with respect to Mt, the total core mass. The mass contribution is
shown by the color bar.

factor of 101/3 ≈ 2. This is consistent with the Stokes number distribution presented
in the bottom right panel of Figure 4.3.

For the computations at 10 au, we show the same parameters as the 39 au case in
Figure 4.4. The most noteworthy change in results is a shorter fall timescale for the
cloud due to decrease in cloud Hill radius by a factor of four. The same mass is now
initially distributed over a smaller region. Average collisions per pebble inevitably
increase with respect to the 39 au case (Figure 4.4 top left panel). This leads to
a more rapid increase of the optical depth in the central region. For the 100 km
case, the inner active core mass already becomes optically thick at t = 0. The CMF
increase is therefore, after an initial jump, more gradual already at t = 0 since the
full mixture of the initial size distribution contributes immediately by falling through
the accretion radius racc (Figure 4.4, bottom left panel). An additional overview of
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the main parameters used in the simulations is given in Table 4.2.

4.3.1 Fragmentation events

We rarely observe fragmentation happening in the simulations, even for very massive
clouds in which pebbles should, in principle, reach terminal velocities exceeding the
fragmentation threshold ∆v = 10 ∼ m/s. To find out why this is the case, we look
at the maximum terminal velocities that pebbles can reach before arriving at the
accretion radius. We estimate the accretion radius where the optical depth of the
first inner one percent of the cloud mass Mt exceeds unity (see Appendix 4.5 for
details).

τin =
Nσ

4πr2
, (4.14)

with N = 0.01Mt/mp the physical number density of pebbles contained in the inner
one percent of total cloud mass, σ = πs2 their physical cross-section and 4πr2 the
surface of the sphere enclosing the 0.01Mt in pebbles. If τin > 1, the contracting core
is optically thick and becomes impenetrable for outer mass. Solving for the accretion
radius racc in Equation 4.14 gives

racc =

(
0.01Rc

4s

)1/2

. (4.15)

Filling in this expression for the terminal velocity of a pebble at this particular radius
vt = G0.01MtStΩ

−1
0 /r2acc yields a critical terminal velocity vt,∗ at the accretion radius

of:

vt,∗ ∼ 60 m s−1 St2 . (4.16)

This expression is independent of disk radius for the specific power law n = −3/2

of the gas surface density (Equation (4.11)) and only depends on the square of the
Stokes number. For other power law profiles of the gas surface density there will only
be a weak dependence.

To summarize this result: Fragmenting collisions between pebbles are difficult to
achieve due to optical depth of the cloud exceeding unity before the collapse has been
finalized (Appendix 4.5, Fig. 4.9, bottom right panel). The cloud becomes optically
thick at cloud radii where the terminal velocity needed for fragmentation cannot be
reached. We expect (even though we are unable to track these collisions for numerical
reasons) that pebble collision rates beyond this region prevent pebbles from reaching
high speeds due to rapid damping. We propose from these findings that fragmentation
events in collapsing pebble clouds are rare and comets are composed from primordial
building blocks. Indeed this result is consistent with models of the surface and interior
of comet 67P that reveal an active surface layer of ∼ 1 meter and primordial pebbles
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below that (Capria et al. 2017). This strengthens the claim that small solar system
objects are in general primordial in nature (Bottke et al. 2005a).

4.3.2 Final core structure

In Figure 4.5, we show 2D XY slices through the center of the final core for the fiducial
model with Rc = 1 km, Rc = 10 km, Rc = 100 km and an extreme case of Rc =

500 km at 39 au. In Figure 4.6, we present the contribution of the radial core layers
to the total core mass for 1 km and 100 km core radii, at 39 and 10 au. In general,
the resulting core structure for low mass clouds (Rc = 1, 10, 100 km for 39 au and
Rc = 1, 10 km for 10 au) can be explained as follows. The sequence of arrival of
pebbles is dominated by their corresponding terminal velocities. Pebbles are found
further from the center of mass of the core for decreasing terminal velocity. The
resulting core structure is characterized by massive pebbles in the center, followed
by increasingly smaller pebbles toward the core surface (Fig. 4.5, top left, top and
bottom right panel).

The massive pebble swarms form the core, and while they dominate the mass, they
are fewer in number. This explains that the massive inner core region is only a small
mass contribution with respect to the total core mass (Figure 4.6, the top and bottom
left panels). If we look closer toward the core surface, we observe that contributions
to the total mass become higher. The main reason for this is that the pebble number
density increases for decreasing Stokes number. It then follows that more and more
pebbles fall at approximately the same time to the core. The total amount of pebbles
in one pixel of width ∆r and height ∆s increases toward the surface since the mass
of one swarm is constant.

In general, in all cases in Figure 4.6 there is a region with pebbles larger than the
pebbles in the core while they have ended up further outwards. These are pebbles that
grew through coagulation while the largest pebbles from the initial size distribution
already formed the core. The sequence of increasingly larger pebbles with increasing
core depth is not fully observed in the 100 km (10 au) and 500 km (39 au) core (Fig.
4.5 bottom panels, Fig. 4.6 bottom right panel). For the largerst core mass Mt at a
given orbital distance, the inner region becomes optically thick at an earlier stage due
to τin ∝ Mt. This sets the accretion radius at an increasingly higher fraction of the
Hill radius for larger Mt (racc ∼ 0.2RH for Rc = 500 km).

The observed accretion sequence of pebbles in the massive cores reflects the initial
placement of the pebbles. An extreme example is the abovementioned run with 500 km
planetesimal at 39 au, for which the inner part of the pebble cloud is optically thick
already at t = 0. All the pebbles within the accretion radius racc ∼ 0.2RH are
directly settled including the small pebbles. Additionally, since pebbles now accrete
at racc ∼ 0.2RH, there is less time to differentiate the fall timescales of the small and
large pebbles resulting in a more randomized accretion sequence for the outer core
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too. This observation implies that a significant core might already form during the
SI phase for massive clouds, before the gravitational collapse of the full cloud is even
starting.

An important aspect to mention is our choice of initial cloud radius. As mentioned
by Wahlberg Jansson & Johansen (2017), the choice of distributing the cloud mass
over its corresponding Hill radius leads to self-similar collapse for given orbital distance
r0. The reason for this is that free-fall timescales as well as terminal-velocity fall
timescales are independent of cloud density and mass. We therefore predict that
comets and planetesimals are composed of a solid core formed by primordial massive
pebbles. The outer layers are constructed of increasingly smaller pebbles toward the
surface of the body. Especially for comets the outer layers would be stripped down
easily over tens of eccentric orbits around the central star, revealing the inner core of
primordial centimeter sized pebbles (Pajola et al. 2017; Arakawa & Ohno 2020).

4.4 Discussion

One of the key assumptions that goes into out model is the initial setup of the cloud,
just before collapse. In reality, there will be an organic transition from a phase in
which pebbles are being collected into a clump through the SI into a phase where
gravity dominates and triggers the gravitational collapse that we studied in this pa-
per. The initial setup concerns the spatial distribution of pebbles as well at the initial
velocity distribution of those pebbles. The velocity dispersion of pebbles during the
SI phase are unknown and not easy to obtain without currently unfeasible ultra-high
resolution simulations of the SI. Processes such as gas coupling, turbulence, dust
to gas feedback and random Brownian motion play an important role in determin-
ing the right dispersion profile. If turbulence is important in the cloud, small-scale
clumps resulting from the SI are easily destroyed again (Johansen et al. 2011; Klahr
& Schreiber 2020) where the latter authors do note that this effect vanishes likely
as gas depletes in the later disk stage. The typical speed induced by turbulence is
given by vturb =

√
2αStcs for St < 1 (Ormel & Cuzzi 2007) with α the turbulence

parameter. For a standard value of α = 10−3 and St = 10−2 we obtain vturb ∼ 0.5

m/s. Since the terminal velocities of the smallest pebbles are of similar order of mag-
nitude (see Equation (4.16)), we do think turbulence may be an important effect to
take into account in future follow-up studies. In general for the final collapse phase
of the global SI (which we track), starting from a cloud on RH, we believe that the
terminal settling velocities are dominant due to the strong gas coupling regime that
we consider. We therefore use terminal velocities to initialize the radial velocities. For
the angular dispersion we use the virial dispersion profile based on the initial kinetic
and potential energy of the cloud. It is not certain how realistic this assumption is,
but since the gas drag rapidly diminishes the non-radial velocities, we believe that the
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influence on our results is small. Further investigations on velocity dispersion inside
SI clumps would be important.

We use spherical symmetry with the shell approach for gravity. It is well known that
small radial perturbations in the density/velocity profile of a collapsing gas cloud lead
to an instability in which the density peaks at certain cloud radii Brenner & Witelski
(1998). This appears to be a consequence of forcing particles to collapse at different
times for a point particle collapse, destroying the self-similarity of the free-fall solution
(a simple proof is given in Appendix 4.5). Indeed, we observe the same phenomenon
in runs with narrow or single sized initial pebble size distributions. For broad size
distributions we do not encounter this instability due to the much higher difference
in pebble fall times. It is still unclear to us whether this instability is an artifact or
an intrinsic property of the self-similar cloud collapse solution.

One physical and important effect not included in our models is that of initial cloud
rotation. The presence of rotation leads to rotational support of the cloud and might
prevent pebbles from collapsing to the center of mass. However, if mutual pebble
collision provide an effective viscosity, the pebbles could still collapse to a single
core. Results in the shearing sheet approach also show that rotation is important in
answering the question if a single object forms from the collapse or a binary system
(Nesvorny et al. 2010; Robinson et al. 2020a). We plan to incorporate rotation and
its implications in future simulations.

The high solids-to-gas ratio in the pebble cloud can lead to entrapment of gas during
collapse. Modeling compressible gas is beyond the scope of this paper. We speculate
that hydrostatic effects might slow down collapse. On the other hand, the gas might
rapidly escape outward before the core density becomes critical. We recognize the
importance of this effect and it should be investigated further in future follow-up.

Earlier work came to the conclusion that the core of kilometer sized bodies is formed
initially by mid-sized (centimeter) pebbles due to optimal energy dissipation by the
gas (Wahlberg Jansson & Johansen 2017). Smaller pebbles take more time to set-
tle, and larger pebbles do not lose enough energy through gas friction. This result
is indeed expected in a virial approach in which pebbles oscillate freely through the
center of mass during contraction, so that collisions dominate energy losses. The os-
cillation is then dampened only slowly for pebbles that hardly feel the gas, and most
quickly for the pebbles with high collision rates. In our model, the virial equilibrium
is not observed in any of the simulations. Instead the core forms right away from
the pebbles that are most massive, before other, smaller, pebbles reach the center of
mass, as the cloud becomes optically thick. The largest pebbles suffer many collisions
before crossing the center of mass for an oscillation. In this way not only pebbles
with the ideal damping behavior through gas friction, but also larger pebbles are
incorporated into the core right away. On the other hand the smallest grains will
have low terminal velocity and reach the core last, leading to a planetesimal/comet
surface dominated by small particles. The gas is clearly an important aerodynamic
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sorting mechanism for the final core structure, particularly for a unequal initial size
distribution. The effect of gas was not considered important in some earlier work due
to collision timescales being much lower than stopping timescales (Nesvorny et al.
2010; Wahlberg Jansson & Johansen 2014). However, in both these studies, the esti-
mates of collision times was based on the assumption of randomly oriented, virial-like
velocities. In our simulations, as the random velocity components get initially damp-
ened by gas and maybe also collisions, the cloud enters into a more organized collapse
where gas friction turns out to be the dominant factor. Collisions still happen, but in
a realistic situation where there will be some spread in Stokes numbers, these colli-
sions will now be dominated by large particles sweeping up smaller ones in systematic
motion. Therefore, we find that gas friction remains a key ingredient in the collapse
model.

4.5 Summary and conclusions

We summarize the core collapse model that we have developed as follows. We track
the evolution of a local pebble cloud that is graviationally bound resulting from the
SI. The pebbles are initially placed over a sphere with radius RH such that the mass
density of the cloud is constant everywhere. The pebbles are subject to gas drag,
mutual collisions and self-gravity. The initial radial velocities of the pebbles is set
to their corresponding terminal velocity. This is a reasonable assumption since any
random component in the radial direction is dampened to the terminal velocity due
to the efficient gas coupling of the pebbles. In the angular directions we randomize
the velocities using a virial dispersion profile. Pebbles are picked from an initial MRN
size distribution between Stmin,Stmax, in accordance with the SI.

Collisions are fragmenting or sticking, depending on the relative pebble velocities.
Collisions are resolved using a Monte Carlo algorithm in which we statistically pool
pebbles based on the local collision rate in the radial zone. Additionally, both collisions
and advection are modeled using the representative particle approach. If the cloud’s
inner one percent of mass reaches an optical depth of unity during collapse, we set
the location where this happens to the accretion radius, the radius at which pebbles
are considered accreted onto the optically thick core.

Self-gravity is implemented by using the shell approach: A pebble only feels the
gravitational pull from pebbles closer to the center of mass as if the sum of their
masses resides as a point source at the center of mass. To go forward in time, the
time step for collisions and advection are compared and the time step corresponding
to the best resolution is taken to proceed.

The main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

1. Fragmenting collisions in gaseous collapsing pebble clouds with Stmax ∼ 0.2,
are rare. The critical terminal velocity vt,∗ at the location where the cloud
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becomes optically thick lies far below the fragmentation threshold for which SI
will be triggered. Growth through coagulation is negligible, except for the most
massive clouds with Rc ∼ 100 km and beyond.

2. Comets and planetesimals collapse toward a primordial core for which the col-
lisions have a negligible effect on altering the initial size distribution.

3. We find that although the initial size distribution is preserved through the col-
lapse, the order of accretion is that the aerodynamically largest pebbles form
the inner core and the pebble sizes decrease toward the surface of the formed
core.

4. The collapse of pebble clouds is self-similar: Fall timescales are the same for
the same Stokes number distribution for increasing cloud mass at given orbital
distance.

5. Massive clouds are optically thick in the inner region already at t = 0, indicating
that during the SI phase these regions will already be highly collisional and
possibly form an inner solid core. In this phase, the size-sorting combination
of gravity and drag will be less efficient, so the inner core of large objects will
not be size-sorted, but will represent the initial size distribution. Only closet to
the surface should we see the familiar structure of large grains inside and small
grains outside.

6. Comets that have passed the star are stripped from the loosely bound small
pebbles at the surface. The increasingly aerodynamically larger pebbles toward
the comet core are harder to lift from the surface. We predict that the core
is exposed for these comets with centimeter sized pebbles on the active surface
layer. We also predict that comets that have not encountered the star still have
the loosely bound millimeter-sized pebble surface layer.

Our findings support the notion that comets are primordial in nature and that comets
have a systematic radial structure resulting from aerodynamic sorting of the primary
building blocks. Future observations and interior analysis of a larger sample of comets
are vital to test the validity of our model.
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Appendix A: Terminal velocity collapse

In this appendix, we compute the collapse of a pebble cloud in the limiting case in which
the radial velocities are always given by the terminal velocity, at which gravitational force
and drag force are equal in size. The terminal velocity of a pebble is then given by:

vt = −GMenc

r2p
ts . (4.17)

For St ≪ 1, the rate of change in time of the radial position rp of a pebble is then given
by:

drp
dt

= −vt. (4.18)

Integrating this expression∫ rp

R0

r′2p dr′ = −
∫ t

t=0

dt′GMencts, (4.19)

with R0 the initial release distance of the pebble and Menc ∼ ρ0R
3
0 the enclosed mass at this

particular release distance, gives us rp as a function of time:

rp(t) = R0 (1− 4πρ0Gtst)
1
3 . (4.20)

The time needed for a pebble to fall toward the cloud center r = 0 is:

tf =
Ω0

4πρ0G St
, (4.21)

where we have replaced the stopping time by the Stokes number using equation (4.5). It is
interesting to compare this gas-moderated collapse time with the free-fall time that would
apply in the case of no friction

tff =

√
3π

32Gρ0
. (4.22)

In the presence of gas the timescale of collapse is effectively a slowed down free-fall col-
lapse. The slow-down factor depends on the coupling strength of pebbles to the gas (Stokes
number). A comparison of the numerically determined collapse times with Equation (4.21)
is shown in (Figure 4.7). The derivative of Equation (4.21) dtt/dSt ∝ −1/St2 showing that
the difference in fall times become increasingly larger for smaller pebble sizes. In the limit
of large Stokes numbers, the gas-moderated fall time appears to become even shorter than
the free fall time. However, by that time, the assumption that a particle could reach the
terminal velocity is no longer valid, in effect, velocities are always limited by the free-fall
velocity.
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Figure 4.7: Fall times in years (y-axis) for pebble clouds composed of a fixed Stokes number (x-
axis). The fall times decrease rapidly for increasing Stokes number and the numerical result agrees
well with the analytical expectation given in Equation (4.21).

Appendix B: Average collisions per pebble

To determine the importance of collisions, we estimate the total collisions a pebble undergoes
before reaching the cloud center. We take an extreme case where the largest pebble i with
radius smax falls through a column of length RH consisting of the smallest pebbles j with
radius smin. We focus on the radial collision rate fed by the terminal velocities of the pebbles.
The sweep-out column (average collisions) of the pebble with smax before settling is then
given by:

N̄coll,i = njσiRH , (4.23)

with nj = fρ0/mp,j the number density of the small pebbles representing a fraction f of
the cloud mass, σi = 4πs2i the cross-section of the largest pebble. The cross-section of the
smallest pebble has been omitted since smin ≪ smax. Writing this expression in more global
parameters gives:

N̄coll,i ∼ 28
( smin

0.01 cm

)−3 ( smax

0.5 cm

)2 ( r0
39 au

)−2
(

ρ•
1 g cm−3

)−2/3

×(
M⋆

M⊙

)2/3(
Rc

1 km

)
, (4.24)

where we have used that the internal density is the same for the pebble and the solid
core with radius Rc and the fraction of mass f the small pebbles fill in is estimated at
approximately 10−2. For the used disk radii and core radii in our model the average collisions
for the largest pebble are as follows: At 39 au for 1 km, 10 km and 100 km give N̄coll,i ∼ 28,
280, and 2800, respectively, with numerical values from the simulations at ∼ 10, 90 and 900,
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Figure 4.8: Convergence test for the fiducial model for different number of representative pebbles
N . Top left panel: Average collisions per pebble in time. Top right panel: Ratio of the kinetic to
potential energy K/|U | of the cloud in time. The results are the same for increasing N already at
N = 104 . Bottom left panel: CMF (settled pebbles) in time. Results are the same for all N. Bottom
right panel: Mass distribution function vs the radius (Stokes number) of the pebbles of the final
core.

respectively. For the 10 au case, 1 km, 10 km and 100 km give N̄coll,i ∼ 53, 530, and 5300,
respectively, with numerical values at ∼ 20, 100 and 1100. The values agree reasonably well.
We note that the optical depth and consequently the accretion radius lower our collision
numbers.

Appendix C: Convergence tests and core formation

To verify that results are independent of resolution, we run our model additionally for N =

103 and N = 105 to identify the trend of increasing the resolution. In Figure 4.8, we
show that N = 104 provides sufficient resolution to ensure convergence of the results. For
the fiducial model, average collisions per pebble N̄ (Figure 4.8, top left panel) are quite
low, which lead to statistically noticable fluctuations. Nevertheless, the average amount of
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Figure 4.9: Same results as discussed in Figure 4.8 now for 100 km core radius. The most notable
difference is a faster collision convergence due to better statistics (more collisions due to higher cloud
mass).

collisions per pebble is reasonably the same for different N . For the energy evolution, the
graininess increases in the energy curves for lower N since a settled pebble removes a higher
contribution from the initial energy of the cloud, both in potential and kinetic energy. The
final mass distribution for the core is very similar for all different N (Figure 4.8, bottom
right panel) indicating that collisional dynamics remains unchanged for sufficient resolution.

Additionally, we show that for the Rc = 100 km case, the convergence in resolution is also
ensured in Figure 4.9. Specifically, since there are more collisions per pebble, N̄ converges
sooner in resolution due to better statistics. We focus next on the core formation procedure
in our cloud collapse model.

Since no initial core is present, we quantify core formation by considering the optical
depth:

τin =

0.01Mt∑
i=1

∑Nz
j=1 Nj,pσj

4πri
, (4.25)

where Nj,p is the total amount of physical pebbles one representative particle with mass
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mp represents, Nz the amount of representative pebbles in a zone and σj the cross-section
of the physical pebble. 0.01Mt represents the total amount of pebbles from the inside out
containing the 0.01Mt cloud mass and ri the radial distance of the center of a zone from the
cloud center r = 0. If τin > 1 a pebble further out cannot penetrate the corresponding layer
anymore. The initial core consists of roughly one percent of the cloud mass Mt in the largest
pebbles from our size range and reaches τin ∼ 1 well before the collapse is finished. This
makes sense since the largest pebbles have the shortest fall time. In the occurrence of this
core formation criteria, the radius for which pebbles are considered accreted racc is set to
the location where τin = 1. Simultaneously we settle the corresponding 0.01Mt and repeat
the process for the next active inner region.

Appendix D: Radial shell instabilities

In Newton’s shell theorem we find that pebbles in a spherically symmetric system only feel
the gravitational attraction of the mass situated below them with respect to the center of
the cloud r = 0, as if this mass were in the center. As a first step, we investigate if pebbles
are stable to perturbations in the first place. To find out if an outer pebble situated at initial
distance Ri+1 can catch up with an inner pebble with distance Ri < Ri+1, we equate their
distance evolution in time given in Equation (4.20). We assume that the system below the
pebble at Ri collapses according to Equation (4.21). We know then that the pebble at Ri

also obeys this collapse time and has a distance evolution of:

ri(t) = Ri (1− 4πρiGtst)
1
3 . (4.26)

The pebble at Ri+1 evolves according to:

ri+1(t) = Ri+1 (1− 4πρi+1Gtst)
1
3 , (4.27)

assuming an equal stopping time. Equating these expressions gives the time after which the
two pebbles meet:

tt,i,i+1 =
R3

i+1 −R3
i

4πGts(R3
i+1ρi+1 −R3

i ρi)
. (4.28)

Using ρi+1 = Mi+1/(4πR
3
i+1/3) and ρi = Mi/(4πR

3
i /3), it becomes

tt,i,i+1 =
R3

i+1 −R3
i

3Gts(Mi+1 −Mi)
. (4.29)

Since we are using the enclosed mass approach, we can write Mi+1 = Mi + ms where
ms = Mt/N is the mass of one pebble swarm in our numerical simulation. This leads to

tt,i,i+1 =
N(R3

i+1 −R3
i )

3GtsMt
. (4.30)

Now we use the spherically uniform radial profile we use for pebbles in the cloud. Pebbles
are initiated on positions ri = (i/N)1/3RH with i the pebble number going from 1 to N . This
means that a pebble put at distance Ri = RH(i/N)1/3 is followed by a pebble at position
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Ri+1 = RH((i+ 1)/N)1/3 . Filling this in recovers our assumption that pebble i+ 1 should
fall with the same timescale as the pebble at Ri. However, if we place the pebble i + 1

closer toward the pebble at i at Ri+1 = RH(i+ f)1/3, where f is a real number between zero
and one and a smaller f puts the ou:ter pebble closer to Ri. Plugging this in for Ri+1 in
Equation (4.30) gives:

tt,i,i+1 =
fΩ0

4πGStρ0
. (4.31)

This result can be interpreted as follows: The collapse timescale of a pebble with distance
Ri+1 on a pebble with distance Ri < Ri+1 is always shorter than the collapse timescale of
the rest of the cloud that is situated below pebble Ri. That is, if the distance separation
is closer than spherically uniform between the above mentioned pebbles e.a. 0 < f < 1

(if f = 0 the collapse time is zero since they are on top of each other). In the limit of a
very high f , we see from Equation (4.31) that the collapse time becomes too high. This
makes sense since they will never meet. The expression itself appears to be independent
of the resolution N . This shows that the radial instabilities occur rapidly if perturbations
are triggered, explaining the formation of density peaks during the collapse evolution. The
pebble distribution is therefore unstable and minor changes in the initial distribution will
lead to regions of high local densities. With a wide size distribution, this does not cause
problems.
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Table 4.3: Table of frequently used parameters with a brief description

Parameter Description
RH Hill radius of the core
Mt Total core mass
M⋆ Mass of the star
r0 Radial distance from the central star
fg Gravitational acceleration of the swarm
Mencl Enclosed mass inside the swarm
G Universal gravity constant
rp Distance of swarm from center of mass
fd Gas drag
ts Stopping time of a pebble
vp Speed/velocity of a swarm
ρ• Internal density of pebbles and core
s Radius of a physical pebble
ρg Gas density
vth Thermal speed of the gas
lmfp Mean free path gas molecules
ηd Kinematic viscosity of the gas
kb Boltzmann constant
T Gas temperature
m̄ Mean molecular mass
H Gas scaleheight
cs Local sound speed of the gas
Ω0 Keplerian frequency
St Pebble Stokes number
R Total collision rate in a zone
Rik Collision rate between pebble swarm i and k in a zone
Ni Physical amount of pebbles represented by swarm i

σik Cross-section of pebble i and k combined
∆v Relative speed between two pebbles
mp Physical mass of a pebble
Stmin/max Min. and max. Stokes number in simulation respectively
U Random number between 0 and 1
δtc Time step needed to resolve collisions
δtEOM Timestep needed for advection
(r, θ, ϕ) Spherical coordinates
Mswarm Physical mass represented by one pebble swarm
K Kinetic energy of the cloud
racc Accretion radius of the core
U Potential energy of the cloud
Nsett Total amount of settled pebble swarms
Rc Radius of the core at solid density
tol Error tolerance advection solver
Ñ Average amount of collisions per pebble swarm
τin Optical depth of inner one percent of cloud mass
vt,∗ Critical terminal velocity for which τin > 1

tt Fall time of a pebble (swarm)
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Prograde spin up during gravitational collapse

Rico G. Visser, Marc G. Brouwers
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Abstract

Asteroids, planets, stars in some open clusters, and molecular clouds appear to possess a
preferential spin-orbit alignment, pointing to shared processes that tie their rotation at birth
to larger parent structures. We present a new mechanism that describes how collections of
particles, or "clouds," gain a prograde rotational component when they collapse or contract
while subject to an external, central force. The effect is geometric in origin, as relative
shear on curved orbits moves their shared center-of-mass slightly inward and toward the
external potential during a collapse, transferring orbital angular momentum into aligned
(prograde) rotation. We perform illustrative analytical and N-body calculations to show that
this process of prograde spin-up proceeds quadratically in time (δLrot ∝ t2) until the collapse
nears completion. The total rotational gain increases with the size of the cloud prior to its
collapse, δLrot/LH ∝ (Rcl/RH)

5, and typically with distance to the source of the potential
(LH ∝ r0). For clouds that form at the interface of shear and self-gravity (Rcl ∼ RH),
prograde spin-up means that even setups with large initial retrograde rotation collapse to
form prograde-spinning objects. Being a geometric effect, prograde spin-up persists around
any central potential that triggers shear, even those where the shear is strongly retrograde.
We highlight an application to the Solar System, where prograde spin-up can explain the
frequency of binary objects in the Kuiper belt with prograde rotation.
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5.1 Introduction

Across a wide range of astrophysical scales, from asteroids to stars and beyond, many kinds
of objects tend to form via the gravitational collapse of larger structures. The rotation of
these objects, which tends to manifest as increased velocities when their moments of inertia
decrease, is a key tool for investigating the physics of their formation. When inferring
rotational trends from observations, it is often difficult to disentangle the system’s rotation
at birth from its later dynamical evolution. In some cases, however, systems with largely
primordial rotational distributions still contain important historical clues about the processes
by which they formed.

At the smallest scale of relevance here, asteroids and comets are long since thought to
form in gravitational collapses within proto-planetary disks (see e.g., Goldreich & Ward
1973; Youdin & Shu 2002; Morbidelli et al. 2009), via a small-scale mechanism now known
as the streaming instability (Youdin & Goodman 2005; Johansen et al. 2007, 2009; Simon
et al. 2016; Schäfer et al. 2017). Whether traces of their primordial spins remain depends
chiefly on the class and size of the asteroids that are studied. At the lower end of the size
distribution, smaller asteroids have a largely isotropic spin distribution, with traces of their
prior rotation wiped out by intense collisional processing (see e.g., Davis et al. 1989; Bottke
et al. 2005a,b; Pan & Sari 2005; Fraser 2009) or by radiation induced changes in spin such
as the YORP effect, (Pravec et al. 2008; Medeiros et al. 2018; Rubincam 2000). Similarly,
the largest bodies, such as Ceres and Vesta, may have accreted most of their prograde spin
during later stages by pebble accretion (Johansen & Lacerda 2010; Visser et al. 2020). In
between, however, an intermediate class of asteroids with diameters between ∼ 100 and 500
km likely still contains key information about their rotation at birth (Steinberg & Sari 2015).
Within the Solar System, the most dynamically pristine subset of these objects belong to
the group of "cold classicals" that reside in the Kuiper belt. Besides being characterized
by low inclinations and eccentricities, this group contains a high fraction of binary pairs
(Noll et al. 2008a; Fraser et al. 2017; Grundy et al. 2019) which often have strong color
correlations (Benecchi et al. 2009, 2011; Marsset et al. 2020), reinforcing the idea that they
formed in a single gravitational collapse - rather than by later capture. Interestingly, many
of the binaries are found to have mass ratios near unity - which means that the collections of
particles, or "clouds," from which they formed must have contained substantial amounts of
rotational angular momentum (Nesvorný et al. 2010; Robinson et al. 2020b). Their binary
orbits are not distributed isotropically and express a preferential (prograde) alignment with
their center-of-mass orbit around the Sun (Grundy et al. 2019). Recently, hydrodynamic
simulations have shown that such a distribution can indeed arise as the result of streaming
instabilities (Nesvorný et al. 2019, 2021), but the underlying physical origin of the strong
spin-orbit alignment remains poorly understood.

The trend of spin-orbit alignment continues at the scale above asteroids, where all the
planets in the Solar System except Venus and Uranus rotate in the prograde direction.
Theoretically, the prograde rotation of gas giants is readily explained in the context of
core accretion by the torque during runaway gas accretion (Machida et al. 2008; Dittmann
2021), but systematic explanations of terrestrial spin have proven more problematic (Lissauer

⋆ Both authors contributed equally to this work. Author ordering was determined randomly.
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& Safronov 1991). Planetesimal accretion is found to deliver insufficient rotation to the
accreting planet (Lissauer & Kary 1991; Dones & Tremaine 1993a), and later giant impacts
fail to produce an anisotropic distribution (Safronov 1966; Dones & Tremaine 1993b). Pebble
accretion could potentially provide a large, systematically prograde spin to planets (Johansen
& Lacerda 2010; Visser et al. 2020), although this remains to be validated for accretion onto
proto-planets with substantial envelopes, where pebbles face intense drag and sublimation
(Alibert 2017; Brouwers et al. 2021; Johansen & Nordlund 2020).

In the alternative theories to core accretion, planetary rotation again finds its origin in
gravitational collapse. Terrestrial cores have been proposed to form out of dense pebble
traps at the edges of dead zones in the inside-out mechanism (Chatterjee & Tan 2014;
Hu et al. 2016, 2018; Mohanty et al. 2018; Cai et al. 2022), whereas gas giants can form
directly from gravitational instabilities of cold gas (see e.g., Kuiper 1951; Cameron 1978;
Boss 1998, 2021). The obliquities of these larger planets on wide orbits are just beginning to
be measured. Observations of 2M0122b seem to tentatively indicate a large obliquity (Bryan
et al. 2020, 2021), while HD 106906 b more certainly spins on its side (Bryan et al. 2021).
Recent smoothed-particle-hydrodynamics (SPH) and hydrodynamic simulations show that
gravitational cloud collapse in gravito-turbulent disks can yield obliquities of up to 90 degrees
(Jennings & Chiang 2021), although most objects seem to form with more alignment (Hall
et al. 2017). For now, more observations beyond the two known cases are required to resolve
the statistical spin distribution of this class of planets.

Most stars form in clusters via the collapse of dense substructures within molecular clouds,
which often fragment into several thousand stars per cluster (see e.g., McKee & Ostriker 2007;
Lee et al. 2012; Lee & Hennebelle 2016b). The mutual alignment of stars in these clusters
has been studied in a limited context, with differing results. In the first spectroscopic studies
of the young, low-mass open clusters Pleiades and Alpha Per, no spin alignment was found
in the population of G,K-, or M-type stars (Jackson & Jeffries 2010; Jackson et al. 2018).
This seems consistent with the older idea that stellar spins depend intimately on the local
turbulence (see e.g., Fleck & Clark 1981; Belloche 2013), which itself is ultimately induced
by differential galactic rotation (Renaud et al. 2013; Rey-Raposo et al. 2015; Rey-Raposo
& Read 2018). Recently, however, astro-seismological measurements of red giants in the
higher-mass clusters NGC 6791 and NGC 6819 were found to exhibit a strong inter-cluster
spin alignment (Corsaro et al. 2017). High-resolution simulations indicate that such a spin-
alignment can arise for stars above 0.7 M⊙ when their natal star-forming clump contains
more than 50% of its kinetic energy in rotation (Lee & Hennebelle 2016a; Corsaro et al.
2017). Although this rotational support might be rare (Caselli et al. 2002; Pirogov et al.
2003), mutual stellar spin alignment in such cases points to a spin-orbit alignment within
the cluster, similar to the prograde rotation of asteroids and planets around a central star.
Finally, we add that in the well-studied galaxies M33 and M51, the larger molecular clouds
that host the star-forming clumps also seem to possess structural prograde rotation around
the galaxy itself (Braine et al. 2018, 2020).

The preceding overview reveals a universal trend: objects that form via a gravitational
collapse in the presence of an external gravitational field tend to exhibit a preferential align-
ment between their spins and orbital motions. Remarkably, the fact that such a spin-orbit
alignment exists across different scales has received little scientific attention, and no satisfac-
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tory common explanation has yet been suggested. Perhaps the most relevant contribution
to the topic is that of Mestel (1966), who considered the instantaneous condensation of
patches from a differentially rotating disk (Ω(r) ∝ rn). His work showed that any closed,
two-dimensional patch of a disk with an increasing rotation curve (n ≥ −1) always contains
prograde spin about its center-of-mass, whereas patches from a Keplerian disk (n = −3/2)
can yield spin in either direction, depending on their shape. However, in many cases, the
collapse will not proceed from a fully ordered state. If the relevant clouds are formed by a
process in which turbulent motions play an important role, the initial rotational setup of the
collapsing cloud will be much more randomized, making it unclear from the potential alone
what the spin direction will be. In addition, Shmidt (1957) realized that the center-of-mass
of a patch - and therefore its orbital angular momentum - could evolve during its collapse
and that the final rotational direction would formally be set by the conservation of total
angular momentum and energy. In his work, prograde rotation was interpreted as the result
of a collapse with sufficient thermal energy loss. These calculations were later extended by
Safronov (1962, 1972) but ultimately proved inconclusive due to the problem of unknown
thermal losses.

In this work, we provide a different, geometrically motivated approach to the rotational
evolution of collapsing clouds in orbit around an external potential, most similar to the tidal
torque theory that seeks to explain galactic spins (Hoyle 1951; Peebles 1969). We show that
because particles that orbit in any nonrigid cloud shear away from one another over time
- and do so on curved paths - their combined center-of-mass moves toward the source of
the external potential during a gravitational collapse. The orbital angular momentum that
is thus liberated, adds a prograde component to the spin of the object that forms. This
mechanism of prograde spin-up is most effective when the clouds are low in density prior to
their collapse and when individual particles are on circular orbits, although the effect persists
across a wide range of setups. Due to its universal applicability, we suggest that prograde
spin-up during a gravitational collapse contributes to the ubiquity of spin-orbit alignment
on different scales.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. We begin in Sect. 5.2 with an illustrative
analytical calculation of prograde spin-up with two-dimensional, circular orbits around a
point source. In Sect. 5.3, we numerically verify the main analytical trends by including
self-gravity and present a more visual analysis by showing the spin-up of a cloud without
any initial rotation. We apply the mechanism of prograde spin-up to the formation of binary
asteroids/comets via streaming instability in Sect. 5.4. Finally, we discuss the broader
implications of our findings in Sect. 5.5 and conclude in Sect. 5.6.

5.2 Analytical evaluation of prograde spin-up

In this section, we perform a calculation without self-gravity to illustrate how shear can trans-
fer orbital angular momentum to rotation based on the orbital geometry. The idea behind
this calculation is that objects form at the centers-of-mass of collapsing clouds, which orbit
in the potential of larger objects or structures. While the nonlinear nature of a cloud collapse
in the presence of an external potential is generally unsuitable for analytical modeling, the
main trends can be elucidated by following cloud particles without treating self-gravity, at
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Figure 5.1: Schematic setup of our analytical calculation (Sect. 5.2). We consider a two-dimensional
cloud of mass Mcl in a stationary frame, whose origin lies on the central mass MC ≫ Mcl (where
the dotted lines cross). The initial shape of the cloud is that of a partial annulus, bounded by inner
and outer circles with radii r0 ±Rcl and radial lines at angles ±θ0. We follow the position (x̄cl, ȳcl)
and velocity (v̄x,cl, v̄y,cl) of the cloud’s center-of-mass over time and calculate the specific rotational
angular momentum of cloud particles (ẑ) relative to this point as lrot = (xvy − yvx) − (x̄clv̄y,cl −
ȳclv̄x,cl), shown in the color plot at t = 0. The initial velocities of the cloud particles correspond to
circular, Keplerian motion. Particles that start on the x-axis initially contribute retrograde rotation
due to shear, whereas particles on the y-axis contribute prograde rotation due to curvature. The
integrated result is a net initial prograde rotational angular momentum that increases over time if
the cloud orbits freely (see Eq. 5.14b).

least while the collapse is not yet in full swing. The setup of this analytical calculation is
sketched in Fig. 5.1. We consider a two-dimensional cloud with a uniform density σcl that
integrates to a total mass Mcl. The particles in the cloud move around a stationary central
mass MC ≫ Mcl on circular orbits with angular velocity Ω =

√
GMC/r3 at distance r. We

conveniently let the initial shape of the cloud be that of a partial annulus, bounded by inner
and outer circles at r0 ± Rcl and angles ±θ0, with Rcl = θ0r0, such that the cloud consists
of radially separated differential arcs with length larc(r) = 2Rclr/r0.

5.2.1 Position and velocity of shearing radial arcs

First, we calculate the positions and velocities of the different radial arcs. Their angular
velocities vary slightly depending on their radial separation, causing deviations between arcs
that grow over time. In a stationary frame, the upper (θ+) and lower (θ−) bounding angles
of an arc are given by:

θ± = ±θ0 +Ω0

(
r

r0

)− 3
2

t, (5.1)

where t is time after initiation. The center-of-mass of an arc can be calculated in Cartesian
coordinates with their origin on MC (x̄arc, ȳarc) to lie at:

x̄arc =
1

2θ0

∫ θ+

θ−

r cos
(
θ′
)
dθ′, (5.2a)

=

r sin (θ0) cos

[
Ω0

(
r
r0

)− 3
2
t

]
θ0

, (5.2b)
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Mc

rcom(t)

Figure 5.2: Illustration of the inward center-of-mass shift in our analytical example. The particles
follow circular orbits around a central mass without mutual interactions. As the particles shear out
over time, the ensemble deforms into an increasingly extended single arc, shifting the center-of-mass
position (open circular dot) closer to the orbital midpoint.

ȳarc =
1

2θ0

∫ θ+

θ−

r sin
(
θ′
)
dθ′ (5.3a)

=

r sin (θ0) sin

[
Ω0

(
r
r0

)− 3
2
t

]
θ0

. (5.3b)

As expected, it is initially located on the x-axis and subsequently orbits in a circular motion
as a function of time. Trivially, its velocity components follow from the time derivatives as:

v̄x,arc = −Ω0

(
r

r0

)− 3
2

ȳarc , v̄y,arc = Ω0

(
r

r0

)− 3
2

x̄arc. (5.4)

5.2.2 Trajectory of the cloud’s center-of-mass

The calculation becomes interesting when we combine the positions of different arcs to find
the center-of-mass of the whole cloud. We first note that without self-gravity, its area,
being the integral over the differential arcs, remains constant over time and follows from
subtracting the two partial disk areas as Acl = 4Rclr0θ0 = 4R2

cl. The position (x̄cl, ȳcl) and
velocity (v̄x,cl, v̄y,cl) of the cloud’s center-of-mass can be found by radially integrating over
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Figure 5.3: The amount of spin-up over time for clouds shaped as partial annuli and spheres.
Left: Simulated prograde spin-up of clouds in the shape of partial annuli that orbit around a central
mass with (blue, SG) and without (red, NSG, Eq. 5.14) self-gravity enabled. When self-gravity and
collisions are included, the prograde spin-up levels off around the free-fall timescale (plotted here
for an equivalent sphere), when cloud shear comes to a halt. Right: Same calculation, computed
with spherical clouds and varying initial densities. Their initial rotation scales as L0 ∝ (Rcl/RH)2,
whereas the prograde spin-up during their collapse scales as Lrot ∝ (Rcl/RH)5 (see Sect. 5.2.3).
As a result, sparse clouds with Rcl ≃ RH accumulate most of their rotation during their collapse,
whereas the rotation of denser clouds remains largely unchanged.

Eqs. 5.2b, 5.3b, and 5.4, which yields:

x̄cl(t) =
1

Acl

∫ r0+Rcl

r0−Rcl

x̄arc(r)larc(r)dr (5.5a)

≃ r0 cos (Ω0t)

+
R2

cl

24r0

[(
4− 9Ω2

0t
2) cos (Ω0t) + 9Ω0t sin (Ω0t)

]
, (5.5b)

ȳcl(t) =
1

Acl

∫ r0+Rcl

r0−Rcl

ȳarc(r)larc(r)dr (5.6a)

≃ r0 sin (Ω0t)

+
R2

cl

24r0

[(
4− 9Ω2

0t
2) sin (Ω0t)− 9Ω0t cos (Ω0t)

]
, (5.6b)

with the corresponding velocities given by the time derivatives:

v̄x,cl(t) ≃ −Ω0r0 sin (Ω0t)

+
Ω0R

2
cl

24r0

[(
5 + 9Ω2

0t
2) sin (Ω0t)− 9Ω0t cos (Ω0t)

]
, (5.7a)

v̄y,cl(t) = ≃ Ω0r0 cos (Ω0t)

+
Ω0R

2
cl

24r0

[
−
(
5 + 9Ω2

0t
2) cos (Ω0t)− 9Ω0t sin (Ω0t)

]
. (5.8a)
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These integrals are calculated with Mathematica 12.0 and each have exact solutions in the
form of long sums. We provide the Maclaurin series with the variable θ0 ≪ 1 in order to
maintain some brevity. To zeroth order, the center-of-mass follows a simple circular motion
at distance r0 from the central mass. The strongest deviation is a second-order term that
includes a small initial off-set from r0 as well as a time-dependent factor. From Eqs. 5.5b
and 5.6b, we can calculate how the distance of the cloud’s center-of-mass (r̄cl) evolves over
time:

δr̄cl(t) =
√

x̄2
cl(t) + ȳ2

cl(t)−
√

x̄2
cl(t = 0) + ȳ2

cl(t = 0) (5.9a)

= −3R2
clΩ

2
0t

2

8r0
. (5.9b)

Interestingly, we find that the center-of-mass in this setup moves inward with a quadratic
time dependence. We show the geometrical origin of this change in Fig. 5.2 where we sketch
the position of a cloud of particles in Keplerian motion. As the cloud shears out and angular
differences increase, its shape deforms from a partial annulus into an increasingly extended
single arc. Due to the curvature inherent to circular motion, the center-of-mass of this arc
shifts toward the star as a function of time. If the system is evolved for a sufficiently long
period of time, the center-of-mass ultimately coincides with the position of the central mass.
We can further investigate the trajectory of the cloud’s center-of-mass by calculating its
semimajor axis (ācl), which follows from the energy balance as:

ācl(t) =
Ω2

0r
3
0

2

(
Ω2

0r
3
0

r̄cl(t)
−

v̄2x,cl(t) + v̄2y,cl(t)

2

)−1

. (5.10)

Again, we are mainly interested in its evolution from the initial value as a function of time,
so we compute this difference (δācl):

δācl(t) = ācl(t)− ācl(t = 0) (5.11a)

= −3R2
clΩ

2
0t

2

2r0
. (5.11b)

In this example calculation, the semimajor axis of the cloud’s center-of-mass decreases faster
than its distance to the central mass and, hence, its eccentricity increases over time. We
have verified that the form of Eq. 5.11b is unchanged when the shape of the cloud is altered.
For example, the pre-factor of 3/2 becomes 1/8 for a cloud in the shape of a closed disk,
remains 3/2 for a radial line and tends to zero for a tangential line, whose particles do not
experience shear.

5.2.3 Transfer of orbital angular momentum to rotation
If an object forms at the center-of-mass of a cloud, its shrinking semimajor axis and increasing
eccentricity during the collapse reduce its orbital angular momentum (L̄cl), which points in
the ẑ-direction in this two-dimensional example:

L̄cl(t) = Mcl [x̄cl(t)v̄y,cl(t)− ȳcl(t)v̄x,cl(t)] (5.12a)

≃ MclΩ0r
2
0

[
1− 1

24

(
Rcl

r0

)2 (
1 + 18Ω2

0t
2)] . (5.12b)
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Mc r(t)

t

L r
ot

Figure 5.4: Orbital evolution of two noninteracting particles and their center-of-mass, initiated
without rotation. Over time, both the interior (magenta arrow) and the exterior (orange arrow)
particles start to revolve around their mutual center-of-mass (black arrow) in a prograde fashion,
as shown by the angular displacement that develops relative to the horizontal dashed line. The
quadratic prograde spin-up over time is additionally shown in the inserted panel, with the rotation
at the different snapshots depicted by the black dots.

While the orbital angular momentum associated with the center-of-mass orbit declines, the
total angular momentum of the cloud (Ltot,cl) remains constant over time, equal to:

Ltot,cl =

∫ r0+Rcl

r0−Rcl

Ω0

(
r

r0

)− 3
2

larc(r)σclr
2dr (5.13a)

≃ MclΩ0r
2
0

[
1 +

1

8

(
Rcl

r0

)2
]
. (5.13b)

As a thought experiment that represents the simplest model for cloud collapse, we can
envision a cloud of material that initially evolves without self-gravity up to time t and then
instantly collapses to form an object with position and velocity equal to the cloud’s center-of-
mass. Conserving total angular momentum, the deficit between the total and orbital angular
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momentum can be interpreted as this object’s rotation and is given by:

Lrot,cl(t) = Ltot,cl − L̄cl(t) (5.14a)

≃
(
1

6
+

3

4
Ω2

0t
2

)(
Rcl

RH

)2

LH, (5.14b)

where we use the Hill radius (RH) and Hill rotation (LH) as natural normalization factors
in this context (sometimes referred to as Roche units), defined by:

RH = r0

(
Mcl

3M⋆

) 1
3

, LH = MclΩ0R
2
H. (5.15)

The key outcome of our analytical calculation is represented by Eq. 5.14b. Again, we have
numerically verified that the shape of this key equation is unchanged for different cloud
shapes. The pre-factors (1/6, 3/4) become (1/8, 9/16) for a disk, (-1/6, 3/4) for a horizontal
line and (1/3, 0) for a vertical line. This agrees with the finding by Mestel (1966) that
both a partial annulus and a disk of particles on circular orbits around a point source have
prograde spin around their center-of-mass. But more importantly, it shows that the cloud
accumulates additional prograde rotational angular momentum over time during its collapse,
scaling as δLrot ∝ t2. This rotational angular momentum builds up due to the curvature
inherent to orbital motion, which moves the center-of-mass of a cloud toward an increasingly
contracted orbit that contains less orbital angular momentum, producing a deficit filled by
increased prograde rotation. While we will show in Sect. 5.4.1 that the rate of prograde
spin-up depends on the velocity distribution of the cloud, this analytical model is sufficient
to discern the main scaling relations, which are as follows. First, we note that the typical
timescale to evaluate the prograde spin-up on is the free-fall timescale, which we roughly
approximate with the expression for a uniform sphere:

tff =
π√
24

(
Rcl

RH

) 3
2

Ω−1
0 . (5.16)

After substituting this timescale into Eq. 5.14b, we find that the rotational build-up during
collapse scales as δLrot ∝ t2ff (Rcl/RH)

2 ∝ (Rcl/RH)
5. The Hill radius can be thought of

as the interface between shear and self-gravity, as clouds bigger than RH shear out before
they collapse. It is really at this interface of shear and self-gravity that the mechanism of
rotational gain discussed here is most significant, and its importance rapidly reduces for
clouds that begin their collapse at Rcl < RH. Second, we note that if the cloud collapses
from the Hill radius, the specific rotation of the object that forms, follows a mass scaling
of lH = LH/Mcl ∝ (Mcl/M⋆)

2/3, matching the universal rotational trend followed by Solar
System asteroids and planets identified by Goldreich & Peale (1968). This proportionality
to M

2/3
cl follows the same scaling as rotational predictions from the tidal torque theory that

seeks to explain the spin of dark matter halos and galaxies (Hoyle 1951; Peebles 1969; Schäfer
2009).
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Mc t = 0

t = 0.8 1
0

Figure 5.5: Overview of the collapse of a uniform cloud in orbit around a central mass, shown in
a stationary frame. The spherical cloud is initiated with size RH and without any rotation. The
snapshots from t = 0 to t = 0.8 Ω−1

0 are enlarged in scale for clarity. We highlight the positions and
directions of two particles; one that is initiated closest to the central mass (magenta arrow) and one
that starts the furthest away from the central mass (orange arrow). We also indicate the position
and direction of the cloud’s center-of-mass (black edged arrow) and plot its initial distance (dark
red semicircle). At the end of the collapse, the center-of-mass has shifted slightly inward toward
the central mass, and the two particles have performed half a prograde revolution, confirming the
prograde rotation of the object that is formed.

5.3 Numerical evaluation of cloud collapse in orbit

In this section, we perform numerical simulations of cloud collapse in orbit, using the N-body
code REBOUND (Rein & Liu 2012). The settings and numerical convergence of the runs are
explained in detail in Appendix 5.6. First, we numerically demonstrate the validity of our
main analytical findings. Next, we present a second geometrical argument where the relative
position of cloud particles, rather than their shared center-of-mass, is used to illustrate the
prograde spin-up during a gravitational collapse.
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5.3.1 Comparison with analytical formulation

The main simplification of our analytical example, besides its fixed two-dimensional geome-
try, is that it approximates the prograde spin-up without accounting for the orbital changes
induced by self-gravity. In the left panel of Fig. 5.3, we numerically compute the same
example including self-gravity to illustrate the spin-up of a cloud that actually collapses.
The two curves initially follow the same trend of δLrot ∝ t2 during the early phase of the
collapse. Then, the spin-up of the collapsing cloud begins to level off as it contracts suffi-
ciently. The process of prograde spin-up eventually halts entirely when the cloud becomes a
rigid body, and it can no longer shear out. Nevertheless, the analytical example provides a
decent approximation when the spin-up is evaluated at tff .

Our analytical arguments predict that prograde spin-up scales as δLrot ∝ (Rcl/RH)
5,

more steeply than the cloud’s initial rotation, which scales as L0 ∝ (Rcl/RH)
2 (see Eqs.

5.14b, 5.16). To test this trend and see if it holds for differently shaped clouds, we perform
numerical simulations of uniform, spherical clouds with different initial sizes, again initialized
on noneccentric, Keplerian orbits. We show the prograde spin-up of these runs in the right
panel of Fig. 5.3 for initial cloud sizes between 0.5−1RH. As analytically predicted, the spin-
up can exceed the initial rotation in scale, but only when the cloud nearly fills its Hill radius
prior to collapse. Indeed, the fraction of accumulated rotation drops from δLrot/L0 = 1.40

to δLrot/L0 = 0.16 when the cloud’s initial size is halved. This factor of ∼ 9 decline is similar
to the factor of 8 predicted analytically and reiterates our finding that, while the rotation
of dense (Rcl ≪ RH) clouds remains largely unchanged during their collapse, clouds that fill
their Hill sphere prior to collapse gain a substantial prograde component to their spins.

5.3.2 Prograde spin-up in the absence of initial rotation

It is also possible to visualize the prograde spin-up during a gravitational collapse in orbit by
tracking the relative motion of a cloud’s inner- and outermost particles. A similar analysis
was performed by Artem’ev & Radzievskii (1965) to show that a circular patch of material
in Keplerian motion has prograde spin, a fact that also follows from the positive vorticity.
We expand upon it here to illustrate the prograde spin-up of a cloud over time.

Two-particle dynamics without self-gravity

The prograde spin-up during collapse is most striking in clouds that have no initial rotation,
which we ensure by initiating all particles with (vector) velocities equal to that of their
shared center-of-mass (see Appendix 5.6). Prior to showing the rotational build-up in an
N-body collapse, we first illustrate the underlying process in Fig. 5.4, where we consider the
orbital motion of two horizontally aligned, noninteracting particles in a stationary frame.
Their shared center-of-mass coordinate is shown with a black arrow and is initiated with a
noneccentric Keplerian velocity.

Rather than focusing on the inward shift of the center-of-mass shift due to shear, which
is not always visible relative to the cloud’s scale, we focus here on the relative motion of
the particles. The innermost particle is more tightly bound to the central mass and traces
out an elliptical orbit that is characterized by a greater angular velocity (θ̇) than that of the
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outermost particle. As a result of the orbital geometry, where its y-coordinate is modulated
by a factor sin(θ) in this stationary frame, the inner particle begins to drop below the
exterior one. Consequently, it is seen to effectively wrap below their shared center-of-mass
in a prograde fashion. This behavior is mirrored in reverse by the outer particle, whose
angular velocity is lower and, therefore, wraps around their center-of-mass from the top,
again producing a prograde rotation. We emphasize this relative movement visually in Fig.
5.4 with a horizontal dashed line, drawn through the center-of-mass. In the inserted panel,
the rotation relative to the center-of-mass is seen to rise quadratically over time, producing
the same trend of prograde spin-up as a derived in Sect. 5.2.

N-body collapse of a spherical cloud

We now perform a cloud collapse, using the same initial condition without rotation, but this
time for a uniformly packed cloud with size RH and with self-gravity and collisions enabled in
REBOUND. We visualize the evolution of the collapsing cloud in Fig. 5.51, again shown in
a stationary frame. If we compare the stages of collapse over time with Fig. 5.4, we observe
that the general behavior remains unchanged. The difference is caused by the addition of
self-gravity, which draws all particles toward their shared center-of-mass over time. In the
intermediate stages of the collapse, this self-gravity reshapes the cloud into an aligned bar, as
is the case when any rotating spheroid collapses Lin et al. (1965). Just like in the two-particle
example, the interior particle drops below the center-of-mass - while those exterior remain
above it. As the cloud contracts further and self-gravity intensifies, this prograde wrapping
of particles on either side of the center-of-mass translates into a real prograde rotation of the
object that forms.

5.4 Application: The streaming instability

We highlight the streaming instability as a small-scale example of a scenario where particle
clouds form and then collapse due to their self-gravity while subject to a strong external
force, in this case gravity from a central star. Streaming instabilities occur when small over-
densities in the proto-planetary disk locally accelerate the gas, producing dense filaments
where small solids concentrate and collapse to form planetesimals (Youdin & Goodman 2005;
Johansen et al. 2007, 2009). Hydrodynamic simulations of the streaming instability in the
proto-Kuiper belt have shown that it is possible to create equal-mass binaries in this manner
(Nesvorny et al. 2010), which naturally seem to form with a strong preference for prograde
rotation (Nesvorný et al. 2019, 2021). These simulations provide a striking agreement with
the observed abundance of prograde, equal-mass binaries in the dynamically cold class of
Kuiper belt objects (Noll et al. 2008a; Fraser et al. 2017; Grundy et al. 2019).

1Fig. 5.5 shows the collapse in a stationary frame that is centered on a much more massive central
mass. This poses the visual difficulty that any collapsing cloud is tiny in comparison to the scale
of its orbit. To circumvent this, we place subpanels at the corresponding center-of-mass positions
where we zoom in. The cloud scale is, therefore, exaggerated for clarity but the collapse evolution is
still visualized in a stationary frame.
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Figure 5.6: Possible binary configurations for a given rotational angular momentum budget
(Lrot,binary) at two distances from the central star (40 au, solid; 1 au, dashed), assuming that the
components themselves spin at near-breakup rates with density ρp = 1. When Lrot,binary < 0.06 LH,
only single planetesimals are formed at 1 au as the break-up spin exceeds the angular momentum
budget, whereas this critical value lies between 0.02-0.03 LH at 40 au. Large amounts of rotational
angular momentum ≳ 0.1LH can only be contained in binaries with increasingly wide mutual orbits
and increasingly similar masses, especially in the outer disk.

In this section, we evaluate whether the mechanism of prograde spin-up can drive this bias
in rotational direction. Similar to Robinson et al. (2020b), we model the final collapse stage of
the streaming instability with N-body simulations, and do not investigate the hydrodynamic
onset of the instability itself, which sets the initial conditions for the collapse. Instead, we
take a range of representative initial conditions and calculate the rotational gain in each of
these scenarios. The effect of gas drag in this final collapse phase can be neglected for our
purposes here, assuming that the cloud has a dust-to-gas ratio exceeding unity (Nesvorny
et al. 2010).

5.4.1 Binary formation criterion

We first examine how much rotational angular momentum is required to form a binary.
If a spherical asteroid has a uniform density ρp, its moment of inertia for rotation is
Ip = (2/5)MpR

2
p. If the asteroid’s material strength is neglected - a reasonable assump-

tion based on their low typical internal strengths (see e.g., Burns 1975; Degewij & Gehrels
1976; Carbognani 2017; Persson & Biele 2021) - its spin can at most reach the breakup limit
of ωcrit =

√
4πGρp/3 (Pravec & Harris 2000). The amount of angular momentum contained
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Figure 5.7: Prograde spin-up in the collapse phase of the streaming instability, visualized for a wide
range of orbital separations, asteroid sizes and initial conditions. The dashed horizontal lines tangent
to the circles represent the rotation prior to collapse, while the arrows indicate the magnitude of
prograde spin-up. The ringed circles represent the size of the asteroid that forms, and their colors
show the total center-of-mass displacement during the collapse δa. The systems within the dark
red lines represent cases where there is insufficient rotational angular momentum to form binaries
(ωspin < ωcrit). The systems above and below the red lines show the formation of prograde and
retrograde binaries, respectively. The preference for prograde binary formation is clearly visible,
especially in the outer disk.

in a single asteroid’s spin can then be written as a fraction of this limit:

Lspin,p = Ipωspin (5.17a)

≃ 0.06 LH

(
d

AU

)− 1
2
(
M⋆

M⊙

) 1
6 (ρp

1

)− 1
6 ωspin

ωcrit
, (5.17b)

where ωspin ≤ ωcrit. Any excess rotational angular momentum can be accounted for by
ejecting a portion of the mass, or by forming a binary (with mass ratio xb = M1/M2 and
separation ab), rather than a single planetesimal. In the idealized case without mass ejection,
the complete rotational angular momentum budget gets divided into two spin terms around
the respective asteroid centers (that sum to Lspin,p1 + Lspin,p2 = Lspin,binary), as well as an
orbital term for the motion of the binary around their shared center-of-mass (Lorb,binary).
The spin component follows from the moments of inertia as:

Lspin,binary = Lspin,p (1 + xb)
− 5

3

(
1 + x

5
3
b

)
, (5.18)

while the orbital rotation around the binary’s center-of-mass can be calculated from their
angular velocity (ωb =

√
GMp/a2

b):

Lorb,binary = M1ωba
2
1 +M2ωba

2
2 (5.19a)

= LH
xb

(1 + xb)2

(
ab

RH

) 1
2

. (5.19b)

Assuming that the collapse forms a bound system of at most two objects, the sum of Eqs.
5.18 and 5.19b specifies the possible binary configurations (xb, ab) for a given budget of
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rotational angular momentum. We examine these configurations in Fig. 5.6 at the location
of the Kuiper belt (40 au) and at the inner edge of the main belt (1 au). The objects in the
binaries are assumed to spin at breakup rate, in agreement with most Solar System asteroids
(see e.g., Carbognani 2017; Persson & Biele 2021).

The first thing to note is that the formation of binaries is more likely at greater distances
from the central star, where more angular momentum is available. This is due to the fact that
the total rotational angular momentum generated in a collapse is constant across the disk
in Hill units, which represent increasing angular momentum at greater orbital separations
(LH ∝ r0). Furthermore, we note that the more equal the mass of the binary components,
the more rotational angular momentum the combined system can store. When binaries
are formed, therefore, they more commonly form with equal mass ratios in the outer disk.
This trend is indeed reflected in the Solar System’s asteroid and comet population. In the
next subsection, we take a closer look at the magnitude of the rotational accumulation with
different initial conditions for the collapsing cloud.

5.4.2 Dependence of spin-up on initial conditions

The magnitude of the prograde spin-up during a gravitational collapse depends on the initial
conditions of the cloud, including its size (Sect. 5.3.1), velocity distribution and distance
from the central star. We now examine the importance of the latter two variables by running
an array of N-body collapses. We vary the semimajor axis between a0 ∈ [10−1, 102] au and
vary the cloud mass between the equivalent of planetesimals with radii Rp ∈ [10, 103] km,
assuming Rcl = RH. We run this grid for four different rotational initial conditions for the
cloud particles. Particles are either released on circular orbits referred to as the "Keplerian
IC", with the same velocity as their center-of-mass ("zero-rotation IC"), or with a uniform
rotation relative to their center-of-mass ("uniform rotation IC"). For the latter we take the
magnitude of the initial rotation equal to that of the Keplerian initial setup but now uniform
and both prograde and retrograde. A detailed description of these initial conditions is given
in Appendix 5.6.

We show the results in Fig. 5.7, where we indicate the prograde spin-up as well as the
corresponding inward shift in the semimajor axis. Consistent with our analytical predic-
tion, the rotational build-up is both scale-invariant and distance-invariant when expressed
in Hill units. As predicted, the reduction of the cloud’s semimajor axis during the collapse
scales positively with the cloud mass and is proportional to its distance to the central star.
Interestingly, the initial distribution of velocities in the cloud makes a large difference in
the magnitude of the rotational gain. Whereas a cloud that begins with circular, Keplerian
velocities attains an additional prograde rotation of δLrot ≃ 0.15LH, clouds that begin with
uniform rotation only gained δLrot ≃ 0.05LH. This difference can be explained by the fact
that prograde spin-up is driven by shear between the particles. If the initial conditions re-
flect more uniform motion, the cloud shears out to a less extended arc during the collapse
and the rotational gain is reduced. Nevertheless, even clouds that start without any rota-
tion accumulate a substantial prograde value of Lrot ≃ 0.05LH, which is enough to trigger
unequal-mass binary formation outside a few astronomical units. In the case of Keplerian
initial conditions, the rotational gain (to total Lrot ≃ 0.25LH) is enough to form equal-mass
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binaries across the proto-planetary disk (see Fig. 5.6).

5.5 Discussion

The mechanism of prograde spin-up is generally applicable to the gravitational contraction of
any clouds that are subject to an external, central force. In any context, the key observational
signature of this mechanism is a preferential alignment between the spin and orbital vectors of
the objects that form. However, the rotational gain scales steeply as δLrot ∝ (Rcl/RH)

5, such
that only clouds whose sizes are set by the interplay of tidal shear and self-gravity (Rcl ∼ RH)
experience significant spin-up when they collapse. Expressed in terms of a spherically uniform
density, the pre-collapse system should not be much denser than ρH = 9MC/(4πr

3
0), offering

a scale-dependent benchmark. In this section, we will first compare our simple simulations
of binary asteroid formation by streaming instability to other works. Next, we move up on
the scale ladder and discuss the potential implications of prograde spin-up for the rotation
of planets, stars and molecular clouds.

5.5.1 Comparison to hydrodynamic simulations of binary for-
mation in the Kuiper belt

We presented a simple application of prograde spin-up to the streaming instability, where
we used a set of idealized initial conditions to show how perturbations by Solar gravity
provide enough rotation to form prograde binary systems. In reality, such clouds have mor-
phologies and velocity distributions that are set in a more complex manner by interactions
between the nebular gas and the solids, including back-reactions (Youdin & Goodman 2005;
Johansen et al. 2007, 2009). These processes were accounted for in more detail in the works
by Nesvorný et al. (2019, 2021), who simulated the onset of the instability and initial stages
of collapse using the hydrodynamics code ATHENA (Stone et al. 2008), prior to simulating
high-resolution binary formation in the final collapse stage with the N-body code PKD-
GRAV (Stadel 2001). Notably, Nesvorný et al. (2019, 2021) exclude stellar gravity in their
PKGRAV simulations, but include it in their ATHENA runs, allowing their results to be
influenced by prograde spin-up during the key early collapse stage. A comparison with their
results illustrates two points: First, the broad distribution of scaled angular momenta that
is generated by their ATHENA simulations, both in magnitude and direction, emphasizes
the importance of modeling the onset of the streaming instability when considering the ini-
tial conditions of the collapse. Second, the fact that our simple model replicates their key
result, namely the tendency of streaming instabilities to form prograde binaries, indicates
that the mechanism of prograde spin-up may well drive the rotational outcome in both mod-
els. Indeed, this suggestion is reinforced by the data shown in the supplementary Fig. 4
of Nesvorný et al. (2019), which indicates that the colatitude distribution of the vorticity
vectors in their simulations is initially broad, and that the prograde bias only appears when
the bound clumps collapse to form binary systems. We suggest that the relative importance
of prograde spin-up to the turbulence of the instability determines the amount of prograde
bias.
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Rather than investigate the precise morphologies of these binary systems that form in SI,
as was done with high-resolution studies by Robinson et al. (2020b) and Nesvorný et al.
(2021), we studied the mechanism behind the rotational evolution of material during the
collapse. Conveniently, the prograde spin-up is largely independent of the chosen resolution
or physical parameters such as coefficient of restitution and the particle size (see Appendix
5.6). We should note, however, that the possibility of material ejection during the late
stages of collapse means that not all the rotational angular momentum built up by the
material necessarily ends up in the binary. The details tend to be more sensitive to parameter
variations Robinson et al. (2020b); Nesvorný et al. (2021), and high-resolution simulations
remain necessary to study the precise configurations that can form.

5.5.2 Relevance of prograde spin-up during planet formation

At the scale of planets, the mechanism of prograde spin-up is most clearly applicable to
the formation of giant planets by gravitational instability (see e.g., Kuiper 1951; Cameron
1978; Boss 1998). The spins of these large planets on wide orbits are only just beginning
to be uncovered, with the only two currently known cases pointing to moderate or large
obliquities (Bryan et al. 2020, 2021). Recent SPH and hydrodynamical simulations of gas
giant formation, which are sensitive to prograde spin-up, indicate that gravitoturbulent disks
can yield obliquities up to 90 degrees (Jennings & Chiang 2021), although most objects
seem form with more alignment (Hall et al. 2017). One notable difference with asteroid
formation is that a collapse that forms a gas giant is halted by gas pressure, rather than
collisions between solids. In both cases, however, these arresting forces become relevant only
when the collapse is almost complete and significant prograde spin-up has already taken
place. Alternatively, in the framework of core accretion (see e.g., Mizuno 1980), gas giants
could have accreted most of their mass and prograde angular momentum during the stage of
runaway gas accretion (Machida et al. 2008; Dittmann 2021). In this case too, the nebular gas
accretes onto the planet from a range of noneccentric orbits while exposed to stellar gravity,
allowing for prograde spin-up to increase planetary rotation. Further work is required to
resolve the statistical spin distribution of this class of planets and to investigate the role that
prograde spin-up plays in setting their rotation.

The relevance of prograde spin-up to the formation of terrestrial planets is yet more dif-
ficult to assess. While their embryos may have formed in streaming instabilities, terrestrial
planets likely accreted most of their mass and rotation from nearby planetesimals (see e.g.,
Pollack et al. 1996), from the aerodynamic capture of pebbles (Ormel & Klahr 2010; Lam-
brechts & Johansen 2012), or possibly from late giant impacts (see e.g., Wetherill 1985;
Canup 2012). Seen from a rotational perspective, however, none of these scenarios seem to
offer satisfactory explanations for the scale or prograde bias of planetary spins. The accretion
of planetesimals fails to deliver sufficient rotation (Lissauer & Kary 1991; Dones & Tremaine
1993a) while stochastic, giant impacts lead to isotropic spin distributions (Safronov 1966;
Dones & Tremaine 1993b). Pebble accretion has been found to produce large, prograde
rotation in some regimes (Johansen & Lacerda 2010; Visser et al. 2020), although this may
be dampened when protoplanetary envelopes are accounted for. There is, however, an al-
ternative formation scenario that does involve a terrestrial-scale gravitational collapse. In
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the inside-out formation channel suggested by Chatterjee & Tan (2014); Hu et al. (2016,
2018); Mohanty et al. (2018); Cai et al. (2022), terrestrial cores are proposed to form out
of dense pebble traps at the edges of dead zones. If planet formation indeed sometimes
proceeds through this channel, the rotation of the planets it produces will likely be affected
by prograde spin-up.

5.5.3 Prograde spin-up of molecular clouds and stars

Star formation is a hierarchical process that involves collapse on different scales, with po-
tential applications for prograde spin-up at different levels. The process begins with the
formation of a molecular cloud, the largest of which are observed to be concentrated toward
galactic spiral arms (Lee et al. 2001; Blitz & Rosolowsky 2005; Stark & Lee 2005), where they
form out of the interstellar medium, likely via gravitational instability driven by both stars
and gas (Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2007). At this scale, prograde spin-up is driven by the
gravitational potential of the galaxy and contributes to an alignment between the rotation
of the molecular cloud and its galactic orbit. Observations of molecular clouds in M33 and
M51 confirm this trend, with strong measured prograde biases in their rotation (Braine et al.
2018, 2020). It is not clear what fraction of their rotation can be attributed to prograde
spin-up, though, as both M33 and M51 have rising velocity curves that naturally lead to
prograde rotation when a section of the disk contracts. Interestingly, Jeffreson et al. (2020)
performed numerical simulations of molecular cloud formation in the dynamical galactic en-
vironment and found that the prograde bias remains even when the galactic rotation curve
is declining and shear is expected to yield retrograde orbits. This persisting prograde bias
fits the mechanism of prograde spin-up, but more work is required to investigate a potential
connection. Moving down in scale, most stars are known to form in dense, gravitationally
bound substructures within molecular clouds (see e.g., McKee & Ostriker 2007; Lee et al.
2012; Lee & Hennebelle 2016b), often referred to as star-forming clumps. When these clumps
collapse and fragment, they form proto-clusters which often contain many thousand stars
(see e.g., McKee & Ostriker 2007; Lee et al. 2012; Lee & Hennebelle 2016b). For the stars
that form, the gravity from the star-forming clump itself acts as the external, central force
necessary for prograde spin-up, which will act to align the angular momentum of the stel-
lar spin (or binary orbit) with any orbital angular momentum within the cluster. While
the available angular momentum is expected to reduce during star formation via magnetic
breaking, the sign of the spin is maintained. If a star-forming clump contains systematic
rotation, a spin-orbit alignment will translate to a correlation between the stellar spins in the
cluster. Until recently, there had been no evidence of such a correlation, and the first spec-
troscopic studies of the young, low-mass open clusters Pleiades and Alpha Per were observed
to be isotropic (Jackson & Jeffries 2010; Jackson et al. 2018). However, recent astroseis-
mological measurements have shown that red giants in the higher-mass clusters NGC 6791
and NGC 6819 exhibit a strong inter-cluster spin alignment (Corsaro et al. 2017), pointing
to an imprint of spin-orbit alignment during their formation. Hydrodynamic simulations
indicate that this spin-alignment can indeed arise when the star-forming clumps are mostly
rotationally supported prior to their global collapse (Lee & Hennebelle 2016a; Corsaro et al.
2017), though further numerical simulations that track the rotational evolution during the
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key early collapse of the star-forming clump are required to assess the relative importance
that prograde spin-up plays in this process.

5.6 Conclusions

Larger asteroids, planets, stars in some clusters, as well as molecular clouds seem to possess
a preferential alignment between their spins and orbital vectors, hinting at a shared link
to their parent structures. In this work, we describe a process that can cause spin-orbit
alignment based on the gravitational collapse of clouds in orbit around an external, central
potential. We perform illustrative analytical and N-body calculations to show that a cloud’s
rotational angular momentum relative to its center-of-mass is not conserved when it contracts
next to such a potential, even if no material is ejected. Instead, because particles in a cloud
shear away from one another over time - and do so on curved paths - their combined center-
of-mass moves inward toward the source of the potential (See Fig. 5.2). The orbital angular
momentum that is thus liberated, adds a prograde component to the spin of the object that
forms. Equivalently, the process of spin-up can be understood from the prograde wrapping
of inner and outer particles around the cloud’s center-of-mass, which we visualize in both
a stationary (Figs. 5.4, 5.5) and corotating (Fig. 5.10) frame. The basic properties of the
prograde spin-up mechanism are as follows:

1. Clouds that orbit around external, central potentials build up prograde rotation when
they collapse due to self-gravity. The spin-up develops quadratically over time (δLrot/LH ∝
t2), before slowing down when the collapse completes (t ∼ tff).

2. We find that the total rotational gain scales as δLrot/LH ∝ t2ff ∝ (Rcl/RH)
5. The

fifth-order scaling means that prograde spin-up is more important for clouds with
lower densities prior to their collapse.

3. If the external potential is generated by a point mass and the initial cloud is spheri-
cal, we find a total increase in rotational angular momentum around δLrot ≃ 0.05 −
0.15 MclΩ0R

2
cl. Out of the studied initial conditions, the magnitude of prograde spin-

up is greatest when the cloud’s particles orbit with circular velocities prior to the
collapse, allowing for efficient tidal shearing.

When applied to the Solar System, we suggest that this mechanism of prograde spin-up
provides an explanation for the observed spin-orbit alignment of trans-Neptunian binaries
(Grundy et al. 2019), provided that they formed in streaming instabilities (Youdin & Good-
man 2005; Johansen et al. 2007, 2009). As such, prograde spin-up could operate to drive the
recent simulation results of Nesvorný et al. (2019, 2021), who recently replicated this prefer-
ential spin-orbit alignment. The relevance of prograde spin-up to the formation of objects by
gravitational collapse on larger astrophysical scales remains open for further investigation.
It is likely, however, that the universal applicability of prograde spin-up contributes to the
ubiquity of spin-orbit alignment on different scales. Compared to the rotation contained
in shear: Lrot/LH ∝ (Rcl/RH)

2, prograde spin-up becomes important when the size of the
cloud prior to collapse is comparable to the Hill radius. For objects that form in this interface
between self-gravity and shear, prograde spin-up naturally produces a spin-orbit alignment,
even in an environment of retrograde shear.
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Appendix A: Rebound settings and convergence

In this appendix, we describe the settings of our REBOUND runs used to model cloud
collapse in the final stage of the streaming instability. First, we spread the particles evenly
across the clouds to ensure that their density is uniform. To do so, we employ a Voronoi
(Voronoi 1908) algorithm with Lloyd iterations (Lloyd 1982) until a high level of uniformity
is achieved. The N-body integration itself is done with the variable step solver IAS15 (Rein
& Spiegel 2015).

As the clouds contract, particles begin to collide. We model these collisions with an inflated
particle approach to reduce the number of numerical particles (Nn) from the number of
physical particles (Np). In this approach, the radius of the numerical particles (sn) is blown
up to maintain total cross section: sn = sp (Np/Nn)

1/2. An interesting convenience that
follows from the larger particles, as pointed out by Rein et al. (2010), is that the use of a
gravitational softening parameter becomes redundant. We note that the inflated particle
approach is only valid if the initial volume filling factor of the particles is well below the size
of the cloud prior to collapse, in our simulations typically set to the Hill radius. Because the
Hill radius is proportional to the orbital separation, the filling factor of a cloud with otherwise
identical parameters (Nn, sp) is reduced when it is positioned further from the star. In order
to ensure that the cloud collapse behaves in the same manner at every semimajor axis, we
instead fix the initial volume filling factor at f = 10−3 in every simulation. This stylized
approach is not suitable for resolving the physical system that forms from a collapse, as was
modeled by Robinson et al. (2020b); Nesvorný et al. (2021), but it is suitable for gauging
the total amount of spin-up during the collapse. It allows for the use of far fewer numerical
particles while maintaining convergence in this result. We show this in Fig. 5.8, where the
obtained rotation is indeed not dependent on the chosen number of numerical particles nor
on the choice of filling factor. The coefficient of restitution in our model is taken to be zero,
a choice that was not found to influence the results.
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Figure 5.8: Dependence of the prograde spin-up over time on numerical parameters. Top: variation
of the filling factor of the simulation box between 10−4 ≤ f ≤ 10−1. The runs correspond to
Nn = 5000 numerical particles and are run at 5 AU. Bottom: variation of the number of numerical
particles 103 ≤ Nn ≤ 104, computed with a filling factor of f = 10−3. The magnitude of prograde
spin-up is found to be insensitive to these numerical parameters.
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Figure 5.9: Quiver plot of initial velocities in the comoving frame for three setups used in this paper.
While our simulations use spherical clouds, this plot shows their cross sections at z=0. The arrow
sizes correspond to the magnitude of the particle velocities and the colors correspond to the rotational
contribution (from Eq. 5.21c). The left panel (a) indicates the Keplerian setup (5.22), which yields
a total prograde rotation equal to Lrot ≃ 0.1MclΩ0R2

cl. The middle panel (b) corresponds to the
zero-rotation initial condition (Eq. 5.23), while the right panel (c) corresponds to uniform rotation
with the same initial rotational angular momentum as the Keplerian setup.

Appendix B: Angular momentum transformation be-
tween local rotating and inertial frames

In local simulations such as the comoving frame with/without shearing sheet approximation,
particle positions and velocities are determined in a frame that is both rotating and translated
relative to the star. In order to calculate the rotation vector of a cloud from these quantities,
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it is necessary to transform the vectors correctly to an inertial frame with the origin located
on the studied object. The results of such a transformation for circular orbits are given in 3D
without derivation by Nesvorný et al. (2019) and in 1D by Giuli (1968); Dones & Tremaine
(1993a). As far as we are aware, only a limited 1D justification is shown by Lissauer & Kary
(1991). Because we could not find a complete 3D derivation of the required transformation
anywhere, we provide it here.

Let the first, comoving frame with Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) be centered at a (vector)
distance r0 of a central object, in a frame that is rotating around the central object with
the rotation vector Ω0 = Ω0ẑ. Let the second frame with Cartesian coordinates (x′, y′, z′)
share its origin with the first frame but be stationary (inertial). In order to transform a
vector from the first to the second frame, the following operations are required. First the
frame is translated such that the origin coincides with the center of the orbit: r → r+ r0.
Then the frame is rotated around the origin with −Ω0, such that the frame becomes inertial:
v → v +Ω0 × r. Finally the frame is translated back, such that the origin is again located
at the center of the cloud: r+ r0 → r. Together, these transformations lead to the following
distance and velocity vectors in the stationary frame:

r′ = r (5.20a)

v′ = v +Ω0 × (r+ r0). (5.20b)

The rotation of a particle is given by its velocity relative to the cloud’s center-of-mass. If
the center-of-mass remains located on r0, it corresponds to v′

cm = Ω0 × r0 and the specific
rotational angular momentum of a particle is given by:

l′rot = r′ × (v′ − v′
cm) (5.21a)

= r× (v +Ω0 × r) (5.21b)

=

 yvx − zvy − Ω0xz

zvx − xvz − Ω0yz

xvy − yvx +Ω0(x
2 + y2)

 . (5.21c)

This final equation can trivially be generalized to any direction of Ω0 by using nonzero
xy-components in Eq. 5.21b. We note that there is, however, a potential issue with this
calculation in a comoving frame. If the center-of-mass of the cloud shifts inward by a signif-
icant distance, the transformation no longer uses the right reference point for the rotation,
as the object forms on a slightly interior orbit. The magnitude of this error grows with
δR/r0 ∝ (RclΩ0t/r0)

2 (see Eq. 5.9b) and is not quantitatively important in the calculations
performed in this work.

Appendix C: Initial rotational condition of spherical
clouds

In Sects. 5.3 and 5.4.1, we perform collapse simulations with spherical clouds that start with
three different velocity setups, which we explain here. We refer to the first setup we use
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as Keplerian, meaning that all particles in the cloud begin with velocities in the stationary
frame (whose axes directions at t = 0 coincide with a corotating frame) equal to:

v′
Keplerian(t = 0) = Ω× r. (5.22)

We show these velocities translated to a comoving frame in panel (a) of Fig. 5.9. In this
frame, the velocity differences are mainly visible as shear (vy ≃ − 3

2
Ω0x) on the x-axis. From

Eq. 5.21c, it is easy to see that the rotational contribution of particles on the x-axis becomes
retrograde due to this shear, ranging from 0 to −0.5Ω0R

2
cl. On the y-axis, however, the

shear is negligible and absolute velocity differences are minimal. Nevertheless, the curvature
of the orbit (captured in the term Ω0(x

2 + y2)) provides significant directional differences
in velocity, which lead to prograde rotational contributions ranging from 0 to Ω0R

2
cl. When

integrated over the complete sphere, the net initial rotational condition of the Keplerian
setup is around Lrot ≃ 0.1MclΩ0R

2
cl.

We refer to the second setup used in this work as the zero-rotation condition. In this
setup, we set all the velocities equal to

v′
zero−rotation(t = 0) = Ω0 × r0, (5.23)

such that all particles begin with the same velocity as a particle that is located at the sphere’s
center-of-mass and orbits in a circular motion. Without velocity differences, the particles in
the cloud have no initial rotation. However, this is not immediately visibly apparent in the
corotating frame (panel (b) of Fig. 5.9), where the velocities are transformed (Eq. 5.20b).
Even though the particles provide no physical rotational angular momentum, their rotation
visibly appears to start in a retrograde condition in this frame with a rotational period equal
to the orbital period.

Finally, the third setup we use in this paper is one with a uniform cloud rotation rate
(ωrot) where the initial velocities are set equal to:

v′
uniform(t = 0) = Ω0 × r0 + ωrot × (r− r0). (5.24)

The initial rotational condition in this setup trivially follows as Lrot = Iclωrot = 0.4MclωrotR
2
cl.

In Fig. 5.9, we plot the velocities in a corotating frame for the case where ωrot = Ω0/4 and
the initial rotational angular momentum is identical to the Keplerian setup. In the special
case where ωrot = Ω0 is chosen, all the particles appear stationary in the comoving frame.

Appendix D: Collapse of a spherical cloud in a comov-
ing frame

In Fig. 5.10, we repeat the collapse of an initially nonrotating spherical cloud in orbit (same
calculation as Fig. 5.5), visualized instead in the commonly used corotating frame - rather
than a stationary one. In this frame, the curvature of the orbital motion that is naturally
present in a stationary frame is instead introduced by the Coriolis acceleration. In the
first panel, the nonrotating cloud visually appears to have a retrograde rotation, which is a
consequence of the noninertiality of the frame (see also Fig. 5.9(b)). As the cloud shears out
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t = 0

                   Rcl RH

t 0.48 1
0 t 0.6 1

0

t 0.69 1
0 t 0.73 1

0 t 0.8 1
0

                Rcl 0.01RH

Figure 5.10: Overview of the collapse of a uniform cloud in orbit around a central mass (same as
Fig. 5.5), shown in a comoving frame. The spherical cloud is initiated with size RH and without
any rotation. The central mass is located left from the cloud. The velocity directions (magnitudes
not to scale) and trajectory of the particles are highlighted for an interior and exterior particle that
both wrap around the center-of-mass in a prograde fashion.

and contracts, it again first attains a barlike shape. When the particles are pulled toward the
center-of-mass, they wrap around it in a prograde fashion. Finally, the collapse finishes and
a spherical object with prograde rotation has formed. The physical shape and multiplicity
of the system that forms, depends on the numerical parameters assumed, such as the filling
factor and number of numerical particles. Importantly, however, the rotational direction and
its magnitude remain unaffected by these numerical parameters.
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Forming equal mass planetary binaries by pebble

accretion

T.J. Konijn, R.G. Visser, C. Dominik, C.W. Ormel

Submitted to Astronomy & Astrophysics

Abstract

Binary solar system objects are common and range from satellite systems with very large
mass ratios M1/M2 to mass ratios very close to unity. A well-known example of a binary is the
Pluto-Charon system. With Charon “only” eight times less massive than Pluto the question
arises as for many other systems, why the mass-ratio is still close to unity. There is much
evidence that (binary) planet(esimal) formation happened early, when the protoplanetary
gas disk was still around. It is likely that (some of) these binaries grew up together subject
to pebble accretion. Pebble accretion is the new paradigm in planet formation, and it is
believed to play a major role in many aspects of the formation of planetary systems, from
radial transport of material to the rapid growth of planetary embryos throughout the system.
Here we focus on the question of how the mass arriving in the gravitational influence zone
of the binary during pebble accretion, is distributed over the binary components, for a given
initial mass ratio. Does the accretion through time lead to equal-mass binaries (converging
mass ratio), or to a dominant primary mass with a small moon (diverging mass ratio)? We
numerically integrate pebble paths in the same well-known fashion as for a single mass subject
to pebble accretion and track what the efficiency of accretion is for the two separate binary
components, compared to a single body with the same mass. These numerical simulations are
done for a range of binary mass-ratios, mutual separations, Stokes numbers and two orbital
distances, 2.5 and 39 au. We find that in the limit where pebbles start to spiral around
the primary (this holds for relatively large pebbles), the pebble preferentially collides with
the secondary, causing the mass ratio to converge towards unity on Myr timescales. In
this regime the total sweep-up efficiency can lower to half that of a pebble-accreting single
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body because pebbles that are thrown out of the system, after close encounters with the
system. The results show that systems such as Pluto-Charon and other larger equal mass
binaries could well have co-accreted by means of pebble accretion in the disk phase without
producing binaries with highly diverging mass-ratios.

6.1 Introduction

Roughly twenty percent of the cold classicals in the Kuiper belt are binary systems (Noll
et al. 2008b) with a mass-ratio of the components being close to unity. A well-known example
is the Pluto-Charon system (Christy & Harrington 1978) located at an orbital distance from
the Sun of around 39 au. With Pluto being roughly eight times as massive as Charon, it
is often categorised as a nearly equal mass binary. Recent studies show with increasing
certainty that equal mass binaries are not rare in the Kuiper Belt, their occurrence rate is
estimated to be at least several percent (Noll et al. 2008b) 1.

Also, the Asteroid belt features numerous objects with companions (Merline et al. 2002).
Some of these binaries have similar masses (e.g. 90 Antiope, 2006 VW139, 2017 YE5, and
69230 Hermes (Marchis et al. 2008, 2004; Agarwal et al. 2017; Marchis et al. 2012), others
have large mass ratios, so that calling the smaller objects asteroid moons or satellites, and
the larger ones planet or primary, seems more correct.

The Earth-Moon system is a binary with a relatively large mass ratio as well, although
here the definition of equal mass binary reveals its ambiguity. The most recent definition
of "equal-mass", to "near-equal-mass" is the need for the barycenter to lie outside both
companions (Stern & Levison 2002). Another way of categorising the mass equality of
binaries is the Tug-of-War ratio, expressing the planetary gravity over the solar gravity for
a satellite. Equal mass planet binaries are often also called "double planets", making the
definition of an equal mass binary even more vague; the Moon ticks off all the criteria for
being a planet on its own, the Tug-of-War ratio for the Earth-Moon system is 0.46 (Herschel
1833) but the barycenter lies within the body of the Earth making the Earth-Moon system
a double planet system, an equal mass binary or a primary (Earth) and secondary (Moon)
system, respectively (Russell 2017).

The formation of binary planets is still an open question, and a number of channels have
been proposed. In the classical model it is thought, at least in the case of Pluto-Charon
(Canup 2005, 2011) and the Earth-Moon systems, that they formed by giant impacts on
the primaries, smashing debris into stable orbiting secondaries (Cameron & Ward 1976;
Canup 2012). This scenario requires specific impact parameters that ensure sufficient angular
momentum in the ejected debris in order to allow for the formation of an object outside the
Roche limit.

A second viable mechanism to create binary planet(esimals) is capture via 3-body inter-
actions in an early, dense phase of the solar system, where such interactions were much more
frequent than they are today (Goldreich et al. 2002; Astakhov et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2007;
Schlichting & Sari 2008). This might be the case for the dynamically hot classicals in the

1The authors classify it as "equal size binaries". The internal densities are very similar for cold
classicals making it equivalent to the definition of equal mass binaries.
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Kuiper Belt, which are more scattered due to perturbations by Neptune and have relatively
wide mutual separations. They also show a broad and more chaotic distribution in orbital
parameters, are subject to Kozai-Lidov effects (Kozai 1962; Lidov 1962) and show a much
lower equal mass binary occurrence than the cold classical population because disruption is
relatively easy (Morbidelli & Nesvorný 2020). The objects in this population thus have a
dynamical profile that fits a random capture process which suggests a different formation
process than the cold classicals. The cold classicals have strong color correlations indicating
the same composition (Benecchi et al. 2009), have close to unity mass ratios and show a
clear preference for prograde orbits (80 %) versus retrograde orbits (20 %) (Grundy et al.
2019), strongly disfavouring a capture event.

Finally, a recently proposed mechanism to form planetary binaries is the Streaming In-
stability (SI) (Youdin & Goodman 2005; Johansen & Klahr 2011; Visser et al. 2021). In
this scenario dust clumps together by interaction with the disk gas and, when becoming
gravitationally bound, collapses on a dynamical timescale to form comets, planetesimals,
and protoplanets (Nesvorny et al. 2010; Nesvorný et al. 2019). Depending on the amount
of angular momentum present in the clump before the collapse (Nesvorný et al. 2021) and
possibly added to it intrinsically during the collapse (Visser & Brouwers 2022), the forming
object will become a binary in order to absorb excess angular momentum. In this scenario,
the disk is expected to be loaded with pebble-sized objects, with Stokes numbers between
10−2 to unity.

Regardless of the process of formation, if these binary systems have formed early in the
disk, its further evolution and growth is non-trivial. The presence of nebular gas and/or solids
might cause the binary components to spiral closer and merge if they are aerodynamically
small within a Myr (Lyra et al. 2021) or start wide and merge through secular effects (Rozner
et al. 2020). If the binary components form early and start massive enough however for
gravity to dominate, they might continue to grow through co-accretion. The growth of such
a binary system is well-known to lead to a convergence in mass-ratio, if the satellite and
primary accrete from a planetesimal swarm under the right conditions. A satellite would
grow significantly faster than its primary due to its higher surface-to-mass ratio, and by
exploiting the gravitational focusing of the primary (Harris & Kaula 1975), provided that
the mutual separation is small enough (Morishima & Watanabe 2001).

While this co-accretion scenario for binaries has been studied for planetesimal accretion,
it has not been applied in the case of pebble accretion. In pebble accretion, massive bodies
efficiently accrete solids through the interplay of gravity and the presence of nebular gas
(Ormel & Klahr 2010; Lambrechts & Johansen 2012). As the gas drag removes relative
velocity and angular momentum from the solids, they are efficiently captured into the gravi-
tational potential, leading to largely enhanced accretion cross-sections. Pebble accretion has
only been invoked explicitly for a single pebble-accreting body, to explain many observational
difficulties in planet formation with great success, such as size distributions of asteroids and
Kuiper Belt objects (Johansen et al. 2015b), forming the cores of gas giants (Levison et al.
2015a), the TRAPPIST system architecture (Ormel et al. 2017; Schoonenberg et al. 2019),
the spin axis of solar system bodies (Visser et al. 2020), the formation of terrestrial planets
(Johansen et al. 2021), and many other applications.

In this study, we investigate the evolution and growth of a planetary binary subject to
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pebble accretion. We subdivide the total mass M of a single body in two masses M1 and M2

such that M = M1 +M2 with an increasingly diverging mass fraction fm = M1/M2 ∈ [1, 8].
We determine the timescale to e−fold the mass of the binary compared to the growth time of
a single body with the same mass. We then quantify the e-folding time needed to converge
the mass ratio to unity by looking at the individual efficiency of accretion from the flux
of pebbles swept up by the system. In many cases we find that, in the "die-hard" pebble
accretion regime, the lower mass body (in this case M2) grows faster than the more massive
one for, in essence, the same reasons as in the planetesimal accretion case described above.
As a result, the mass-ratio can converge back to unity, well within the disk lifetime of ∼ 1
Myr. Pebble accretion provides an explanation for the significant fraction of (near) equal
mass observed planetary binaries.

The paper is organised in the following way. In section 6.2, we discuss the model setup and
the assumptions we use. In section 6.3, we describe the results of the numerical simulations.
In section 6.4, we discuss the outcomes and results, after which we summarise the implications
and conclude in section 6.5.

6.2 Setup and assumptions

6.2.1 Disk model
In order to see how these binary systems evolve, we begin with a general description of the
planet-forming disk in which the binary resides. For the gas temperature and surface density,
we assume power law profiles given by (Weidenschilling 1977a) and (Hayashi et al. 1985):

T (r0) = 170 K
( r0
1 au

)−1/2

(6.1)

Σ(r0) = 1700 g cm−2
( r0
1 au

)−3/2

, (6.2)

where r0 is the radial distance to the central star. We assume hydrostatic equilibrium
whereby the vertical density structure forms as a Gaussian:

ρ(r0, z) =
Σ(r0)√
2πH(r0)

e−
1
2 (

z
H )2 , (6.3)

with H = cs/Ω0 the scale height, Ω0 the Keplerian frequency, cs =
√

kBT/m̄ the local
isothermal sound speed, kB Boltzmann’s constant and m̄ the mean molecular weight. The
gas moves at a slightly lower velocity than Keplerian, vK =

√
GM⋆/r0 where G is the

gravitational constant and M⋆ the mass of the star. (Weidenschilling 1977a) gives a di-
mensionless constant relating vK and the headwind particles travelling in Keplerian orbit
feel. This dimensionless constant η can be estimated by looking at the r-dependencies of
equations 6.1-6.3:

vhw = ηvK (6.4)

η =
r0

2v2Kρ

dP

dr0
= −13c2s

8v2K
, (6.5)
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Figure 6.1: An overview of the binary planetesimal system in the co-moving frame. The star
is located on the left side of the frame. The binary components are denoted with their masses
M1,M2 and radii R1, R2, travelling around their barycenter in circular orbit at distance a1 and a2
respectively. Pebbles are released from a distance y0 between the edges of the impact range x1, x2

for a given initial phase angle of the binary φ0 with respect to the x-axis. The starting velocities
of different pebbles differ depending on the x-coordinate as seen in equation 6.16, therefore their
velocity vectors point in different directions. The background gas headwind is denoted with the
black arrow on the y-axis.

where vhw is the headwind and P the pressure governed by the ideal gas law. For the adopted
disk profile, the headwind has a numerical value of vhw = −32 m s−1 downward in the co-
moving local frame. In our parameter study the Epstein regime for pebble stopping time is
the relevant one and we calculate it from the Stokes number (τs), relating the stopping time
(ts) to one orbital timescale:

τs = tsΩ0. (6.6)

6.2.2 Pebble and binary dynamics

We adopt a two-dimensional local shearing sheet box co-moving with the binary center-of-
mass (barycenter) at distance r0 from the central star. In this frame the equation of motion
of a pebble is given by (Ormel & Klahr 2010):

dv

dt
=

(
2Ω0vy + 3Ω2

0x

−2Ω0vx

)
−

2∑
j=1

GMj

|r− rj(t)|3

(
x− xj(t)

y − yj(t)

)
+ adrag, (6.7)

with the first expression in brackets consisting of the Coriolis and tidal accelerations, the
second term the two-body gravity of the separate binary components with mass Mj and
Cartesian positions (xj(t), yj(t)).

From here on we use the following terminology for the binary components. We say the
binary is equal mass if the mass ratio is unity and no explicit reference to one of the bodies
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Table 6.1: Overview of the parameter study used in the simulations. The ranges between brackets
are logarithmically spaced containing 30 values for τs and 10 values for ab. Since we simulate 2
different mass ratio’s fm at 2 different orbital distances r0 we have 30x10x2x2 = 1200 simulations
in total. The boldfaced quantities indicate the parameter set of the fiducial model. The parameters
in the last three columns are taken the same for both orbital distances r0.

r0 [au] τs ab [RH] fm N Mtotal

2.5 [10−2-0.4] [0.0075-0.05] 2,8 8100 MPluto +MCharon

39 [5× 10−4-0.1], 10−2 [10−3-10−2], 0.0025

has to be made due to symmetry. If the mass-ratio changes to fm ≡ M1/M2 > 1 we say that
the more massive one with mass M1 is the primary, and the least massive one with mass M2

is the secondary.
We consider a binary separation that is narrow and we assume mutual circular motion of

the binary system during the accretion. The circular motion of the system with total mass
M = M1 +M2 is then modelled through time t with:(

x1,2

y1,2

)
= a1,2

(
cos(φ0 + ωt)

sin(φ0 + ωt)

)
(6.8)

where ω =
√

GM/a3
b the angular frequency, φ0 the initial phase angle with which the

simulation started and the subscripts indicating to which body it applies, respectively. The
binary components are assumed massive and unaffected by the gas. They are placed on a
circular orbit around the barycenter with orbital separation ab = a1 + a2 with, if fm ̸= 1,
a1 the distance of the primary with mass M1 and radius R1 and a2 the distance of the
secondary with mass M2 and radius R2, to the barycenter. The system rotates in a prograde
orientation around its barycenter.

The Cartesian coordinates and velocities of the pebble are given by (x, y, vx, vy). The
last term contains the acceleration due to the drag force on the pebble equal to:

adrag = −v − vg

ts
, (6.9)

with vg the gas velocity including shear given by:

vg =

(
vhw − 3

2
Ω0x

)
ey. (6.10)

An illustrative sketch of the setup is shown in Figure 6.1. The total mass M of the system
in our model corresponds to the mass of the Pluto-Charon system, with an internal density
ρ• = 1.778 g cm−3 taken equal for both bodies. The (shared) Hill radius is then given by:

RH = r0

(
M

3M⋆

)1/3

. (6.11)

In varying the mass-ratio of the binary system we then subdivide the total mass accordingly
over the components from which their barycentric distance a1 and a2 directly follow as:

a1,2 =
M2,1

M
ab. (6.12)
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From the assumed internal density the radius of each body is then calculated from:

R1,2 =

(
3M1,2

4πρ•

)1/3

. (6.13)

6.2.3 Numerical method and initial conditions
We are interested in the (relative) growth rate of the binary (components) subject to pebble
accretion. To do so we integrate the pebble trajectories with the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg step
variable integration method (Fehlberg 1969; Eshagh 2005) with a relative error tolerance
of tol = 10−6. The pebbles are released on a distance far away from the binary in the
y-direction:

y0 = C

√
GMts
vhw

, (6.14)

(as illustrated in figure 6.1) with C = 200, a safety factor. This ensures that, initially, gas
drag is dominant over the gravity from the binary center-of-mass. The initial velocities of the
incoming pebbles are hence given by the unperturbed radial and azimuthal drift velocities
(Weidenschilling 1977a),

vx,∞ = − 2τs
τ2
s + 1

vhw, (6.15)

vy,∞ = − 1

τ2
s + 1

vhw − 3

2
Ω0x0, (6.16)

where − 3
2
Ω0x0 is the correction to the Keplerian Shear. The pebbles are released with a

shear corrected sampling function, equivalent to the method used in Visser et al. (2020). In
the co-moving local frame we adopt, the pebble flux released then increases for increasing
x0, to account for the increasing relative velocities of the pebbles with respect to the binary
barycenter due to shear.

We then use a bisection algorithm to find the range of initial x-coordinates for which the
pebbles hit one of the binary components, this range is verified to be equal to the impact
parameter of a single planetesimal with mass M = M1 + M2 in the parameter space we
investigate. We do note that this only is valid for the close binary separations we consider.
A pebble is registered as a hit when it satisfies the condition:√

(x− x1,2)2 + (y − y1,2)2 ≤ R1,2, (6.17)

with the subscript again referring to the corresponding body. After the cross-section edges
have been found we release pebbles between the edges x0 ∈ [x1, x2] accounting for an error
of missing trajectories of ∼ 5 percent. The resolution in pebbles released is taken to be
Nx0 = 90 for each initial phase angle linearly spaced between φ0 ∈ [0, 2π) of the binary
system with resolution Nφ0 = 90. In total, we then release an amount of Nx0 ×Nφ0 = 8100

pebbles per individual simulation. Finally, in each simulation we sum the total number of
accreted pebbles on each body N1,2 over each initial phase angle and we define the accretion
ratio to be:

ε ≡ Ṁ1

Ṁ2

=
N1

N2
, (6.18)
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Figure 6.2: Top: Hitmap of pebble impacts on an equal mass binary system such that M1 =

M2 = (MPluto +MCharon)/2. Every pixel is a pebble falling into the system. On the x-axis the x0

coordinate at moment of release is shown in Hill radii, while on the y-axis the initial phase orientation
of the binary φ0 in radians is depicted as illustrated in figure 6.1. The orange pixels show impacts
on M1, the brown pixels on M2 & the beige pixels indicate ejected pebbles. The final accretion ratio
ε = 1, meaning that both bodies accrete an equal flux of pebbles because of symmetry arguments.
The dashed red line indicates a starting angle of φ0 = π rad. From 6 results in this graph the
trajectories have been plotted below, those are denoted as A-F in this hitmap. The resolution has
been taken (Nφ0 ×NX0

= 500× 1000).
Below: Six trajectories from the hitmap above. Shown is a top-down view of the binary system with
a pebble "falling" in. In each of the trajectories, an arrow denotes the pebble coming into the frame.
Pebble trajectories A through F are sorted with their starting distance x0 going from left to right,
corresponding to closer radial distance from the star to further away, respectively. Note that even
though the trajectory for F appears to start on the bottom left, it originated on the right outside of
the frame only entering the image below.

with N1 and N2 the total hits on the primary or secondary, respectively if the mass ratio is
not unity.

To structure the results from our parameter study we define a fiducial model based on the
Pluto-Charon mass(-ratio), radii, orbital distance from the star r0 = 39 au and separation
distance ab = 0.0025RH with a pebble Stokes number of τs = 10−2. An overview of the
fiducial model and the rest of our parameter study is provided in table 6.1.
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Figure 6.3: A selection of pebble trajectories for a given initial phase angle for the fiducial model
with a mass ratio of 2, to illustrate the accretion advantage for the secondary. Left panel: the
pebbles enter the Hill radius (dashed circle) from the top and approach the binary center of mass
in the middle of the panel. Gray trajectories miss the entire system, blue ones accrete onto the
secondary and red ones onto the primary. Right panel: a zoom in on the trajectories shown in the
left panel. The hits on the secondary are indicated with the blue crosses at point of impact. It
clearly illustrates the accretion advantage for the smaller body due to close encounters and spirals.
Additionally, we show the more massive body in the center (dark red solid circle) with a direct hit
of a pebble (dark red trajectory). The trajectories are from different times and are plotted in one
panel only for illustration.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 General interpretation

We have now described the way a single pebble interacts with a binary planetesimal system,
but that does not tell us how that system of planetesimals will grow through time. We
need every starting x0-position where released pebbles will interact with the system and all
starting angles φ0 ∈ [0, 2π) as described in section 6.2.3. In figure 6.2 we plot a hitmap of
500.000 pebbles using our fiducial system from table 6.1, with the only exception the mass-
ratio is set to fm = 1. Because of symmetry considerations, the accretion ratio ε (equation
6.18) in this run is therefore unity.

Every pixel in the hitmap is a single pebble falling into the binary system, set by the x-
coordinate when released and the phase of the binary at that moment. When a pebble falls
toward the system, there are three possible outcomes; the pebble can fall onto either of the
planetesimals, or it can fly by without hitting any of the two bodies and continue on its path
around the central star. In the first two cases the pixel is coloured either brown or orange
depending on onto which body it accretes. If the trajectory does not lead to accretion, it is
coloured beige. This specific case describes an equal-mass binary M1 = M2, the planetesimals
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are moving as a mirror image of each other around the barycenter. Therefore, we expect
that the top and the bottom half of the hitmap are identical, with inverted colours. This is
indeed the case in figure 6.2. A horizontal dashed red line is added at φ0 = π to emphasise
this symmetry. The exact same image can be seen above and below this line, only with the
brown and orange colours swapped. In a system of a non-equal mass binary, this symmetry
is expected to disappear.

By looking at the different trajectories found in the hitmap shown above, we can identify
(at the simplest) three regions for all pebbles falling into a binary system ranging from the
most outer left to the most outer right:

1. Most pebbles falling in from the left side of the map enter the system circling in
a prograde direction around the binary, in the same direction as the planetesimals
are moving. This can result in a pebble spiralling into the system slowly, like in
trajectory E, but in the example of figure 6.2 it mostly results in chaotic paths as seen
in trajectories A and B. In this case we believe these chaotic paths happen because
when a pebble gets close to one planetesimal it stays in its vicinity for longer and has
a large probability to get slung around resulting in a chaotic path. In other scenario’s
(different τs, ab, etc.) we can see pebbles spiralling in slowly and favouring hitting the
outer (less massive) planetesimal, like in figure 6.3.

2. In the middle of the hitmap, for figure 6.2 specifically between 0.28RH ≲ x0 ≲ 0.32RH,
the pebbles fall in from straight above the system. Falling in head on, with great
velocity, either hitting one of the two bodies or going right past them and missing
both. This region is exemplified by trajectories C and D.

3. On the right side the pebbles come into the system circling around in retrograde
fashion, opposing the movement of the binary. In the hitmap, this results in a large
region of pebbles spiralling in slowly as seen in E. This happens all the way to ∼
0.37RH, from which the last trajectories are mostly chaotic paths. We believe this to
come from the fact that the pebbles swirl around the binary and come back into the
system almost from below. In that case it does not have the same momentum as when
it comes in from above since it now is moving opposite to the shearing wind. This lack
of momentum makes it easy to get swung around when actually getting near the two
bodies and do more chaotic paths as exemplified in F.

Modifying the fundamental parameters τs, ab, and mass ratio’s will theft the impact param-
eter ranges leading to the 3 regimes (coming in prograde, head on and retrograde), but the
fundamental structure remains similar.

6.3.2 Spiralling pebbles

The situation where a pebble is caught by the binary into a spiralling motion is particularly
interesting. For an equal-mass binary, both bodies are then equally likely to accrete the
pebble. However, if the binary has one body more massive than the other and if the distance
between the 2 bodies is smaller than the initial size of the spiral, the lower-mass body
becomes the more likely target. This important effect is illustrated in Figure 6.3. In this
case, the masses are different, specifically M1 = 2M2. Integrated over all pebbles in the
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Figure 6.4: The growth efficiency Γ as described in equation 6.19. Left: Mass ratio of fm = 2.
Right: Mass ratio of fm = 8. for a range of Stokes numbers τs, mass-ratios and binary separation
ab at orbital distance of r0 = 2.5 au from the central star (top panels) and r0 = 39 au (bottom
panels). The most opaque lines denote an orbital separation of ab = 0.0075RH while the most
transparent lines shows an orbital separation of ab = 0.05RH, other lines indicate orbital separations
going logarithmic in between.

impact parameter the accretion ratio ε as described in equation 6.18 of this system is less
than one, meaning that the smaller body is accreting more mass per unit time than its more
massive counterpart. This may seem counter-intuitive as less massive body has a smaller
gravitational pull. However, it can be understood by the in-spiralling motion of the pebbles
that are bound to the binary system long before they actually get accreted. Figure 6.3 shows
a number of pebbles from a horizontal row in a hitmap. These pebbles have different starting
positions x0, but are launched with the same starting angle φ0 of the binary. Many of the
orbits turn into a spiral that slowly closes in on the binary. The small body moves like a
vacuum cleaner through its orbit around the massive body (in fact, the barycenter, which
will be very close to or even inside the larger body). As long as the settling velocity on the
spiral path is low, the smaller body is likely to sweep up the incoming pebble before it can
reach the massive body.

6.3.3 Accretion efficiency

The impact parameter range of pebbles reaching the binary turns out to be the same as
in a computation where the total mass of the binary is present as a single, larger body.
This is the case when the system has a small binary separation compared to the range of
impact parameters in which pebble accretion is relevant. Nevertheless, not all pebbles within
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Figure 6.5: Top: The normalised growth ratios expressed in ε̃ like described in equation 6.21 for a
range of Stokes numbers τs, mass-ratios and binary separation ab at orbital distance of r0 = 2.5 au
from the central star. The most opaque lines denote an orbital separation of ab = 0.0075RH while
the most transparent lines shows an orbital separation of ab = 0.05RH, other lines indicate orbital
separations going logarithmically in between. Bottom: Relative growth timescales of both bodies
as a fraction of the growth timescale of a single body with mass M = M1 + M2 as described in
equations 6.25 and 6.26. Black and red lines denote M1, while the blue lines denote M2.

the impact parameter range are actually accreted by the binary. The pebbles that are lost
escape through scattering by close encounters with the primary and the secondary mass, as
illustrated in Figure 6.2A,D and F. This is different from the single mass case, in which, for
the considered parameter space all pebbles in the release range would be accreted. Therefore,
we define the fraction of pebbles accreted on the binary, compared to the single-body case:

Γ ≡ N1 +N2

Nall
, (6.19)

where N1,2 are the number of pebbles accreted on bodies 1 and 2, respectively. Nall is the
total umber of released pebbles. Γ = 1 applies single body containing the binary mass. The
resulting Γ values for our parameter study are shown in Figure 6.4, for 2.5 au and 39 au.
The accretion efficiency can drop to as low as Γ ∼ 0.4 for the maximum Stokes numbers
considered at 39 au.

Knowing the accretion efficiency Γ of the binary system, we can relate the growth time
of the binary system to the growth time of a single body with the same mass. That is, in
the pebble accretion regime, the growth timescale tgrowth of a single body with radius R,
internal density ρ• and mass M , is given by (Visser & Ormel 2016):

tgrowth =
M

Ṁ
=

4ρ•R

3vhwρpfcoll
, (6.20)

where ρp is the spatial density of solid particles and fcoll the collision factor/efficiency. In
the next section we determine the relative growth timescales of the binary components based
on this analysis.
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Figure 6.6: Same results as described in figure 6.5, only at an orbital distance of r0 = 39 au from
the central star. Note, we use a different range of Stokes numbers τs and binary separations ab.

6.3.4 Relative growth rates

To see if the binary mass ratio will shift towards unity durng growth by pebble accretion,
we need to look at the normalised growth ratio

ε̃ =
M2

M1
ε. (6.21)

Whenever this ratio ε̃ dips below one, the binary will grow towards equal mass. In the top
parts of figures 6.5 and 6.6 ε̃ is shown as a function of the pebble Stokes number τs, for
various combinations of our key parameters. There is a clear regime, an interval of Stokes
numbers, where the mass ratio is indeed moving towards equal mass. This is both true in
the asteroid belt at 2.5 au, and in the Kuiper belt at 39 au. This effect is seen not only for
a moderate mass ratio of fm = 2, but also in the more extreme case of fm = 8. It becomes
more prevalent when the two objects in the binary are closer together. In Figures 6.5 and
6.6 it can be seen that while this is not always the case, it is true for a substantial part
of the parameter study, in particular for large Stokes numbers. In this parameter regime,
pebble accretion works toward reducing the mass ratio of the binary. The question arises
how relevant this effect is. Do bodies spend enough time in this regime to have their mass
ratio significantly altered? It comes down to the question of what the growth timescales of
these bodies are, the time to e-fold the mass of a component.

With the growth timescale derived for a single body and the accretion efficiency Γ we can
derive the mass accreted by each body over a set amount of time:

Ṁ1 + Ṁ2 = ΓṀ, (6.22)
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a) b) c)

Figure 6.7: A sketch of three distinctive cases that characterise the accretion efficiency of the
binary components. The red dot indicates the binary barycenter, the small and large black dots the
secondary and primary, respectively and circular velocities shown by the black arrows (illustrative,
not to scale). Case a): the pebble Stokes number τs is low, and it is strongly coupled to the gas. It
impacts the primary after typically a single encounter and renders the probability low that it will
impact the secondary. Case b): the orbital separation ab is too wide for the secondary to benefit
from accretion on the massive one. Case c): A narrow binary separation combined with the pebble
accretion regime in which pebble spirals are ample and dominant. The probability of impact on the
secondary is high due to the repeating encounters before the pebble sinks toward the massive body.

which can be rewritten to

Ṁ1 =
ΓṀ

(1 + ε−1)
, (6.23)

Ṁ2 =
ΓṀ

(1 + ε)
, (6.24)

since ε = Ṁ1/Ṁ2. We now can use the mass ratio fm such that M1 = fm
1+fm

M and
M2 = 1

1+fm
M . In this way we find the growth timescales of both planetesimals:

tgrowth,1 =
M1

Ṁ1

=

(
1 + ε−1

)
fm

(1 + fm) Γ
tgrowth ≡ χ1tgrowth, (6.25)

tgrowth,2 =
M2

Ṁ2

=
(1 + ε)

(1 + fm) Γ
tgrowth ≡ χ2tgrowth, (6.26)

where we have defined χi to be the scalefactor comparing tgrowth of a single body to that of
both planetesimals in a binary. The normalised accretion ratio ε̃ and the growth timescales of
both bodies are shown in the top and in the bottom panels of figures 6.5 and 6.6, respectively.
At both 2.5 and 39 au we saw in Figure 6.4 that the efficiency goes down with increasing τs,
which can also be seen with the accretion ratio ε. We believe both effects have somewhat
the same cause: ε favours the smaller body since it sweeps up the inspiralling pebbles from
the larger mass as described in section 6.3.2, while the efficiency will also go down as the
smaller mass throws a significant fraction of these inspiralling pebbles out of the system in
close encounters.

What can also be clearly seen, is that the relative growth timescale of the larger body is
greater than one in almost all of the parameter space, indicating that the growth of a massive
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body in the pebble accretion regime is slowed down when it has a secondary. In a large part
of the parameter space χ2 of the smaller body drops below 1, indicating that its growth will
be accelerated by the presence of the larger partner. Even in the region where the efficiency
Γ decreases substantially, the growth of the smaller body is faster. That, combined with the
fact the larger body grows more slowly, shows that we have a stabilising effect on the mass
ratio. Similar-mass binaries are made more common at both 2.5 and 39 au by this process.

For Stokes numbers close to 0.1, which happens to be also the preferred Stokes number
regime for triggering the streaming instability (Bai & Stone 2010), the growth timescales of
the smaller body can easily be a factor 3-5 shorter than that of the larger body. So in the
time the mass of the large body grows by a factor e, the mass of the smaller body may grow
by a factor e3 to e5, and the mass ratio would change by a factor e2 to e4 or about 7 to
40. This clearly demonstrates the strong potential of pebble accretion to create equal-mass
binaries, even if the initial binary had a large mass ratio.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Pebble trajectory regimes

We have identified 3 different main regimes that determine the enhancement in accretion
rate of the secondary (excluding chaotic paths pebbles can take like in figure 6.2A, B and
F):

1. τs is too low and pebbles are tightly coupled to the gas. The pebbles do not spiral but
make a direct impact or typically one loop before impact (Fig. 6.7a). Accretion ratio
is in favour of the primary.

2. Binary separation is too wide, leading to the massive body accreting pebbles in isola-
tion from the smaller one (Fig. 6.7b). Accretion ratio is in favour of the primary.

3. τs is in the regime of pebble accretion, and the separation falls within or on the typical
radial extent of the spirals. The pebble undergoes tightly wound long-term spiralling
inward and inevitably encounters the secondary before reaching the more massive one
(Fig. 6.7c). Accretion ratio is in favour of the secondary.

Unsurprisingly, we find the same trend persists for varied orbital distance r0. We show the
final accretion efficiency for a distance of r0 = 2.5 au and have verified it shows the same
trend for r0 = 10 au in the same manner as Figure 6.6. While the parameters shift somewhat,
the results show the same outcome.

6.4.2 Timescale for developing toward equal mass

It is informative to see non-equal mass binaries growing towards a mass ratio of unity, but
it does not give us a definitive timescale of how long it will take to get there. We consider
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now the timescale to change the mass-ratio fm by a factor e:

tem =
fm
˙fm

=

(
1

1− ε̃−1

)
M1

Ṁ1

=
ε̃

ε̃− 1
tgrowth,1

=
ε̃fm + 1

(ε̃− 1) (1 + fm)

tgrowth

Γ
. (6.27)

with ε̃ = ε/fm < 1 and both ˙fm and tem being negative since we are looking at the time it
takes to grow towards equal mass. This equal mass timescale tem is plotted in figure 6.8 for
our parameter study. We are in an environment where the streaming instability is active or
has been active recently, resulting in significant dust settling in the disk. We therefore take
for the solid-to-gas ratio a conservative value of 0.1 such that ρp from equation 6.20 is given
by

ρp = 0.1ρg = 0.1
Σ√
2πH

(6.28)

where ρg is the density of the gas (see eq. 6.3). We have plotted this tem in figure 6.8. For a
binary at the location of the asteroid belt at 2.5 AU, the timescales to e-fold towards unity
are well within a Myr. Even at a greater distance of 39 AU, in a substantial part of our
parameter space we find timescales shorter than 1 Myr, again implying that pebble accretion
has true potential as a formation method of (near to-) equal mass binaries. Even though we
have taken the static approach of calculating tem by looking at a fixed rather than evolving
mass ratio, from the figure we can conclude that tem becomes lower with increasing mass
ratio fm. Hence, the mass-equality timescale slows down while this process is happening,
but initially the masses are rapidly converging.

6.4.3 Limitations of the model
One important simplification we have made is the assumption of 2-dimensional accretion,
only looking at particles located in the midplane and ignoring the effects of a vertical distri-
bution of incoming pebbles. We can speculate that dropping this assumption may reduce the
efficiency of the vacuum cleaning by the quickly orbiting secondary. An exploration of this
effect would be very useful and should be done. For now, we hypothesise that even though
the specific values of growth ratios may differ from the three-dimensional results, the general
trends will remain. The parameter space of Stokes numbers, τs where the growth ratio flips
in favour of the smaller body, will also remain largely the same. Therefore, we think the 3
main regimes of determining accretion rates we found in binaries will also remain the same
as in our 2-dimensional case.

We are ignoring the effect of gas drag on the binary itself. While this assumption is
certainly correct during the computation of the trajectory of a single pebble, over long
evolutionary times it may affect the orbit of the binary by removing angular momentum
from it.

In this work we have only studied considered purely circular orbits in our binary systems.
Since truly circular orbits are rarely ever seen, our results might differ if we also simulate
elliptical orbits. Most observed binaries that are in close orbits have been tidally circularised
(Noll et al. 2020) and we find the assumption for circular orbits justified. We estimate
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Figure 6.8: The timescale of e-folding towards equal mass tem as described in equation 6.27 for
two tested mass ratios fm = [2, 8] at two different orbital distances r0 = [2.5, 39] AU and at different
binary separations ab denoted by the opaqueness of the lines. Note only the values where ε̃ < 1 are
plotted here since we are looking at the times it takes for the mass ratio fm to grow towards unity,
not away from it.

however the trends will again, stay largely the same for eccentric binaries due to the spiralling
nature of pebbles in the "die-hard" pebble accretion regime.

We have only considered prograde orbital orientations for the binary mutual motion. The
reason for this is that binaries that form in the context of the streaming instability show a
clear preference for prograde orbits and is also the predominant preference in observations
of the cold classical Kuiper belt population (Grundy et al. 2019; Nesvorný et al. 2021; Visser
& Brouwers 2022).

6.5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied the growth and evolution of a binary planet (or planetesimal)
system subject to pebble accretion. Specifically, we have investigated the accretion efficiency
of the individual binary companions and the binary system as a whole for a variety of
parameters such as Stokes number, binary separation, and binary mass ratio. If the binary
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components are pebble accreting with a mass ratio of unity, they accrete pebbles at an equal
rate, as expected from symmetry arguments. If the mass-ratio is not unity, we arrive at the
following conclusions:

1. A single planetary body that is accreting pebbles will in general accrete more efficiently
in a binary system with a more massive companion, if pebbles are slowly spiralling
toward the binary center-of-mass and these spirals extend to the length of the binary
separation distance ab or larger.

2. In that case, the mass ratio starts off above unity and the growth rate of the smaller
body can be accelerated whilst the more massive one grows more slowly, pushing the
binary system toward a mass ratio of unity. For Stokes numbers 0.01 ≤ τs ∼ 0.1 the
growth timescale of the smaller body can be three to five times shorter, changing the
mass ratio quickly.

3. Generally, three regimes can be distinguished: (i) Stokes number are too small and
pebbles are tightly coupled to the gas. These pebbles impact the more massive body,
typically after a single encounter, with no accretion advantage for the secondary. (ii)
The same hold when Stokes numbers are too large and pebbles meet the binary on
ballistic orbits. (iii) Pebbles are captured by the primary in orbits wider than the
binary separation. During the in-spiralling, the pebble has a high probability to be
swept up by the secondary, resulting in a converging mass ratio.
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Van steentje tot planeet

Er is een ding wat we met zekerheid weten van het universum: het is groot, immens groot.
Het is van tijd tot tijd dat deze realisatie weer even komt. Op een heldere zomeravond als
je met vrienden in het gras ligt the chillen en naar de ontelbare sterren aan de hemel kijkt.
Of als je de ongelooflijke foto’s ziet van de Hubble, en nu, de James Webb telescoop waar
clusters van honderden sterrenstelsels op te zien zijn met ieder sterrenstelsel typisch een
miljard sterren, zoals te zien is in Figuur A. Hoe kwamen deze structuren hier en, in het
proces, hoe heeft dit geleid tot sterren en planeten met exact de goede omstandigheden om
leven mogelijk te maken zoals onze aarde? Fascinerende onderwerpen en hoewel we iedere dag
meer van ons universum leren is er nog steeds veel een mysterie. Wat weten we dan echter
wel om mee te beginnen? In het bijzonder, hoe denken we dat sterrenstelsels, sterren en
planeten tot stand komen? Hou je vast want we duiken in de ster en planeetvormingstheorie
om antwoord te vinden op de hamvraag: hoe vormen planeten zoals de aarde nou?

We denken dat sterrenstelsels, clusters van sterren en sterren vormen uit koude wolken
van helium en waterstofgas die door zwaartekracht instorten. In de sterrenstelsels, net zoals
de onze, zien we moleculaire wolk complexen die prachtig zijn vastgelegd met de eerder
genoemde telescopen. Een voorbeeld is te zien in Figuur B, de Orion nevel, die jonge sterren
omringt door gas en stof schijven belicht.

Vanuit de basisnatuurkunde kan je met een krachtenbalans al snel zien dat het zwaarte-
krachtseffect naar het centrum naar de wolk staat en deze probeert in te storten, waar de
druk van de moleculen naar buiten staat en instorting probeert tegen te werken. We negeren
hier andere potentiele krachten die het lastiger maken in de balans. Als de wolk dus koud en
zwaar genoeg is zal deze instorten door zwaartekracht tot de druk dit weer tegenhoudt. Op
dit punt zijn de moleculen samengeperst tot hete gasballen ook wel bekend als sterren. Om
de sterren heen draait dan in veel gevallen nog een vlakke en dunne schijf van overvloedig
materiaal in de vorm van gas en stof: de protoplanetaire schijf. Het is hier waar we denken
dat planeten vormen. In de protoplanetaire schijf die vormt vinden we vooral helium en
waterstofgas (99%) en daarnaast stof van ongeveer micrometergrootte (1 %).

Vanaf de geboorte van de protoplanetaire schijf is het al moeilijk om het micrometer stof
en (mogelijk) gas te groeien naar planeetgrootte, zoals we ze vandaag zien, in ons zonnestelsel
bijvoorbeeld. Om precies te zijn 40 ordes van magnitude in massa moeten worden opgeveegd
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Van steentje tot planeet

Figuur A: Een van de eerste foto’s van de nieuwe James Webb telescoop van SMACS 072, een
cluster van duizenden sterrenstelsels. Image credit: NASA, ESA, CSA, and STScI

door een micrometer stofkorrel om naar een planeet te groeien. Tenzij deze planeetkernen
al gedeeltelijk tijdens de stervormingsfase waren gevormd, is het lastig om planeetvorming
te verklaren op een eenvoudige wijze. Groei door botsingen van stofdeeltjes is maar weinig
efficient. Meest van de tijd zijn relatieve snelheden te hoog en botsingen zijn dan vooral
destructief of ze stuiteren weer weg van elkaar. In het ideale scenario dat er echter wel groei
is zullen de grotere stofkorrels steeds meer ontkoppelen van het gas en uiteindelijk door verlies
van hoekimpuls naar de ster driften binnen enkel honderden jaren. Onlangs is voorgesteld dat
de "zaden"voor de planetaire kernen, ook wel planetesimalen genoemd, zich kunnen vormen
door zwaartekrachtinstorting via de streaming instability. Dit spontane clusteringproces
omzeilt de botsings- en driftbarrières en produceert lichamen die voldoende zwaartekracht
hebben om andere vaste stoffen in de schijf mee te trekken. Nadat deze lichamen zijn gevormd
kunnen ze snel groter worden door een ander proces: pebble accretion. Pebble accretion is
een mechanisme waarbij pebbles over een groot gebied naar binnen worden getrokken door
het zwaartekrachtsveld van het groeiende planetesimaal, geholpen door de gasweerstand op
de kiezels. Zonder het gas of als de pebbles niet door het gas worden beïnvloed, zou het gebied
van opveging voor de planetesimaal veel kleiner zijn; de ontmoetingen van de pebbles met de
planetesimaal zouden te snel gaan en energiebehoud zou ze weer net zo hard wegslingeren,
zodat de kans op groei veel kleiner is. Echter, ook in het opeenvolgende groeiscenario van
streaming instability gevolgd door pebble accretion zijn er moeilijkheden te overwinnen. Een
potentieel probleem voor de streaming instabilities is de grote stof-gas verhouding die nodig
is om de zwaartekrachtsinstorting te veroorzaken in de schijf. Voor pebble accretion wordt
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Figuur B: Een foto van de Hubble telescoop van de Orion nevel, onderdeel van het grotere Orion
moleculaire wolken complex. Hier vindt veel stervorming plaats en de jonge sterren met schijven
van stof en gas waar mogelijk planeten vormen zijn hier in de kaders ingezoomd te zien. Credits:
ESA/Hubble

de groei problematisch als de flux van pebbles niet voldoende is voor de planetesimaal. In
de buitenschijf zijn er minder pebbles beschikbaar en wordt het met toenemende schijfstraal
moeilijk om planeetkernen te vormen. Voor planeten in de buitenste schijf is er nog een ander
groeimechanisme mogelijk: gravitationele instabiliteit. Dit proces is analoog aan het eerder
besproken stervormingsproces. De voorwaarden zijn echter, zoals we zagen, niet gemakkelijk
te vervullen. De schijf moet massief en koud zijn en dat is zeker niet iets wat we in elke
schijf verwachten.

We weten echter wel dat het gas in de schijf maar een beperkte tijd blijft bestaan, gemid-
deld tussen twee en tien miljoen jaar. Een van de processen die gas uit de schijf verwijderen
is accretie van gas op aardse planeten en gasreuzen. Een beperking die we dan hebben, is dat
de planeten binnen deze tijdschalen moeten zijn ontstaan. Het is alleen niet helemaal bekend
hoe en wanneer planeetvorming zich in de protoplanetaire schijf werkelijk manifesteert.

In dit proefschrift concentreer ik me op het vormingsproces en de resulterende rotatie die
daaruit volgt voor planetesimalen ook wel planeten-in-wording genoemd (ongeveer 100 tot
500 kilometer in straal) en grotere planeten (ongeveer 500 tot 2000 kilometer in straal)

In hoofdstuk 2 ligt de focus op de tijdschaal die nodig is om de grotere planeten te maken
met pebble accretion. Ik gebruik hiervoor computersimulaties waarin ik de pebbles door het
gas loslaat en ik kijk hoeveel er dan door een planeet-in-wording op worden geveegd door de
tijd en hoeveel er verloren gaan. Hieruit bepaal ik dan een efficientie factor, om de tijd die
nodig is om de massa te verdubbelen, te bepalen.

In hoofdstuk 3 gebruik ik hetzelfde model maar kijk ik niet meer naar de groei maar
de rotatie die pebbles geven als ze op de planeet-in-wording terecht komen. Als er een
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asymmetrie is dan zal er op een gegeven moment dus een voorkeursrichting van draaiing
ontstaan. Indien er net zoveel draaiing van pebbles wordt overgedragen aan de ene kant als
aan de andere kant, zal de planeet-in-wording niet gaan draaien.

Hoofdstuk 4 gaat over het stadium van vorming voor de planeet-in-wording. Deze moet
natuurlijk ook ergens vandaan zijn gekomen. We denken dus dat dit gebeurt doordat de
pebbles in de protoplanetaire schijf ophopen en clusteren door interactie met het gas. Dit
proces wordt in het Engels de Streaming Instability genoemd. Indien de dichtheden van de
pebble ophopingen groot genoeg worden, kunnen ze vanuit de wolk die ze vormen, instor-
ten door zwaartekracht. Ik gebruik een numeriek model met zwaartekracht, botsingen en
gaswrijving werkend op de pebbles voor de berekening van dit instortingsstadium. Uit de
instorting kan een planeet-in-wording van tien tot wel duizend kilometer vormen die dan
met pebble accretion verder kan groeien. Ik kijk dan als deze gevormd is door de instorting
wat de grootteverdeling van pebbles in de kern is omdat ze niet allemaal even groot zijn en
daardoor tijdens instorting een bepaalde structuur zullen vormen in de kern.

In hoofdstuk 5 kijk ik weer naar rotatie die voortkomt uit het proces, in dit geval dus de
zwaartekrachtsinstorting. Deze simulaties worden gedaan in het framework van de centrale
massa waar alle pebbles omheen draaien tijdens het instorten.

Tenslotte bepaal ik in hoofdstuk 5 de groei en evolutie van een binair systeem dat zich
vormt door bijvoorbeeld de streaming instability en dan pebbles opveegt tijdens pebble ac-
cretion. Hiervoor wordt een computermodel gebruikt waar twee planeten-in-wording worden
neergezet die om elkaar draaien met verschillende massa-ratio’s. De vraag is dan welke van
de twee objecten het grootst wordt voor verschillende startconfiguraties en parameters.
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From pebble to planet

There is one thing in particular we know for sure about the universe: it is vast, enormously
vast. It is from time to time this realisation kicks in. On a clear summer night lying with
friends in the grass, staring at the gigantic collection of stars. Or seeing the unbelievable
pictures of the Hubble and, now, the James Webb telescope on which you see a cluster of
thousands of galaxies with each galaxy containing billions of stars, illustrated in Figure A.
How did all of this material and structure pop up, and in the process, created stars with
planets around it exactly under the right circumstances to harbor life, such as our Earth?
Fascinating stuff and while we learn more on a daily base about the universe it turns out
that much remains a mystery. What do we know with enough certainty to start with? In
particular, how do we think galaxies, stars and planetary bodies form as of today? Hold on
to your seat because we are going to dive into the field of star and planet formation to find
an answer to the million dollar question: how do planets, like our Earth, form?

We think that galaxies, clusters of stars and stars form from cold clouds of helium and
hydrogen gas collapsing by gravity. The evidence is pretty convincing that this indeed
happens from observations of these so called molecular clouds. An example is shown in
Figure B, the Orion nebula, which illuminates young stars surrounded by gas and dust
disks. From basic physics it quickly follows that the force balance of a molecular cloud is
made up by its own gravity inward, to its center-of-mass, and the pressure of the molecules
outward. We are neglecting other complicated potential forces in this balance. If the cloud is
cold and heavy enough, gravity can overtake pressure and the cloud collapses until pressure
halts further contraction. At this stage much heat is produced and hot balls are left with in
many cases excess material in the form of gas and dust rotating around it in a flattened disk:
the protoplanetary disk. This disk of gas and dust observed around many stars is believed
to be the birth enironment of planets. In the protoplanetary disk that forms there is mainly
a mixture of hydrogen and helium gas present (99%) but also a reservoir of dust grains of
the order of a micrometer is found (1%).

From this stage on it is already challenging to grow this micrometer dust and (possibly)
disk gas to the planets we see today, in our solar system for example. To be precise, 40 orders
of magnitude in mass have to be collected by a micrometer dust aggregate to grow to a planet.
Unless the cores of these planets were already formed during the stellar cloud collapse in
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From pebble to planet

Figure A: One of the first images from the new James Webb telescope of SMACS 072, a cluster of
thousands of galaxies. Image credit: NASA, ESA, CSA, and STScI

the disk, planet formation remains a challening phenomenon to explain. Growth through
collisions of aggregates is not much efficient. Most of the time relative velocities between
solids are too high and the solids bounce or fragment into more smaller pieces, stagnating
growth. In the ideal scenario they do stick together, they start to decouple from the gas when
getting larger. At a certain threshold the solids are rapidly loosing their angular momentum
to the gas and spiral inward or in other words, drift toward the star within hundreds of
years. Recently it has been proposed that the "seeds" for the planetary cores also called
planetesimals, can form from gravitational collapse through the streaming instability. This
spontaneous clustering process circumvents the collisional and drift barriers and produces
bodies that have enough gravity to pull in other solids in the disk. After these bodies have
formed they can grow larger rapidly through another overtaking process: pebble accretion.
Pebble accretion is a mechanism with which solids or "pebbles" are pulled in over a large
region by the gravitational field of the growing planetesimal, aided by the gas drag on the
pebbles. Without the gas or if the solds are unaffected by the gas, the region of accretion
for the planetesimal would be much smaller; encounters of pebbles with the planetesimal
would be too rapid and energy conserving and the probability of accretion is much lower.
However, also in the consecutive growth scenario of streaming instability followed by pebble
accretion there are difficulties to overcome. For streaming instabilities one potential issue
is the large solid-to-gas ratio needed to trigger the collapse. For pebble accretion growth
becomes problematic if the flux of solids is not sufficient in drifting pebbles from the outer
disk for the planetesimal. In the outer disk there are less solids available and it becomes
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Figure B: An image from the Hubble telescope of the Orion nebula, part of the larger Orion
molecular cloud complex. Much star formation takes place here, and the young stars with disks of
dust and gas where planets might form can be seen in the square frames. Credits: ESA/Hubble

difficult with increasing disk radius to form planetary cores. For outer disk planets there
is another growth mechanism possible: gravitational instability. This process is analogous
to the earlier discussed star formation process. The conditions however as we saw are not
easily fulfilled. The disk has to be massive and cold which is something we certainly cannot
expect to see in every disk. We do however know that the disk gas stays around a limited
time, between two and ten millions year on average. One of the processes that removes gas
from the disk is condensation onto terrestrial planets and gas giants. A constraint we then
have is that the planets should have formed within these timescales. It is just not entirely
known how and when planet formation really manifests itself in the protoplanetary disk.

In this thesis, I focus on the formation process and the resulting rotation that follows for
planetesimals also called planets-in-formation (about 100 to 500 kilometers in radius) and
larger planets (about 500 to 2000 kilometers in radius)

In Chapter 2, the focus is on the time scale required to create the larger planets with
pebble accretion. For this I use computer simulations where I release the pebbles through
the gas and I see how many are then swept up by a planet-in-formation through time and
how many are lost. From this I then determine an efficiency factor, to determine the time it
takes to double the mass.

In Chapter 3 I use the same model but no longer look at growth but the rotation that
pebbles give when they land on the planet-in-formation. So if there is an asymmetry then
at some point there will be a preferred direction of rotation. If as much rotation of pebbles
is transferred to one side as to the other, the planet-in-formation will not rotate.

Chapter 4 is about the stage of formation for the planet-in-formation. This, of course,
must also have come from somewhere. So we think this happens because the pebbles in
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the protoplanetary disk accumulate and cluster by interacting with the gas. This process
is called Streaming Instability. If the densities of the pebble accumulations become large
enough, they can collapse from the cloud they form by gravity. I use a numerical model
with gravity, collisions and gas friction acting on the pebbles to calculate this collapse stage.
From the collapse, a planet-in-formation of a hundred to as much as a thousand kilometers
can form which can then continue to grow with pebble accretion. I then look when it is
formed by the collapse what the size distribution of pebbles in the core is because they are
not all the same size and therefore will form a certain structure in the core during collapse.

In Chapter 5, I again look at rotation resulting from the process, in this case resulting
from the gravitational collapse. These simulations are done in the framework of the central
mass around which all pebbles revolve during collapse.

Finally, in Chapter 5 I determine the growth and evolution of a binary system that forms
due to, for example, streaming instability and then sweeps up pebbles during pebble accre-
tion. For this, a computer model is used where two planets-in-formation are initiated that
orbit each other with different mass ratios. The question is then which of the two objects
becomes the larger for different starting configurations and parameters.
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"Bring some weed I got a story to tell"
- Christopher George Latore Wallace, AKA The Notorious B.I.G.

May 21, 1972 – March 9, 1997† (aged 24)
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My story

My mother would not believe it when I was arrested by the police for armed robbery. I was
seventeen years old and my life mainly took part on the streets of Nieuwegein. I was caught
stealing a couple of times already but this was serious. My parents really did their best but
I was troublesome to say the least and I had some serious anger issues those days. Whether
it was the difficulty of making friends and keeping them, because we had moved twelve times
to different places already, or the fact that I was bored at school -or both- I am still not
sure. In any case we moved mainly because money was not always a steady factor in our
household. When the four of us, my parents, me, and my five year older sister eventually
lived in a trailer on farmland of a family we knew well, it was clearer than ever that money
was scarce. We were living on land that was not ours to live on.

It led to some pretty funny situations, for example, my parents drove an old Fiat Panda
that couldn’t go in its reverse. Each time they were leaving or coming back they really had
to think twice on how and where to park it. There were also some worrying situations. I
remember a stormy night where we had a wind force 12 making the trailer launch off from
the ground. We decided to not take any risk and we slept in the farm house that night. In
the end there were nice things about the freedom on the farm and the particular lifestyle
with nature surrounding you.

Anyway, we moved back to Nieuwegein when I was around 11 years old, and eventually
lived in three different houses on a row in the same street (number 1, 3 and 5, true story)
for reasons I’ll not get into. Eventually the company of my father also went bankrupt,
he got cancer and Bell’s disease and we got into a debt restructuring program of seven
years. I started hanging with the wrong crowd and making stupid decisions of my own. I
started drinking, smoking, doing drugs, stealing, you name it, everything that god would
not recommend.

School was not important to me and I got kicked off multiple schools for throwing chairs
at people, fighting, drug possession and many other reasons I cannot recall in a detailed way.
Eventually when my parents ran out of schools to bring me to, the only option was to send
me to a school for difficult to raise children, de Sprong, somewhere deep in the forest. I
had to be taken there and back home in a special minivan with four or five others from my
neighborhood that also went to that school. We were arriving high at the school because
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My story

we smoked weed with the bus driver every day. The school found out at some time and he
was fired from the job. The school never noticed that the new driver was even more of a
pothead. While I thought I was doing alright I was really hitting rock bottom because even
this school almost kicked me away for fighting and drug use. They gave me one chance and
although I would probably have ruined it too, I did it myself already, by deciding to rob
someone with a group of “friends” back then.

Smart as we were we took the train to Ermelo where the older brother of my ex girlfriend
(and her other younger brother, who was my best friend back then), lived. She warned me
that it was a stupid decision and said that it would go wrong. It did.. after we took the
money, waving around with a kitchen knife almost the size of a cricket bat, we ran to the
apartment of one of the guys living there. We were pointed out and recognized soon after
and I was sentenced to a couple of months juvenile detention and 180 hours of community
service in the Zutphen court of law. It was now I felt, from what I can remember, trapped in
the darkest period in my life. I felt empty, without a goal, no education, no job, parents and
surrounding people were hurting because of what I have done. My parents came and visited
me and I could see their surprised and disappointed facial expressions very clearly. "Where
did we go wrong", they must have constantly felt and asked themselves. My mother started
explaining that she did her best to explain to everyone that this is not who I am and that
she explicitly agreed to the time of detention. She said that it might be an eye opener for
me. She made sure however that they would not take me away from home into the system,
but that I could stay with my parents for another final chance. She also pointed out that it
was a criminal case for which I could have been sentenced according to adult law, putting
me away for multiple years. The state attorney prevented this for the sake of repentance
and age. All my father tried to emphasize sitting at the other side of the table, was that if I
wanted to smoke a joint now and then, it was fine for him, if it prevented me from robbing
people and other stupid things.

After spending an agonizing week in Rentray juvenile detention center I felt so lonely and
intimidated by the others living on my block that I just broke. I literally cried myself to
sleep for a couple of nights in a row. With the eyes of someone who smoked an entire field of
marijuana I got out of bed again pretending to be the tough guy during the day. I even was
tested for drugs because of my eyes but it came out negative and it was shameful enough
that it was from crying. All I thought about was the fear and the trauma that the person
we had robbed must have experienced and probably still is experiencing. I did seriously not
realize this earlier and it only came to me by self-pity.

After probably the most confronting and self-reflecting experience of my life, I came out
and it was not over yet. I had to do community service with a group of guys that also did
time for more serious crimes and I was intimidated and threatened to fix stuff for them they
did not want to do themselves. After a pretty tough time of 180 hours which I also probably
deserved, I was finally free from my punishment. I tried to get my life back together and
decided to apply for the army. Of course I had a criminal record now and after training for
two months and going to the selection day I was rejected after the talk with the psychologist
where I thought honesty would help me, it did not.

Again with empty hands I started working with my father in construction to cover my
living expenses. After some time I decided I wanted to go to school again but I had no
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diploma, just a few lower education certificates from the school deep in the forest. Luckily
I was eligible for the MBO level 2 track, which takes two years, then I could go to level 3
which takes three years, and then even level 4, another four years. I have reduced my time
to leave the MBO with the level four qualification significantly to 3 years.

I developed an interest for physics when I noticed that I was fascinated by all the universe
documentaries, Star Trek, and Star-gate with all this cool time travel stuff and complexities.
This was in and around my first year of International business and management studies at
the Hogeschool Utrecht. In the regular track this would take me again four years because I
did not have a background that was relevant, I barely knew what a fraction was and how
you work with it. Physics was not a concept I knew at all because we never did get it at
the schools I went to. Next to my regular studies I therefore started learning math and
physics from the basics and although I aimed high it was clear that it would take a long time
to get where I wanted to be. But I went all the way and got math and physics university
level certificates and transferred to the university of Amsterdam after obtaining my first year
hogeschool certificate. I worked various jobs in between such as IT consultant at ABN-AMRO
Hypotheken groep, hotel room cleaner, Albert Heijn distribution center employee, bartender
in a gay bar in Utrecht, FNV the union for a paid marketing internship, bridge controller
(open and close them for boats), hospital caterer, eight years at the Mediamarkt, in three
different locations as salesman and later on department manager, linoleum floor scrubber in
school classrooms, business office cleaner, you name it. I literally took everything I could
get to pay for my expenses and get where I wanted to be.

Looking back now to the dark ages in my life, I am sad and happy all together. Sad still
for the empty and emotionally blank person I felt to be. Sad for the people I have hurt and
also for the feeling of having no goals and perspective in life, a feeling I can still recognize
as if it was yesterday but stems from another life. But I feel happy too, because it made me
the person I am today. Happy that I am now wrapping up my PhD and the journey is only
just getting started. But I would say it is a new book, not a new chapter. Life has been
crazy and will probably continue to be that. Also I am happy because of all the support
and help I have been given and offered by people around me, from all social layers in society
you can think of. Without those people things might have turned out very different for me
and not in a good way. I saw bad things happening to people around me and it still hurts
me to think about it. Especially because structural racism and discrimination were obvious
factors that I did not experience and it made me realize that there are countless people who
are struggling world wide, starting behind significantly already. It still is a divided world.

It also reminds me of amazing people with small gestures, making a huge positive impact
on a path to becoming a new person, building up a new life. OK enough of this here we go,
I do have some people to acknowledge.
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My story

"It was hard just to make it. Real shit, ain’t scared, no fake shit. Grew up
sellin’ yay from my basement. Then we moved to Parkway, it was gated.

I’m like, Damn, where we stayin’? First night, gunshots, they ain’t
playin’."

- Dayvon Daquan Bennett, AKA King Von
August 9, 1994 – November 6, 2020† (aged 26)
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Yesterday.. life was such a pointless game to play.
Today the clouds of grey just went away, with yesterday.

Suddenly.. I am thrice the man I used to be.
Now the sun is shining down on me.

Oh today.. suddenly,
I, came to know that we grow from the stray,

of yesterday-yay-yay-yay, hm-m-m-m-hm..

Adaptation of Paul McCartney’s Yesterday
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